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The aims of this research were to: 1) study the conditions and the problems of 

communication for promoting on Thai Lanna cultural tourism conservation in the area 

of the four provinces in the upper part in the north of Thailand in accordance with The 

Act of National Tourism 2008 and The National Tourism Management Plan 2012-

2016; 2) design the communication model for promoting tourism on Thai Lanna 

cultural conservation in the  area of four provinces in the upper Northern region 1 of 

Thailand in accordance with The act of National Tourism 2008 and The National 

Tourism Management Plan 2012-2016; and3) evaluate the communication model for 

promoting tourism on Thai Lanna cultural conservation in the area of the four 

provinces in the upper Northern region 1 of Thailand in accordance with The Act of 

National Tourism 2008 and The National Tourism Management Plan 2012-2016. It is 

a mixed method of qualitative technique and quantitative technique. The qualitative 

data was collected through In-Depth interviews and observations. The quantitative 

data was analyzed through the application of descriptive statistic including 

percentage, the arithmetic mean, standard deviation and variable Pearson's correlation 

The results of the study are as follows: the problems of communication for 

promoting tourism on Thai Lanna cultural conservation in the area of the four 

provinces in the upper northern region 1 of Thailand in accordance with The Act of 

National Tourism 2008 and The National Tourism management Plan 2012-2016, the 

information of The Act of National Tourism, the Information about cultural 

conservation of Lanna architecture, the Information about cultural conservation of 
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Lanna handicrafts, the Information about cultural conservation of Lanna ceremonies 

and the information about cultural conservation of Lanna foods were moderate. The 

perception of information included knowledge-forming process and collaboration 

from all sectors: government, private and public. The promotion of tourism in 

architecture required collaborative efforts in organizing events, and the presentations 

of essentials and significance of Lanna rites. There should be publicity for the 

Salakphat Festival, as well as the variety in the northern menu selections.   

The communication model for promoting tourism on Thai Lannacultural 

conservation consist of the following: Sender as creator of the message or from whom 

the message is sent; Message as the actual content or idea for communication; 

Channel as the medium through which communication takes place, i.e., Mass Media, 

in the form of broadcast such as radios, televisions,  printed media like newspapers, 

magazines, billboards, orelectronics media such as computers, as well as specialty 

media such as catalogues, pamphlets, etc.; and, finally, Receiver as tourists. 
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CHAPTER 1 

 

INTRODUCTION 

 

1.1  Statement of the Problem and Significance of the Study 

 

Thailand Tourism appeared clearly on 19th October 1949 and one year later 

the cabinet issued the act from the office of tourism to tourism promoting office as 

department. In 1958, Prime minister Marshal Sarit Thanarat was promoting tourism to 

accommodate Tourist especially, American military during the Vietnam War. In 

1959, it was changed to be an independent organization, namely Tourism 

Organization of Thailand, promoting accounted rapidly expanded. In 1979, Thailand 

was securely political, it was changed to be Tourism Authority of Thailand by the act 

(Royal Thai Government Gazette, 4
th

 May 1979). 

Thailand’s tourism business has played a very significant role affecting the 

country’s economic and social systems, being one of the primary sources of the 

national incomes. In fact, the revenue was ranked first among the ASEAN 

Community (The Travel & Tourism Competitiveness, 2008), resulting in the income 

and prosperity distributionto all regions of Thailand. In addition, the business has also 

made a vital contribution towards the improvement of the nation’s infrastructure in 

the area of transportation, commerce and investment, as well as the elimination of 

unemployment to a certain extent. In 1997, when Thailand was faced with the 

economic crisis, it was the tourism business that played a pivotal role in restoring the 

country’s economic system, resulting in a more rapid recovery than other industrial 

and service sectors, through the application of limited but beneficial and economical 

budgeting schemes (Budget Bureau, 2008).  

In 2008, Tourism businesses generated 9% of Gross Domestic Product was 

574,521 million THB, additional 5% average of foreign tourist expense 3,483.43 

THBper person and per day last year. In 2009, it generated 7.91% of Gross Domestic 

Product was 715,985.18 million THB. Moreover, it can employ 1.9 million employees 
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5% of all employees of the nationwide. (National Statistic Bureau, 2008), there were 

continuously visited by 14,149,180 tourists. 

In 2009, the National Statistical Office of Thailand (TNSO) in corporation 

with the Tourism Authority of Thailand (TAT) conducted the first survey on the 

excursion behavior of the Thai people all over the country, involving a sample of 

63,060. The survey focused on the temporary migration from one province to another 

taken by citizens of over 15 years of age and discovered that, between 2008 and 2011, 

54.8% of the population undertook excursions, whereas the percentage increased by 

57.8% in 2012 (Thai Visitor’s Tourism Survey, 2013) Moreover, a survey on the 

trends of Thailand’s tourism business revealed a forecast of a foreign tourist increase 

of over 20 million in 2013, resulting in an increase of average revenue and boosting 

the national competitiveness in tourism business to rank third in the ASEAN 

Community, only after Singapore and Malaysia (The Tourism Promotion Organization 

of Thailand, 2009, p. 4). 

At present, tourism business discovered to the global due to technology of 

transportation and communication development affected to widely expanding tourism 

industry as globalization which linked world economic, society and culture. These 

were imitated by Western culture. This reason is not able to maintain authentic 

culture. Most of tourism business applies custom of each region to conform foreign 

visitors’ satisfaction which is not aware of authentic culture. 

The Thai government’s passage of the National Tourism Policy Act, 2008, 

along with its stipulation of the National Tourism Development Plan, 2012 - 2016, by 

virtue of Article 15 and effective from 9 May 2011 onward specified strategies and 

policy of promoting tourism on cultural conservation, aiming to preserve the Thai 

culture and to present it as a focus of interest to foreign businessmen and tourists. The 

emphasizes have been on historical and cultural studies of social and human 

evolution, deeply reflecting the Thai lifestyles of each period, on economic, social and 

cultural aspects, as well as those on traditions, architecture, handicrafts, rites, and 

local food consumption.  

From reasons mentioned, the researcher has become interested in conducting 

study of Communication Model for Promoting Tourism on Thai Lanna Cultural 

Conservation, raising awareness that local culture is a significant foundation for the 
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Thais. It is a culture composed of colors and fragrances immersed in the body and 

soul of the people, of local wisdoms handed down from ancestors, a peaceful and 

simple lifestyle, as well as an agglomeration of priceless cultural treasures of the 

country. It is of significance to be aware of the value of the national culture as a 

standard in close relation to the people’s way of living, with the Thai feelings being 

proud of their unique cultural heritage. Moreover, there should be collaborative 

awareness of both the Thai and foreign tourism businessmen in their attempts to 

conserve the local culture from losing identity. 

 

1.2  Research Question 

  

What is the Communication Model for Promoting Tourism on Thai Lanna 

Cultural Conservation in accordance with The Act of National Tourism 2008 and The 

National Tourism management Plan 2012-2016? 

 

1.3  Objectives of the Study 

 

1.3.1 To study conditions and problems of communication for promoting 

tourism on Thai Lanna cultural tourism conservation in the upper Northern provinces, 

region 1. 

1.3.2  To design a Communication Model for Promoting Tourism on Thai 

Lanna Cultural Conservation in the area of four provinces in the upper Northern 

provinces, region 1. 

1.3.3  To assess the Communication Model for Promoting Tourism on Thai 

Lanna Cultural Conservation in the upper Northern provinces, region 1. 

 

1.4  Scope of the Study 

  

The study on Communication Model for Promoting Tourism on Thai Lanna 

Cultural Conservation follows these 3 scopes;  
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1.4.1 Content 

Conservation of the 4 aspects of Thai folk wisdom and Lanna lifestyle and 

ritual cultures 1) Lanna architecture 2) Lanna handicrafts 3) Lannaritual cultures, and 

4) Lanna foods 

 

1.4.2 Area 

The upper Northern provinces, region 1: Chiang Mai, Lampang, Lamphun and 

Mae Hong Son 

 

1.4.3 Duration 

A one-year study from 15
th

 October 2013 to15
th

 October 2014 

 

1.5  Expected Benefits 

 

1.5.1  A communication model for promoting tourism on Thai Lanna cultural 

conservation in accordance with the act of National Tourism 2008 and the National 

Tourism Management Plan 2012-2016. 

1.5.2  The research outcomes that can be applied by the Tourism Authority of 

Thailand and Thailand Tourism Business in their efforts to promote traditions and 

culture of the country. 

1.5.3  A model of communication for promoting Thai Lanna cultural 

conservation that can be a model for ASEAN nations in promoting their own cultural 

tourism business. 

 

1.6  Operational Definition of Terms 

 

1.6.1 Communication Model is the communication for promotion on Thai 

Lanna cultural in accordance with The Act of National Tourism 2008 and The 

National Tourism Management Plan 2012-2016 to conserve and disseminate authentic 

Thai Lanna culture as a symbol and an identity: 1) Tasting 2) Touching 3) Hearing 

and 4) Seeing on processing SMCR: SenderMessage Channel Receiver: S 

M C R. 
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Sender-a governmental sector in the upper Northern provinces, region 

1: Chiang Mai, Lampang, Lamphun and Mae Hong Son. 

Message- 4 cultural aspects 1) Lanna Architecture:WatPhra That 

DoiSuthep 2)   Lanna Handicraft: YokDok Silk 3) LannaRite :Salakpat and 4) Lanna 

Foods 

Channel-a communication channel by tasting, touching, hearing and 

seeing. 

Receiver- Thai visitors and foreign visitors. 

1.6.2 Tourism Promoting is promotion on Thai Lanna cultural in the upper 

Northern provinces, region 1: Chiang Mai, Lampang, Lamphun and Mae Hong Son. 

1.6.3 Thai Lanna Cultural Conservation is to maintain custom, rite and 

festival: 1) Lanna Architecture 2) Lanna Handicraft 3) Lanna rite and 4) Lanna Foods. 

1.6.4 Lanna Architecture is the architechture in the upper northern provinces, 

region1: 1) the architecture of Phra That DoiSuthep in Chiang mai province 2) the 

architecture of Phra That LampangLuang in Lampang province 3) the architectureof 

Phra That Hariphunchaiin Lampun province and 4) the architecture of Phra That 

DoiKongmu in Mea Hong Son province . 

1.6.5 Lanna Handicraft is the handicraft in the upper northern provinces, 

region 1: 1) PhasinTinjok in Chiang mai province 2) SoiDokMak Pattern in Lampang 

province 3) YokDok Silkin Lampun province and 4) Karen Handwoven in Mea Hong Son 

province. 

1.6.6 Lanna Ritual Culture is merit making, Salakpat Buddhism custom to the 

Buddhist monks offered by lucky draw to the Buddhist monks. It is signified to 

devote the benefit to the death.  

1.6.7 Lanna Foods is the local food that come with sticky rice of the upper 

Northern provinces, region1; Chiang Mai, Lampang, Lamphun and Mae Hong Son. 

 

1.7  Conceptual Framework 

 

The study on Communication Model for Promoting Tourism on Thai Lanna 

Cultural Conservation in accordance with The Act of National Tourism 2008 and The 

National Tourism management Plan 2012-2016 
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Figure 1.1  Conceptual Framework 
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CHAPTER 2 

 

LITERATURE REVIEW 

 

This research derived from the following concepts; 

2.1  The Act and the Royal Decree and the plan for the policies of tourism 

                   2.1.1  The Royal Decree of Tourism Authority of Thailand  

       2.1.2  The Act of National Tourism 1979 

       2.1.3  The Act of National Tourism 2008 

 2.1.4  The Strategies for Developing Thailand Tourism 

       2.1.5  The National Tourism Development Plan  2012 – 2016 

2.2  Theories of Researches on Tourism 

 2.2.1  Public Policy Theory 

 2.2.2  Integrated Tourism Theory 

 2.2.3  Cultural Tourism Theory 

 Cultural Diversity Theory 

2.3  Semiology Theory 

       2.3.1  Semiology Theory 

                              Concept and Theories of Communication  

2.4  Lanna Cultural Concepts 

  2.4.1  Lanna History 

  2.4.2  Concept of Lanna Culture 

  2.4.2.1  Lanna Architecture 

  2.4.2.2  Lanna Handicrafts 

  2.4.2.3  Lanna Ceremonies 

  2.4.2.4  Lanna Food 

2.5  Related Research 
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2.1  The Act, the Royal Decree, and the Plan for the Policies of Tourism 

 

2.1.1  The Royal Decree of Tourism Authority of Thailand 1959 

The Royal Decree Tourism became law in 1950 mentioned the Tourism 

Authority of Thailand as a division.  Later, Field Marshal Sarit Thanarut wanted to 

support tourism industry for more American soldiers to come as tourists during the 

break of the Vietnam War. Therefore, the Royal Decree of Tourism 1959 was passed. 

Tourism Authority of Thailand was set up as an independent unit, later called Tourism 

Authority of Thailand to promote tourism. This expanded tourism industry of Thailand 

very quickly. 

 

2.1.2  The Act of National Tourism 1979 (see the attached document in the 

Appendix) 

In 1979, The Act of National Tourism was passed. When the political 

situations in Thailand during that time started to become stable, tourism became more 

popular rapidly in the central, regional, and local parts of the country. The contents of 

the Act were broadened for more effectively in management in some way: 

Section 4 ‘tourism industry’ was defined as the industry gaining wages in 

return, which also the kingdom gaining wages in return, which also included:  

1) Tourism business 

2) Hotel business 

3) Restaurants, entertainment, and resort business 

4) Souvenir business or products for tourists 

5) Sports business for tourists 

6) All kinds of functions; exhibitions, events, fun-fairs, promotions to 

inspire or promote tourism 

Section 8 clearly indicated the aims of the Tourism Authority of Thailand as 

follows: 

1) To promote tourism and tourism industry as well as careers in 

tourism 

2) To support the beauty of the nature, ancient places, antiques, history, 

arts and culture, sports, evolution of technology and other factors that inspired tourism 

as well 
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3) To provide comfort and safety to tourists 

4) To promote good understandings and relationships among Thai 

citizen and the country by means of tourism 

5) To create the tourism development to develop the basic needs and 

the facilities as well 

Section 9 Job descriptions of the Tourism Authority of Thailand written 

according to Section 8 also included: 

1) To give advices and suggestions for the co-operation with the other 

sectors, both the government and the private ones within the country and outside the 

kingdom 

2) To co-operate in training and providing knowledge in various kinds 

of academic knowledge to the personnel to up-grade them to the standard of tourism 

industry 

3) To promote field trips 

4) To make a survey and to gather all the evidences from the 

government and private sectors in tourism industry to collect information shown in 

statistics 

5) To make a survey to show the exact area of the tourist attractions 

and the natural sources for tourism to conserve them for the country under the 

responsibility of the Tourism Authority of Thailand according to the Royal Decree 

6) To make a survey in order to plan for the managing in conservation, 

restoration, development for the tourist attractions, resources in tourism and the 

quality of the environment within the related law 

7) To invest in tourism business as long as needed, or do it in forms of 

joint venture in order to initiate the development of tourism, or develop the 

fundamental factors together with the facilities for the tourists 

8) To loan or borrow an amount of money within and outside the 

kingdom 

9) To loan or borrow an amount of money with volunteers or collateral 

to promote tourism industry 

10) To invest in tourism industry in forms of bond or other instrument 
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11) To be in joint private or public ownership in order to build, buy, 

provide, sell, rent, lease, pawn, mortgage, transfer ownership, or inherit donated asset 

within and outside the kingdom 

12) To conduct all the other management of the Tourism Authority of 

Thailand successfully 

Section 10 mentioned the funds to be spent for the activities of the Tourism 

Authority of Thailand as follows: 

1) Money and property that were transferred according to Section 

41and Section 42 after they were paid off net of debts 

2) Budget as a capital for investment or expansion 

3) Money or property that were donated 

 

2.1.3  The Act of National Tourism 2008 (see the attached document in the 

Appendix) 

As tourism in Thailand is growing quickly, the natural resources and the local 

culture have been destroyed. The community cannot keep their own original. 

Therefore, the Act of National Plan for Tourism 2008 stated the plan for tourism 

development 2012 - 2016 to solve these problems. 

According to the Tourism Authority of Thailand Act 2008, some more 

activities that could not be found in the Tourism Authority of Thailand Act 1979 were 

added to conserve Thai culture not to be destroyed in boundless tourism. 

Section 3 “Tourism administration and development” was defined in setting 

up, developing, and improving the tourist attractions, administrating the tourist 

attractions, maintaining their quality, organizing the tourism activities, developing 

tourism services, developing the tourism personnel, providing the knowledge body of 

tourism, producing tourism products, paying attention to tourism safety or other 

tourism activities, the tourists themselves or tourism industry directly or indirectly for 

sustainable tourism. 

Section 5 “Board of National Policy on Tourism” was set up consisting of the 

Prime Minister as Chairperson, together with the ministers of the ministries, the 

parliament secretaries, and also the experts in tourism, tourism business, marketing, 

hotel industry, service industry, art, culture, or natural resources and environment 
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conservation who were ready for taking action affectively with high quality which 

were not in The Act of National Tourism 2009. 

Section 10 Policy of Board of National Policy on Tourismwas set up to be 

concreted as follows: 

1) To set up the strategic policy or the measure in administrative of 

tourism promotion to the cabinet for approving 

2) To set up  National Tourism development plan to the cabinet for 

approving 

3) To offer international tourism policy and cooperate  to the cabinet 

for approving 

4) To scope tourism development  

5) To consider and monitor the zone of tourism development plan 

6) To certify tourist attractions and tourism industry 

7) To facilitate and evaluate government sectors conforming with 

National Tourism development plan 

8) To monitor and manage in funds 

9) To perform the assignment of the committee or the cabinet 

Section 15 the national tourism policy committee perform the national tourism 

development policy to cabinet for approving and announcing Royal Thai Government 

Gazette which is setting of administrative tourism development as utilizing Thailand 

tourism; to sustain natural resources and environment including Thai lifestyle, 

tradition and culture 

Section 17 “Tourism development committee”, tourism zone which is consisted 

of governor, government representative, administrative organization representative, 

provincial   chamber of commerce, representative of Thailand tourism industry, 

tourism experts. 

 

2.1.4  The Strategies for Developing Thailand Tourism 

 The competition in tourism industry tends to be severer. Every country is 

interested in the investment and development in tourism to earn more income for the 

country. Since the situations and the risk factors in tourism become more and more 

complicated, severe, and changeable more quickly, therefore, it is necessary to find 

the ways to develop Thailand tourism by setting the vision, mission, and strategies for 

developing Thailand tourism. 
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Vision 

“Thailand is a good tourist attraction with capability in competition in the 

world. Tourism is a major source of income that is distributed among the people fairly 

and sustainably.” 

Mission 

1) To develop the fundamental structures, the facilities, and the 

supportive factors for tourism to be with high quality and meet the international 

standard 

2) To develop and restore the tourist attractions to be potential for 

sustainable development for the balance between using the sources of tourism and the 

conservation of the natural resources, environment, societies, as well as the 

community life 

3) To prepare the service and the supportive factors for tourism to be 

ready for the changes and the important roles to drive and to restore the economy of 

the country 

4) To build confidence and promote tourism to earn more income for 

the country 

5) To integrate the functions of tourism to form one unit with 

supportive devices for tourism development as well as management with co-operation 

from every sector 

Strategies 

In order to accomplish the vision, mission objectives, and goals of the 

National Tourism Development Plan 2012 - 2016, five strategies are set as follows: 

Strategy 1 The development of the fundamental structures and the 

facilities for tourism 

Strategy 2 The development and the restoration of the tourist attractions 

for sustainability  

Strategy 3 The development of products, services, and the supportive 

factors for tourism 

Strategy 4 Building confidence and promoting tourism 

Strategy 5 Encouraging participation process among the government and 

the public sectors, together with the Local Administration 

bodies in the tourism resource management 
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Figure 2.1  Shows the Connection Among the Vision, Objectives, Goals, Mission,  

                    and Strategies 

Source:  Ministry of Tourism and Sports, 2011. 
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among people based on balance 

and sustainability 

 

More income from tourism 

 

High capability in competition in 
tourism increases not less than 5 rates, 

or 1 – 7 rates of Asia. 
 

Groups of tourism, 8 groups 
of tourism have been 

developed. 
 

Capability in 

regulations 

increases not less 

than 5 rates, or 1–7 

rates of Asia 
 

Capability of human 

resources, nature, and 

culture increases not less 

than 5 rates, or 

1–7 rates of Asia 

 

Capability of the 

environment and 

facilities in running 

business increases not 

less than 5 rates, or 

 1–7 rates of Asia 

 

Income of the country from 

tourism increases not less 

than 5% 

 

To integrate the 

functions of 
tourism to form 

one unit with 

supportive 
devices for 

tourism 

development as 
well as 

management 

with co-
operation from 

every sector 
 

To develop 

and restore the 
tourist 

attractions to 

be potential 
for sustainable 

development 

 

To build 

confidence 
and promote 

tourism to 

earn more 
income for 

the country 
 

To develop the 

fundamental 
structures, the 

facilities, and the 

supportive 
factors for 

tourism to be 

with high quality 
and meet the 

international 

standard 
 

To prepare the 

service sectors 
and the 

supportive 

factors for 
tourism to be 

ready for the 

changes and the 
important roles 

to drive and to 

restore the 
economy of the 

country 

 

Support for 
participation 

process among the 

government, and 
the public sectors, 

as well as the 

Local 
Administration 

bodies in resource 

management 
 

The 

development 

and the 

restoration of 

the tourist 

attractions for 

sustainability 

 

The 

development of 

the 

fundamental 

structure and 

the facilities 

for tourism 

 

Building 

confidence and 

promoting 

tourism 

 

The 

development 

of the 

products, 

services, and 

the supportive 

factors for 

tourism 
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The development of fundamental structures and the facilities for tourism is 

important in solving problems and the limitation of tourism which decreases the 

potential for tourism in Thailand. These fundamental structures are the logistic system 

which joins tourism inside the country and international level, and the fundamental 

facilities which can be major obstacles to develop Thailand tourism. Development 

guidelines are as follows: 

Strategy 1 The development of the fundamental structures and the facilities for 

tourism 

1) To Develop the Fundamental Structures and the Facilities for 

Tourism Performance Guidelines 

(1) To develop logistic system for tourism among the major tourist 

attractions and the minor ones by integrating all steps of transportation system to 

connect the center of transportation within the same province with the nearby areas. 

This includes developing the mass transit system to promote tourism with fast speed, 

safe, comfortable, clean service with international standard of customer care 

(2) To promote and encourage the local administration sectors to 

participate in and be responsible for developing logistic system in tourism to connect 

with the local tourist attractions 

(3) To improve signs for the tourists, notices in major tourist 

attractions and in minor ones to be in the same system through-out the country 

according to the international standard 

(4) To develop the overland transport to be safe according to the 

international safety and be able to connect the major tourist attractions with the minor 

ones effectively and also to promote the investment of the private sectors in transport 

link 

(5) To develop the transportation by air linking the tourist 

attractions inside the country and to promote investment by private sectors for new 

flight routes 

(6) To develop the harbors and to promote investment in building 

harbors to connect the travel routes along the bank of Andaman Sea with the ones on 

the bank of the Gulf of Thailand, the ones on the bank of the Chaopraya River with 

the ones on the bank of the Khong River to be harbors for travel 
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2)  To Develop and Adjust the Facilities to Tourism 

Performance Guidelines 

(1)  To develop the facilities of the tourist attractions by improving 

the parking areas, signs showing slopes, escalators, tourist information centers, toilets, 

facilities for the disabled and the elderly according to the international standards, and 

also to encourage the Local Administration bodies to take part in developing the 

tourist attractions 

(2) To develop the network of telecommunications, information 

technology, and software digital content for tourism, to encourage using e-commerce 

widely, making online tourist data and connecting the service systems of tourism on 

the internet 

(3) To encourage participation of the communities in managing 

tourist attractions by appointing committee in the local areas to develop and 

encourage tourism for concrete administration from the government sectors together 

with the local communities to be involved in conserving and restoring culture, tourist 

attractions, and the environment in their own area 

(4) To establish, develop, improve conditions, the facility system at 

the borders crossings to support tourism, update rules and regulations at the borders to 

be more comfortable  

(5) To develop the call centers for tourism as a one-stop service for 

information, sufferings, emergency aids quickly and easy to be accessed in 

distribution covers 

3)  To Establish a Network of Transportation to the Neighboring Countries 

and in the Regions 

Performance Guidelines 

(1)  To encourage all the airports of the country to push for the 

Liberal Air Policy motivating the international airlines to use the airport services by 

providing special offers such as less fee or cancellation fee for some services, or to 

improve some conditions of air traffic between the Parties International for more 

motivation for using Suwannabhumi Airport as Regional aviation hub, together with 

the International Phuket Airport, the International Chiangmai Airport, the International 

Chiangrai Airport, the International Hadyai Airport, the International Krabi Airport, 

and the International Trang Airport as Sub region aviation hubs. 
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(2)  To develop and improve the transportation routes connecting 

those of the neighboring countries by expanding the bus routes and train routes to link 

between them and the tourist attractions on the borders  

(3)  To develop the connection in boat trip along the Khong River, 

the coastlines  of the Gulf of Thailand, the  Andaman Sea and the islands with the 

route links in Malaysia and Indonesia according to the cooperation of ASEAN, IMT-

GT, AMECS, BIMSTEG and GMS 

(4)  To drive the International Transport Connections Plan both on 

land and by air along the North-South Economic Corridor and the East-West 

Economic Corridor as well to finish soon 

(5)  To drive Thailand to be a travel hub in the Meakhong Region 

by connecting the logistics of travelling in different forms on land, by water and by air 

comfortably 

Strategy 2 The Development and the Restoration of the Tourist Attractions for 

Sustainability  

The expansion of tourism with the focus on the amount of tourists or income 

whereas there are not enough supports cause problems for the tourist attractions in 

Thailand to become worse. Therefore, the strategy emphasizes the development of 

eco-tourism and the restoration of the tourist attractions considering the capability to 

support the tourists not to be over used. The rules and regulations are amended. 

1)  To Develop the Tourist Attractions in the Potential Areas 

Performance Guidelines 

(1)  To develop the tourist attractions in the potential areas as new 

options for tourism focusing on the development of tourist attractions with the value 

according to the eight potential groups of tourism. The groups consist of 1) The group 

of Lanna civilization and the upper part of the North tourism 2) The group of the 

World Heritage and eco-tourism 3) The group of the civilization of the south of the 

North-Eastern tourism 4) The group of the Khong River lifestyle tourism 5) The 

group of the rivers in the Central part lifestyle tourism 6) The group of the Active 

Beach tourism 7) The group of the Royal Coast tourism and 8) The group of the two 

wonderful oceans tourism 
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(2)  To develop the potential areas in tourism to be designated as 

special areas for tourism development to lesson the complication to the operation and 

to integrate the work of every sector involved  

(3)  To promote Cross Border Tourism by linking the eight 

potential groups of tourism with the cooperation of ASEANIMT-GTACMEES 

BIMSTEC and GMS 

(4)  To promote and develop tourism in the southern border 

countries to solve the economic, social, and political problems 

2)  The Restoration of the Tourist Attractions 

Performance Guidelines 

(1)  To restore and improve the deteriorated tourist attractions back 

to the good conditions in order to continue to create value and added value with the 

concern mainly of the environment, the identity of architecture, and the community 

life of the local areas. 

(2)  To survey and organize the data of the deteriorated tourist 

attractions throughout the country, and to make a development plan for the 

deteriorated tourist attractions, and the monitoring and evaluation system as well. 

3)  To Raise the Quality and Standard of the Tourist Attractions 

Performance Guidelines 

(1)  To plan and design the landscape architecture of tourism in 

every part of the country to conserve, repair, maintain the attractive architecture, 

together with the unique architecture of the areas. 

(2)  To manage the area attraction by considering the capability to 

support the tourists to keep the balance between the utilization and the attractions than 

the capability to support the tourists. 

(3)  To push the new legislation on regulatory treatment attractions 

including measures on prevention and suppress intruders into natural attractions and 

to examine law enforcement seriously. 

(4)  To improve the public utility system to support tourism 

especially the quality and standard of the hospitals in the tourist attractions, 

wastewater and pollution management, and network surveillance for disease control. 
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(5)  To support and take measures to solve problems and effects of 

global warming, clean energy, chemicals that are dangerous to consumers, to lessen 

using energy of the establishments.’ 

(6)  To find ways to solve the problems of negative stereotypes of 

Thailand tourism such as safety taking advantage, and aids, etc. 

Strategy 3 The Development of Products, Services, and the Supportive Factors 

for Tourism 

The strategy focuses on the development of products and travel services to 

maintain high standard in a complete cycle of service-sector jobs. In spite of the world 

bad economies effects and the domestic unrest, the products and travel services play 

important roles in driving economic recovery of the country. Thailand is still an 

interesting tourist attraction for foreign tourists with high standard of tourism 

infrastructure like hotels and spas. Health tourism expands rapidly. Besides creative 

economy also plays more role in tourism movement. 

1) The Development of Creative Economy, Activities, Innovation, and 

Value Added Tourism. 

Performance Guidelines 

(1) To create new tourism activities to serve the needs of the 

tourists and the target groups, especially those who are interested in the Health 

Tourism, Adventure Tourism, Spiritual Tourism, MICE, Sports Tourism, Agricultural 

Tourism, groups of the elderly, families, and the honeymoon couples, etc. 

(2) To support the ceremony, to create and develop the innovation 

ideas for value added travel goods, for investment in sustainable tourism considering 

the value, the environment, the investment eliminate for new tourism activities like 

health service, services for recreation; community tourism; OTOP and souvenirs, etc. 

(3) To drive Thai festivals and activities to be international such as 

Songkran, Lpy Kratong, Pectakhon, music and arts festival, etc. 

(4) To promote international film industry and filming  within the 

country and abroad with support up a center for film production and the services 

involved. 

(5) To carry out a survey of the identities and highlights of the 

provinces to create Brand Images of their own to be sale points for special target 

groups. 
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(6) To promote sports management in the country and in the 

international level to support tourism and to distribute the income to the local areas 

and communities. 

(7) To promote conference and exhibition management in the 

country and in the international level 

2)  Promotion of Opportunity and Motivation for Trade and Tourism 

Investment 

Performance Guidelines 

(1)  To drive establishing Tourism Economic Zone and Tourism 

Development Zone, and to promote the development of Tourism according 

environment for tourism investment. 

(2)  To promote tourism investment by Thai and foreign investors 

with motivation and facilities provided appropriately. 

(3)  To strengthen the private sectors, local areas, communities, 

small entrepreneurs, together with community enterprise in tourism by academic 

funding, educating, advising how to start running business, branding and creating 

brand and identity of products to serve the needs of tourism market, financing, 

guaranteeing, funding, reducing borrowing cost, providing tax incentives, promoting 

new business, complicated technology promoting to improve the performance and 

enhancing the quality of the products, etc. 

(4)  To promote the business sectors to work together to provide 

services in tourism to strengthen supporting for open trade in tourism in the future.  

(5)  To promote fund mechanism that provides more money for the 

tourism investors. 

3) The Development of the Standard of the Products and the Travel 

Services 

Performance Guidelines  

(1)  To develop the quality travel services of the entrepreneurs to 

reach the international required standard of customer care 

(2)  To encourage and drive the entrepreneurs of the travel services 

to work with high standards in order to develop the service providers and their own 

entrepreneurs as well  
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(3)  To promote all the activities of measurement for the 

international standard 

(4)  To promote all the activities of the entrepreneurs of the travel 

services to be up to the Thai standards for the Certification Marks to be reliable for 

the Thai and foreign tourists 

(5)  To organize and manage the database development of the 

tourist attractions to be up to date and link with the other services involved that truly 

serve the needs of the users 

4)  The Protection and Security for the Tourists 

Performance Guidelines  

(1)  To be prepared for the tacking threats of infection, natural 

disasters, outbreaks of disease, and other disasters focusing on crisis management, 

immediate reactions, disaster recovery in the states of emergency, including 

preparedness for protection measures and correction Emergency, and recovery 

measures after the events as well 

(2)  To take preventive measures for the travel safety and travels 

that effect the image of the country to be put into action with the enforcement of 

penalties 

(3)  To take measures for standard of customer care, and safety of 

travel facilities for every type of activities to be put into action seriously 

(4)  To encourage communities to be participate in being volunteer 

police and lifeguards to take care of safety of their own areas, to help tourist police as 

well 

(5)  To encourage the tourist police, government departments, and 

communities to be able to use English to help the tourists. 

5)  The Development of the Potentiality of the Tourism Personnel of 

Competition 

Performance Guidelines 

(1)  To develop the ability to compete of the private sectors in 

tourism, especially the tour guides, foreign language skills, knowledge about history, 

culture, the important tourist attractions, including the potentialities of the tourism 

personnel in the other fields to reach the required standards to be ready for the free 

open of travel services 
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(2)  To develop and encourage Thailand to be the center of the 

Tourism Personnel Development of ASEAN 

(3)  To encourage the center of the Tourism Personnel Development 

to be established concretely to be responsible for defining, directing, and developing 

the quality of the tourism personnel and services, including integrating the co-

operation of the government and the private sectors in training and developing the 

tourism personnel to reach the required standards of the labor market and to be 

enough for the required amount 

(4)  To encourage the medium and small entrepreneurs of the travel 

services to run training courses and to develop short courses, including executive 

development programs from the beginning up to the high levels of working 

performance and special careers that are in urgent needs, together with the trainer 

development programs, for the tourism personnel 

Strategy 4  Building Confidence and Promoting Tourism 

This strategy focuses on making the tourists know and understand the good 

image of Thailand, building confidence of travelling to Thailand by aggressive 

marketing in the competitive bidding for the world or regional exhibitions or events in 

order to increase the amount of the tourists into the country through the media, and 

the expenses as well. 

1)  To Create and Publicize the Tourism Image 

Performance Guidelines 

(1) To publicize Thailand in order to create image and confidence 

in the foreign tourists’ travels to Thailand, understanding of the foreign tourists, as 

well as the target groups in general point of views and in the particular points 

continuously 

(2) To publicize the tourism images to be well known in every way 

that cover every aspect of tourism continuously by means of activities established for 

an increasing awareness of the importance of the tourism images for the people who 

are involved in tourism and the local communities as well 

(3) To pay more outstanding roles in tourism on the international 

stage for the better image of Thailand tourism by getting as much advantage or profit 
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as possible with the co-operation of UNWTO, APEC, AGD, as well as the regional 

level 

(4) To create an awareness and values in Thainess, to realize that 

tourism is important in order to make a difference better than a competitor to make 

Thai hospitality and amicable relationship be Thai selling point. 

2)  To Create an Environment and Develop the Supportive Marketing 

System of Tourism 

Performance Guidelines 

(1)  To organize and manage the database development system to 

serve the tourists who want to look at the tourism data in details 

(2)  To find and develop more channels of the distribution network 

of tourism for more advertisement 

(3)  To encourage the distribution of tourism marketing maintaining 

a good balance in areas, time, and groups of market, to promote and develop the new 

tourism marketing in accordance with the behaviors and the tastes of the tourists in 

MICE, or in the groups of family, honeymoon, incentive, e-co tourism, health and 

wellness tourism, medical, agro-tourism, together with sport and recreation tourism, 

etc. 

(4)  To develop the capability of planning and operating the online 

marketing, and the e-commerce as well 

3)  To Promote Tourism as a Source of Income from the Foreign 

Tourists 

Performance Guidelines 

(1)  To develop marketing and promote sales among the target 

groups of tourists, especially those with potentiality, such as MICE, groups of family 

or honeymoon, etc., creating news selling points of tourism activities and new offers 

to persuade the foreign tourists to travel to Thailand 

(2)  To plan for the aggressive marketing in the bidding for the 

world class events or regional level, including, the international conferences and 

events 

(3)  To create new selling points in tourism such as Hospitality and 

Wellness center of the World in order to support the tourists at the upper level, 
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including the creative ideas of combining with other kinds of industry, for example 

film production 

(4)  To co-operate with the neighboring countries in promoting the 

marketing and development of the tourist attractions with the co-operation with the 

international, the world-class, and the regional levels such as UNWTO, OPEC, ACD, 

AED, GMS, IMT-GT, BIMSTEC, and ACMEGS to create the tourism network 

among the neighboring countries 

4)  To Create Trends in Recognition of Tourism Information 

Performance Guidelines 

(1)  To advertise and inform foreign tourists of travelling to 

Thailand in order to set trends in the journeys of the foreign tourists, any PR and 

promotional activities to be widespread informed through all types of online media 

continuously 

(2)  To conduct an advertising campaign for Thailand tourism, Thai 

culture and products for foreigners by the embassies in the foreign countries 

(3)  To develop the website as advertising media for Thailand’s 

images, set up a center of tourism database for the tourists to look at the complete and 

up-to-date information, namely reservation for accommodation, etc. in various foreign 

languages 

5)  Setting Trends in the Journeys of the Thai Tourists 

Performance Guidelines 

(1)  To advertise and inform the Thai tourists of the tourist 

attractions in Thailand to be well known through a variety of media continuously 

(2)  To co-operate with the private sectors in organizing package 

tours for the Thai tourists 

(3)  To promote marketing in forms of trade and consumer fairs, 

and road-shows in Thailand as well 

(4)  To co-operate with the other related organizations in proposing 

special offers or promotions for Thai people 
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Strategy 5 Encouraging Participation Process Among the Government and the 

Public Sectors, Together with the Local Administration Bodies in the Tourism 

Resource Management 

Due to the lack of the co-operation of the related sectors, the integrated 

implementation guidelines for achieving in developing the tourism managing system 

and landscaping are set. 

1)  To Organize and Develop a System for Tourism Management 

Performance Guidelines 

(1) To connect the roles of the main tourism units, such as the 

Ministry of Tourism and Sports, Tourism Authority of Thailand, Tourist Police, etc. 

with the other supportive ministries in setting and supporting the tourism policies 

(2) To establish networking among the government sectors and the 

private ones in order to reduce the working stages and to fund the budget for the 

activities that will be done together 

(3) To encourage the strategies for IMT-GT, ACMECS, BIMSTEC, 

and GMS to be done successfully 

(4) To improve the tourism laws to be more supportive and 

efficient for the tourism management at present and in the future 

(5) To integrate the security operation against pickpockets and bad 

people for the tourists among the departments involved in the tourist attractions, 

before and after the tourism emergencies for their confidence 

2)  To Encourage the Participation of the Communities and the Local 

Administration Bodies to Develop Tourism 

Performance Guidelines 

(1)  To provide facilities, support assistance, educate knowledge 

and understanding of the tourism management to the local administration bodies 

(2)  To decentralize authority and allocate the tourism profits to the 

local administration bodies so that the communities will profit fairly in order to 

reduce the conflicts and be able to organize appropriate activities for the needs, 

situations, accommodation capacity, and the ecology system in the communities as 

well 
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(3)  To encourage the participation of the local communities in the 

management of the tourist attractions by setting up committee for the local areas to 

promote tourism and develop the managing system with the participation of the 

government sectors, the private ones, the communities, together with the local people 

in conserving and restoring culture, the tourist attractions, and the environment in 

their own areas 

 

2.1.5   The National Tourism Development Plan  2012 – 2016 

(Driving mechanisms for achieving the strategies set according to 

the National Tourism Development Plan 2012 – 2016) 

In order to achieve the results according to the vision, mission, objectives, and 

goals of the strategies set according to the National Tourism Development Plan 2012 

– 2016, there must be a managing process for the strategy plan. The government 

sectors must carry out the strategies according to their ability and pay attention to the 

participation of all the people in society in carrying out each step of the plan from 

brainstorming for planning, carrying out the plan, developing the roles and 

responsibility of each sector including following up and examining the planned 

performance continuously along with the change management process. Different 

plans are made as tools for drive, resource management system and budget are 

adjusted, laws and regulations are improved to be suitable for the departments. 

Furthermore, knowledge body is organized to support the drive for achievement with 

the same goal that is supporting the development of the service – sector jobs to earn 

and distribute much income on balance sustainably. 

From Theory to Practice 

Putting the National Tourism Development Plan 2012 – 2016 into practice in 

different stages for successful achievement according to the goals and indicators 

effectively depends on the knowledge and understanding the strategies, the guidelines, 

the collaboration in action, and also the monitoring and evaluation from the Party 

Group for Development as follows: 

1)  To organize knowledge and understanding to the Party Group for 

Development to be with the educational process and participation from every sector to 

understand the main contents of the National Tourism Development Plan especially 
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their mission and roles to put the plan into practice, together with a campaign from 

politic sectors and the Local Administration bodies in developing the strategies as 

tools for development and restoration to encourage tourism by holding meetings for 

the people involved to set up frames, plans, projects, and budget in accordance with 

the duration of the National Tourism Development Plan. Moreover, to make the 

reaction between the importance of the Party Group for Development and the 

development and encouragement of tourism known to the public, encourage the 

public sectors to participate in making decision and managing tourism for more 

income and fair distribution 

2)  To build capacity for readiness of the sectors involved in setting a 

plan for integration, goals, operations, and measures with the connection between the 

local area level up to the national level for the movement of the National Tourism 

Development Plan 2012 – 2016 

3)  The integrating of the government sectors and the other sections 

involved in tourism business in order to achieve the planned objectives and goals, and 

to put the plan into practice effectively. Performance guidelines are as follows: 

3.1)  To promote and encourage the participation of the Party 

Group for Development in integrating all the strategies clearly for all of the sectors 

into practice 

1)  Setting the main roles of the Party Group for Development 

to be able to operate the mission and support each other in putting the strategies into 

practice appropriately 

(1)  The Central Government 

The Ministry of Tourism and Sports is the main 

department in co-operating in providing the other government sectors knowledge and 

advice to promote the policy and action for the National Tourism Department Plan 

2012 – 2016. The manual for carrying out the plan must be made. The departments 

and the sectors which are responsible for the plan must set the plan for the 

development of travel resources together and support the facilities in order to work 

with the Party Group for Development as Development Partners. 

(2)  The Regional Government 

The TAT Offices and Office of Regional Sports throughout 

Thailand work in co-operation with the Provincial Administration Government in 
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making a plan for regional tourism development or those tourist attractions that are 

chosen by the Committee of Thailand Tourism Plan. 

(3)  The Local Government 

The Provincial Administration together with the Community 

Administration join together in conserving, restoring, and managing travel resources 

in the area. They should take part in the Regional Tourism Development Committee. 

(4)  The Private Sectors 

A sense of responsibility towards community, concern 

about keeping cultural values and the environment, and running business with fairness 

and easy to understand must be considered. They also take part in creative activities 

for society with the government sectors. 

(5) Theinstitutions of Education, Research, and the 

Development 

The institutions of education in tourism take part in 

expressing concepts, attitudes, ethics in taking-care of the tourist attractions and 

services ethically. They are also institutions where everyone can study for knowledge. 

They are also the places to show facts and creative trends for sustainable tourism. 

(6)  The Public Sectors 

Constitution of the Kingdom of Thailand 2007 gives the 

community the right to conserve or restore tradition, local wisdom, and arts of the 

local community and country, to maintain and use the natural resources, environment, 

and biodiversity to make a balance environment sustainably. Also, everyone has a 

right to join the government and community in conserving, maintaining, and 

benefiting from the natural resources and the biodiversity. In other words, the 

community has a right to manage the environment and public benefits by joining the 

government. The government sectors, therefore, should encourage people to raise 

awareness of conservation and restoration of tradition, local wisdom, and the culture 

of the community and country, develop the standard of service and also the personal 

in service-sectors jobs in the local area to be with good quality for the expansion of 

tourism and the opening of the ASEAN Free Trade. The Community Network should 

be set up for the people in the community to participate in managing tourism of the 

areas and exchanging knowledge and experiences among each other. Monitoring the 
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operation of the sectors involved by the Community Network will motivate the 

politic, government, and private sectors to work more effectively in taking care of the 

travel resources fairly, transparency, that can be checked. 

2) To make plans that link with the National Tourism 

Development Plan 2012-2016 to make a drive for the Strategies into practice that is 

based on Space Mission and participation. 

3.2)  To promote the Committee of Thailand Tourism Plan together 

with the TAT Regional Offices in choosing a sub-committee to manage tourism in the 

local area about the planning and the budget allocation for the development of the 

area attractions for unity. 

1)  To plan the 4 year Government Action Plan and the 

Annual Plan for Government integrating with the normal missing of The Ministries 

and the Provincial Departments , and the special missions that need co-operation with 

various departments in working together on resource allocation systematically. 

2)  To integrate and link the community plans with the local 

plans in different levels to strengthen the communities to knows themselves, their 

Social Capital, and their own resources in achieving their goals to make the families 

in the community live happily with the Sufficient Economy. This policy includes the 

combination of the community plans, the local plans together with the plans in the 

higher levels. 

3)  To promote the public sector as advisers to participate in 

actuating the development in the local area by establishing advisers in the provinces, 

ampers, and local areas in form of a joint committee from both public and private 

sector in every level. By this policy, he public sector cam share their ideas in policy  

implementation of the Strategies for Developing Thailand Tourism, the management 

system , and monitoring and evaluation that reflect the satisfaction of the people to be 

useful for improving the operation of the public sector to be effective for the sake of 

the people in the area. 

3.3)  To put the Tourism Authority of Thailand Act 2008 into 

operation setting up the area of local tourism development , the Tourism Development 

Committee in each area , and making a plan for local tourism development on 

accordance with the laws in the area of the local tourism development 
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3.4)  To develop the format funded system for promotion Thailand 

tourism to develop Thailand tourism, building capacity for tourism competition, to 

develop marketing management skills, to conserve travel resources in the community, 

to take care of the quality of the tourist attractions, to promote the nice travel products 

of the local areas, and else being funding sources, the agencies and related organizations 

joint together in carrying out  plans and projects of tourism development, including 

business sector that wish to do activities for society. 

However, the format operations of the format funded system should be flexible 

for funding from various organizations with working capital for sustainability. Various 

financial institutions are also encouraged to be more involved in investment support 

and operating tour. 

 

2.2  Theories of Researches on Tourism 

 

2.2.1 Public Policy Theory (Ruengwit Ketsuwan, 2007) 

The researcher had studied the related theories and the ideas broadly about the 

Management of Public Administration from the documents, books, journals, and 

theses. Finally, he decided to choose the public policy theory that was the most 

suitable to be used in this research effectively. The theory consisted of many steps 

that went well with the patterns of Communication Model for Promoting Tourism on 

Thai Lanna Culture Conservation. The theory consisted of the following stages:  

1) Data collecting, and finding problems 

2)  Setting the policies that went well with the related organizations in 

order to solve the problems 

3) Adopting the policies in solving the problems with the co-operation 

with the related organizations or units 

4) Evaluating the policies whether to continue using them or to 

improve them 

These four factors of the Public Policy Theory were used for this research to 

study the Communication Model for Promoting Tourism on Thai Lanna Cultural 

Conservation. 
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2.2.1.1 The Original of the Theory 

This theory originated from the decision making which was 

incompletely conducted of the cabinet in the past. Since the society became more 

complicated, public policy knowledge had to be developed in order to know about the 

way the government controlled the country, and what objectives they wanted to 

achieve. Therefore, to study the Public Policy Theory was one way to understand the 

government and the political life of people at the present time. 

The Public Policy Theory was a new field of study newly introduced by 

Daniel Lemer and Harold Lasswell after the World War II in 1951. It was one of the 

fields that was going to have a change at that time. Robert T. Golembiewski had made 

a comment in the late 1970 that 1) the Public Policy Theory was at that time very 

popular. Political science turned to study this theory in order to explain the causes and 

effects of the activities of the government. 2) The method of the study of the Public 

Policy Theory had changed all the times, 3) whereas the Public Administration had 

developed it as a subject. It was yet not clear in knowledge body and analytical 

elements. 4) The Public Policy Theory was already separated from the Public 

Administration. Golembiewski thought that the study of this theory was different from 

the Public Administration. The Public Policy Theory was unique and had dramatic 

effect both in practice and in the old knowledge body of the Public Administration. 

2.2.1.2 The Meaning of the Theory 

Thomas R. Dye had collected the definition of ‘public policy’ as 

follows:  

1)  David Easton defined it as ‘public policy is a way of 

expressing power to society based on ‘authority’ and ‘power to society’ but this does 

not mean that all activities done by the government are worth for people.’ 

2)  Harold Lasswell and Abraham Kaplm defined ‘public 

policy’ as ‘plans about goals, values, and practices.’ 

3) Carl Friedrich said that goals, objectives, or purposes were 

important for this theory. This theory tried to separate the practices of the government 

from the plans. The government had to have clearer objectives for the policies. 

Actually, not all the activities conducted by the government had specific objectives or 

were public policies. 
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4) Charles O. Jones explained that the theory had something to 

do with 1) programs-ways to success 2) decisions-activities to be done by plans and 3) 

effect- result from practice. Jones also believed that the decision making, plans, goals, 

all were related to the effect respectively. This was not always true because not all of 

the government’s decisions were with plans. Sometimes, some activities had no 

connection with the goals. In practice, the theory would not happen respectively as 

Jones said. 

5) Heinz Eulau and Kenneth Prewitt defined ‘public policies’ 

as ‘the stable decisions which had been conducted as activities continuously and 

repeatedly by the ones who formulated the policies. Nevertheless, not all of the 

policies were as they should be done. Dye also thought that the theory was whatever 

the governments chose to do or not to do. The main concept of the theory was what 

the governments chose. What they chose not to do was also the policies because they 

also effected the society. 

On the whole, the public policies could be defined as ways for the 

governments to choose to do which could be plans or projects. The aims were to solve 

the public problems or to deal with the public problems. The Public policies consisted 

of 5 stages (Ruengwit Ketsuwan, 2007) 

1)  To use the idea and reasonable knowledge in solving the 

public problems or dealing with the public problems 

2)  To set the principles for the governments what to do 

3)  To set the ways of what to do in the future putting the   

focus on the uncertain factors to happen by forecasts 

4)  To put the focus on the objectives, the purposes, the 

conditions, and the results in the future 

5)  To try to maintain the public benefits. Indeed, the public 

policies also included what not to do which yielded the opposite results. No changes 

could be done by choosing not to do, but this was difficult to notice because there 

were no clear policies to be seen. Moreover, the public policies did not deal only with 

the government, but also with the society 

2.2.1.3 Stages and Components 

The study of the process of the policy was to consider the policy as to 
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try to find out the destructive features to explain the public policy in the frame of 

concept. This frame could be called ‘policy cycle’ or ‘policy stages’ which meant the 

stages of policy from the beginning to an end. These stages were related together. 

They could happen repeatedly. They could be viewed as top-down perspective as for 

policies were set step by step by the more powerful organization. The study of stages 

of policy at the present time was only a heuristic model which was introduced by 

some experts for more studies. There were various models altogether which were 

useful for understanding. They could be frames of basic concepts that could be 

expanded or even compared with the other models. 

In reality, the process of policy is not divided into stages clearly. The 

process of policy is only a model which is easy to understand the behaviors of the 

players. But it should be aware that in reality, the determination of the governments, 

or the society political conflicts over the political pressures, together with the other 

pressures are something   to be accepted and to comply with. Furthermore, the policy 

is also related to the ability of each level of the leaders who have connection with the 

policy. Consequently, the actual behaviors may be totally different from what one 

expects. However, for more understanding and to be useful for education, the process 

of the policy can be divided into 5 stages as follows as shown in picture 2.3. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2.2  Process of The Policy 

Source:  Cochran, & Malone, 1995, p. 39. 
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The 5 Process of Policy Consists of the Following Contents: 

1) Problem Identification and Agenda Setting  

The public policy arises from realizing the problems and 

agenda setting. Many problems are not set in agenda due to the lack of interests by the 

ones in the positions of authority and so, are not developed, therefore, there are only 

the important issues. The question is while one policy shows in the agenda, why 

aren’t the others in the agenda too. 

There are so many factors for the new policies to be set in the 

agenda: political environments, the ones who formulate the policies, and the ways of 

the new chances. Moreover, not every issue being set in the agenda is always 

considered to be a policy. Some issues are failed to be policies while the others are 

still in practice, yet have not been developed. The restoration of the people well fare 

in USA was just an example. Even it was considered to be important, but it was 

confused how to do it, by the government or the private sectors. Which way was 

better? Finally, the problem was not solved.  However, The old policy was still 

discussed again and again. So, we can see that setting the agenda items is important to 

be developed into further stages. 

Cobb and Elder divided the agenda items of the government 

policies into two types: Systemic Agenda, and Institutional Agenda. Systemic Agenda 

were the policies that the people thought they were so important that the government 

had to solve as problems. The Institutional Agenda were the policies that depended 

upon those who had the connection with them to solve them. Sometimes, they did not 

all agree and there were so many organizations to get involved, Nevertheless, the 

Systematic Agenda could become the Institutional Agenda depending on the change 

of the situations. At first, people should not have weapons with them. Later, some 

men were secretly killed. So, people asked for a right to have weapons to protect 

themselves. However, the conflicts involved in disagreement or argument of people. 

Also, the people concerning in agenda setting like the officials, the politicians, or the 

group leaders who gained benefits should be the issues to be considered in the agenda 

setting too. 

2)  Policy Formulation and Policy Alternatives 

When the problems are introduced to be in the agenda, whether 

they are regarded as the policies that can be solved or not depend upon whether they 
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can be persuaded by the government or not. So, first of all, the policies should be 

accepted by the people in a position of authority. Then, the ways how to solve the 

problems, the amount of expenses, the positive and negative effects will be discussed. 

Usually, there are not only the objectives of the policies, but also the other 

alternatives. Generally, the problem identification and alternatives that are also 

introduced at the same time will be taken into consideration with the Rational 

Analysis. That is new policies are totally considered, and new ways of alternatives 

will be thought about carefully. What are different from what used to be done or what 

we call Incrementalism is analyzed. Also, Bounded Rationality is also considered 

carefully. 

3)  Policy Adoption 

The policy development from the policy formulation to policy 

adoption was very important during the late of 1960. The experts were interested in 

studying why the draft laws turned to laws. What protests happened at the stage of 

change? Even the draft law process went on by standard steps, still lots of draft laws 

did not pass for consideration. In addition, during the process of consideration, the 

topics of policies changed when talking about the effects on different groups of 

people. Then, the policy development changed. At this stage, some politicians will 

compromise on topics and have new combination of political party in order to win the 

election. The political leaders and the Council of Trustees might wait for the others to 

be familiar with the issues first, until it is the right time to push them to the process of 

power discrimination. The roles, then, go to the political leaders with the stimuli for 

political success, not the reasons for policy consideration. Therefore, the possibilities 

of policy formulation, or the persuasion to get the politicians to support the policies 

are mainly on their benefits.  

4)  Policy Implementation 

Bringing the policies in practice is just like playing chess near 

the end of the game because there are less playing pieces left, so we can nearly see the 

result of the game. At the policy stage, when the problems are mentioned, the ways to 

solve the problems are considered, then chosen, and finally submitted to the 

committee for formal consideration. That is the end of the policy stage to go into 

another further stage. That is to put the policy into practice. At this stage, the experts 
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do so many researches because in practice, many policies are not successful as they 

are designed. In order to bring the policies into practice successfully, making decision 

is the important stage. Practices should be made so many times. The failure of the 

policies might be at the first stage of making decision in designing, or at the stage of 

putting them into practice. 

5)  Policy Evaluation  

The final process of the policy stage is the policy evaluation. 

The political environment must change. However, there must be certain criteria or 

standard to determine whether the policy implementation is successful. It is the 

evaluation of the policy or the work plan to see whether it is successful or not. Every 

stage in the past must be looked forward, but the evaluation has to be looked 

backward. The main purposes are to evaluate the practices and to be fed back to the 

performers to develop the policies. The evaluation may show the unintended effect 

and the adjusted policies at the stage of policy implementation. Moreover, the 

evaluation may be used to follow the legal expense or the provided scholarship by 

looking at the practices and the objectives that had been set at the stages of policy 

formulation and policy alternatives, and the policy adoption. 

 

2.2.2 Integrated Tourism Theory  

Chalongsri Pimonsomphong (2012), Tourism is a human phenomenon. In the 

past, people travelled to visit their cousins, religious places, to play sports, and to do 

any kinds of activities as they wished in particular during certain period of time. 

Later, up to the present time, the evolution of tourism becomes activities that are 

related to travelling for tourism and travelling for pleasure. The term' tourism ' is 

defined as the movement of tourists. Tourism is travelling from one place to another 

no matter how far it is, whether they may stay overnight or not. The objectives of the 

travel can be planned beforehand, or it is the stimulation from the outside 

environment. UNWTO defined tourism in 1963 as travelling from usual living places 

to other place(s) or enjoyment by any objective(s) that is not for career or for 

earnings. By this definition, there is wide transportation to other places for 

destinations needed, both in quantity and quality. The standard of transportation 

service for enjoyment means the real needs of the tourist(s) not by force, ready for 
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expenses of goods and services for the trip. A tourist has freedom to travel under the 

law of country he travels to. The trip can be a temporary travel by whatever 

purpose(s). People in every region can exchange their experiences which develop 

their ideas and transfer their ways of life. The main objectives of travelling in the 

world of information technology are for recreation, pleasure, education, sports, 

peacefulness, business contacts, relationships between cousins or foreign friends. 

Although the progress of the information technology narrows the world, tourism 

makes people understand each other’s ideas deeply, not roughly only through media. 

The movements of tourists make the followings happen; culture exchange, philosophy 

exchange, expressions of ideas, interests in history and arts, and the physical 

differences of the living places. Therefore, the tourists are the ones who make each 

other’s good relationships in two aspects; as a guest, and as a host. Knowing each 

other as different groups at one time makes better understanding the different culture. 

It is the way to integrate social ideas with ways of life agreeably or disagreeably. The 

tourists and the hosts have their own unique culture, but both of them have to 

participate in the same tourist activities, such as receiving visitors, showing them the 

tourist attractions, buying souvenirs, demonstrating how to cook food, how to put on 

clothes, seeing the shows. In integrating these ideas, the principles and skills of 

cultural exchange have to be used though words and gestures in order to accept each 

other internationally within the short time to create each other impression. This 

becomes tourism culture which the ones who run tourism business and the tourists 

themselves must learn from their direct experiences by cultural information of the 

races; consumer behavior, needs and satisfaction, techniques of bargaining, service 

providing with service mind, these are the factors that are important to tourism 

business. 

The needs in understanding tourism phenomena deeply arose from the needs 

of the personals in tourism. At the time when tourism became more and more popular 

since the late of the nineteenth century up til now, more people that are related to 

tourism like hotel industry, tourism, restaurants and bars need to know more about 

psychology for tourists in order to give services and make a good impression to the 

tourists. Finally, tourism is something that combines services with agricultural, 

together with industrial products, to serve the tourists’ needs. This new form  of 
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experience provided to the tourists starting from the first step of travelling in variety  

of transportation, staying overnight, meals, going shopping for souvenirs, doing 

activities, until going back home. Nevertheless, even going back at the same place 

more than once, the tourists still have new experiences. Therefore, knowledge body or 

tourism is actually the study of ways of life in every angle. It is the study of social 

sciences combining academic with vocational education that can be applied with the 

target groups of tourists with different social and cultural backgrounds. At the same 

time is challenging. The idea that is the philosophy of education about this concept is 

a Tourism Consumption System: TCS by Mill and Morrison (1985, p.18), or Tourism 

System. The cycle starts from 1) The demands of tourist markets 2) Travelling after 

buying a marketing analysis, continuous movements of tourists, and means of 

transport 3) the study of demand for trips to the tourist attractions, types of travelling 

activities and services which have to be planned for good management and 

development as a standard for the whole process. 4) Tourism marketing is the 

examination of marketing factors in business that are in control and out of control in 

order to truly strengthen the suppliers in the network for more ability to reinforce and 

encourage the tourists.  

The integration of many subjects and knowledge body in tourism makes good 

vision of integration of ideas and co-operation in 3 ways 1) knowledge exchange 

among the scholars and the tourism academies by means of researches, academic 

seminars that are useful for communities, etc. 2) application of knowledge for tourism 

academies and private tourism entrepreneurs as temporary employers doing on the job 

training. It is also one way of developing knowledge for students with the co-

operation of colleges or universities with the private sectors, 3) the presentation of the 

new ideas of managing and development planning of the tourism academies, the 

private business sectors and the government ones in form of a committee to work 

together according to the policy and the strategy for promoting tourism, both in macro 

and micro levels. The integration of such co-operation is to apply the applied 

knowledge to the vocational knowledge in response to the expansion of tourism in 

every form of the new world. 

In brief, tourism is an integrated subject and phenomena in form of the social 

interaction with knowledge of many theories about human being in social sciences 
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and technology sciences that becomes social interaction consisting of tourism theory 

and knowledge body about ways of life from the beginning period. Tourism becomes 

leisure activities in spare time for people. There is a demand for travelling, 

consumption, services that are related to tourism with standard quality, development 

for tourism activities, tourist attractions, tourism personals with good psychology and 

integrated tourism knowledge body. The focus is on the response to the tourist 

movements in tourism from the start of the travelling until going back home. 

Therefore, it is an integration of tourism demand and supply which makes tourism 

business grow. Indeed, tourism earns a lot of income to the country each year. 

Besides, tourism is also the integration of ideas of the people in the same society and 

those of different cultures for more understanding. So, tourism has actually been a 

way to peace since the beginning period of travelling up till now. 

 

2.2.3  Cultural Tourism Theory (Panprae Chaoprayoon, 2012) 

2.2.3.1 The Meaning of the Cultural Theory 

According to the related theory, we can see that culture is the 

cumulative wisdom that passed down from generation to generation in a society. 

Culture includes ways of life, values, virtues, characteristics, ideas, wisdom, attitudes, 

and behaviours, both physically and mentally. 

The relations between human and surrounded nature are also 

considered. In other words, culture is cumulative experiences, knowledge and all 

kinds of wisdom which help people in a society to lead a life safely from generation to 

generation as they are today. (Krailat Pasuwattanakul, 2006) 

The cultural anthropology defined the term ‘culture’ as the combination 

of many things based on the truth that was found and maintained them until now by a 

group of people. We can say that culture is something a society wish to be in order to 

lead a life happily and satisfactorily. Therefore, culture is something concrete in forms 

of anything that is life of the country (Nisa Chatchakul, 2008), like 1) every kind of 

music, 2) arts of clothing and music that performers must practice differently from 

those of different countries, 3) fine arts including architecture, painting, sculpture and 

any other kinds of arts, 4) languages - lots of people traveled to other countries 

because of the interesting hidden culture in languages, 5) literature includes books, 
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magazines and newspapers. In some countries, there is a lack of literature resulting 

from the political strict regulations of their countries, 6) levels of education show the 

development of the country. The historical old buildings of the old universities also 

attract the attention of the tourists as well. 7) Science exhibitions or even science 

museums also reflect the status of science and technology. 8) Folk handicrafts made 

by local people are also things that reflect culture. 9) Agriculture, commerce, and 

industries, all of these reflect the development and the economic system of the 

country. 10) The government and their roles sometimes reflect the culture of the 

country. The government buildings are popular with the tourists to see the political 

culture. 11) Tourists are able to know the history of the country from the museums 

and historical parks. 12) Religions – There are lots of people travel for the sake of 

religions, including making a pilgrimage in the foreign lands. 13) Art of food and 

beverage also reflects culture. Unfortunately, so many people lack chances to have a 

taste of food of different countries which is enriched with culture. 14) All kinds of 

culture such as clothing culture, greetings, and folk plays, all reflect culture of the 

country. 

Cultural tourism means tourism to have a look at cultural things for 

example, palaces, temples, ancient places and objects, traditions, ways of life, all 

kinds of arts including anything that shows the prosperous growth that develops to 

suit the environment of lifestyle of the people in that period. The tourists can know 

the history, beliefs, perspectives, thoughts, popularity of people in the past passing 

down to the present generation through these things paying respects to each other’s 

culture for understanding and relationships. It is the tourism with culture as a selling 

point to draw attention to the interesting foreign tourists in order to learn about 

culture, cultural heritage, to visit the architecture, handicrafts, to experience the 

lifestyles and wisdom of the people in a country (Kraireug Pinkaew, 2010), visiting 

the folk traditional entertainments, or visiting the Thai cultural places, such as 

Khokret in Nonthaburi, or Donwai Floating Market, Nakhornphathom. 

Regarding the relation between culture and tourism, it is obviously that 

they are related to each other. The scholars define cultural tourism in many meanings, 

for example, cultural tourism is an alternative tourism which inspired by a trend to 

conserve tourist attractions, a need to visit the history, ancient places, arts and culture, 
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needs of local people by the tourists, and most of all, they want to participate in 

developing those tourist attractions. The objectives of cultural tourism are to seek for 

new experiences, to study about the differences of people in different societies 

bringing culture into focus. Therefore, the important factors of cultural tourism are 

cultural tourist attractions like arts and handicrafts, music, languages, ways of life, 

traditions, history, process of environmental education, business trip, tourism 

marketing, participation of community, making aware of the people involved.   

2.2.3.2 Types of Cultural Tourism 

1)  Historical Tourism means travelling to archaeological and 

historical tourist attractions. 

2)  Cultural and Traditional Tourism means travelling to visit 

traditional activities conducted by local people for pleasure, astonishment at aesthetic 

in order to study their acceptance and worship ceremonies. 

3)  Rural Tourism/Village Tourism is travelling in a community 

in up country where unique ways of life, and unique creativity can be found. 

4)  Ethnic Tourism is travelling in order to study ways of life 

and culture of an ethnic group. 

5)  Edu–Mediation Tourism is travelling for a field trip 

exchanging religious philosophies, practicing meditation for new experiences and 

knowledge to make life better, (Chatchalerm Ongardthanasarn, 2007). 

2.2.3.3 The Components of the Historical Tourism 

Boonlerd Chittangwattana (2005) explaines that the Historical Tourism 

consists of 1) the history and historical traces, 2) archaeology and museums, 3) 

ancient architectures, 4) handicrafts and sculpture, 5) religion including religious 

ceremonies, 6) music, theatres, movies, 7) languages and literatures, 8) ways of life, 

clothes and food, 9) tradition, folk culture, festivals, 10) work and local wisdom 

applied for particular community as well. 

2.2.3.4 The Characteristics of the Sustainable Cultural Tourism 

Regarding the sustainable cultural tourism administration and 

management, the tourism developers mention that the cultural tourism attractions are 

with the following characteristics: 
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1)  They are the cultural tourism attractions with uniqueness 

and identity. They are also shady and clean. 

2)  They are with good infrastructure including car parking and 

the traffic inside. The personnel provide good services and welcoming. 

3)  There is a Tourist Center with information counter. There 

are exhibitions, clean toilets, food and drinks corners, and also souvenir shops. 

4)   There are routes for cultural and historical visits back and 

forth in a circle of 800 – 1,000 meters at least one route. This route should be 

convenient for the elderly and the disabled as well. 

5)  They are also signs along the routes to give information to 

the tourists. 

6)  There are maps and travelling handbooks with informative 

signs for the tourists. 

7)  Each route mentions the limitation of tourists in the area 

one time per day. 

8)  There are local tourist guides who know well about the 

nature and culture explaining traditional ways of life of a community, and the local 

wisdom as well. 

9)  There is an area management conducting by a community, 

government sectors, together with the Local Administration bodies as well. 

10)  There are certain policies and management plans in 

tourism promotion and development including environmental conservation based on 

local wisdom plans, such as copyright on wisdom, rubbish and wastewater treatment, 

both for short term and long term. 

11) There are certain policies for human resources development, 

and services up to the required standard of World tourism Organization: WTO or 

Pacific Asia Travel Association: PATA. There are also trainings, and field trips in 

tourism and service business. 

12) Campsites at the tourist attractions must care for 

environmental and cultural conservation.  

13)  The effects are checked. A potential for area management 

is evaluated to find the balance between the area management and the demand of the 
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tourists by using the statistics and questionnaires. Also, the development must be 

accepted by the community (Rumpaipan Kaewsuriya, 2000). 

About Cultural tourism that is likely to be sustainable, all that related 

such as organization, communities, or the Local Administration bodies, colleges or 

universities, government or private sectors, must work together in planning for 

development and budget to be spent for maintaining and revival of cultural heritages.  

At the present time, Thai tourism marketing is strongly affected by the world 

economy, and the political problems inside the county. Nevertheless, SMES in 

tourism business are still possible by a new model of tourism for particular groups of 

tourists. Therefore, culture becomes important in products and services to be   

provided for tourists in competition   to make different from those of the competitors 

which are associated with the creative economy.  Right now, lots of countries pay 

much attention to cultural tourism which is a major source of income. So, culture is 

written in the strategy. In Korea, an independent unit has been set up in supporting the 

private sectors to export goods and culture. In Korean tourism advertisements, we can 

see that they give attention to a touch of culture and technology; this also can be seen 

in many movie series indirectly. Meanwhile, Singapore uses her variety of races as a 

selling point in tourism under the concept of ‘Uniquely Singapore’. The original 

culture sources of India and Malayu as well are revived to be tourist attractions. In 

Malaysia, tourists can still feel   the Muslim atmosphere. In the other countries like 

China, some European countries, and Australia, cultural tourism has been managed 

systematically, while in some countries, there are still some political problems, or 

there is not any policy supporting tourism at all like Myanmar, Vietnam, or some 

countries in Africa or the Middle East. 

In brief, bringing cultural tourism as a selling point can gain more 

national income, but community must be something to be aware of, both people in the 

community and the entrepreneurs themselves for sustainable development in the 

future. 

2.2.3.5  The Cultural Diversity Theory 

1) The Meaning of the Culture Diversity Theory 

The scholars in the Humanity and Social Sciences who were 

related to the cultural diversity did not define the meaning of culture diversity clearly 
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as Amara Pongsapit said that the word ‘culture’ could have different meanings, and, 

especially the word ‘cultural diversity’ could mean something differently (Amara 

Pongsapit, 2006, p.3). However, there are two meaning of cultural diversity as 

follows: 

(1)  The Meaning of Cultural Diversity in General 

Cultural diversity in general means people’s ways of life in 

a society. This includes eating, clothing, work, pleasure, beliefs, religions, local 

wisdom transferred from the ancestors (Pannachat Mhoyadee, 2011, p.1). 1) of the 

people in the communities in Thailand, both in the urban and rural areas. Those 

people have their own uniqueness. Therefore, Thai society has variety of cultural 

diversities. For more understanding, we are going to talk about the different culture in 

different parts of Thailand. 

 

Table 2.1  Examples of Varieties of Different Thai Cultures in Different Parts of  

                 Thailand 

  

Aspects of 

cultures 

Northern 

Thai culture 

Central Thai 

culture 

North -

eastern  Thai 

culture 

Southern 

Thai culture 

Food 

 

 

 

Clothing 

 

Traditions 

 

 

 

Languages 

 

Gangkae 

 

 

 

Pha - sin 

 

Lottery Luck 

 

 

 

Northern 

dialect  

Tomyam 

 

 

 

Jong- Kra-

Bane 

Paying respect 

to the goddess  

of  rice 

 

Central dialect 

Bamboo soup 

with Bai 

Yanang juice 

Pha  - sin 

Rocket Fire  

 

Processions 

 

 

 

North - 

eastern dialect 

Kaeng  - tai  - 

pla 

 

 

Pha - sin 

 

Ching  Pret 

Tradition 

 

 

Southern 

dialect 
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Varieties of different Thai cultures in different parts of 

Thailand can be explained in details as follows: 

Thai food reflects Thai culture well because food is vital to 

life. Besides, it is related to life in many ways, such as local wisdom in blending 

something in something like cooking, how to cook varieties of food which are healthy 

for life. This includes the way to eat and the utensils that you put food on. There are 

many kinds of soup cooked in different parts of Thailand and they become unique for 

each part of county, such as Kang-Khae, Tomyam, Bamboo soup with Bai Yanang 

juice, and Kang-tai-pla. 

In addition, since Thailand has had connection with foreign 

countries for a long time, Thai people know many kinds of foreign food, for example 

noodles, Khao-mok, and bread as well. These kinds of food become popular in Thai 

everyday life. 

Regarding Thai clothing, Thai women usually wear Pha-sin 

or Pha-thung which are woven for households, but they are worn in different ways. 

Women in the Northern part usually wear Pha-sin the ankles long, those in the 

Northern part wear them only half of the legs long. Moreover, the clothes woven in 

each part are with different designs. 

Furthermore, there are some other foreign words used in the 

Thai language because of the association with the trade and also the immigration for 

example, the Thai words for a table and a chair ‘toh, khoa-ee ’ come from Chinese, 

mo-ra-soom (monsoon) is an Arab word, ku-lab (rose) comes from Iranian . For the 

Thai words ‘free, captain, and computer’ are English. Indeed, food, clothing, 

traditions, and languages that are mentioned show a variety of Thai culture.    

2) The Factors that Cause a Variety of Culture 

Because of human’s physical evolution that makes men 

stand straight with five fingers separated in each hand, with more brain than other 

animals, men can work efficiently. Moreover, men’s evolution in living together in 

groups, communicating in languages, being able to create anything endlessly, this is 

like a background for people in each community in each period of time to be able to 

create their own culture. With this reason, men can be called ‘creatures of culture’. 

(Warakhom Theesuka, 2001, pp. 64-65). However, the cultures in each area are 

different because of the following factors: 
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(1)  The Natural and Social Environment  

Julian H. Seaward, an American archeologist indicated 

that different environment affected different culture (Amara Pongsapictchaya, 2006, 

p. 9). This idea is applied to analyzing a variety of culture in Thai society as follows: 

a)  The natural environment. Thai people settled in 

the old region considering the safe and fertility of the natural environment.  In the first 

period of time, people were likely to settle on the cliffs or in the caves. Later learning 

planting, people settled on the land along the rivers and canals or the land between 

themountains. But setting on the banks of the rivers or canals was faced with the 

floods for a long period of time. So, houses on the land in the middle part in the old 

days were built, supported by high posts to be above water or as they preferred, boat 

houses, to get along with the tide. Those who lived on the mountains tended to build 

their houses on the posts, not too high, to protect themselves from wild animals, and 

to keep away from storms. Other examples are food for those who lived in the forests 

were bamboos, mushrooms, vegetables, insects, or wild animals’ meat. Meanwhile, 

the food for those who lived on the bank of the beaches was water animals like 

shrimps, prawns, shells, crabs and fish. These examples show that those who live in 

different natural environment have different culture. 

b)  The social environment. At first, when people 

settled in a community, they cultivated crops, kept animals, knew how to use tools, 

utensils, and made ornaments for their bodies. Later, some communities developed 

technology building houses, roads, bridges, ports, and any other facilities. When the 

social environment in the communities changed, the ways of life in the urban and 

rural areas turned to rush. Breakfast is the main meal of a day to give enough energy 

to work in the field before lunch. Besides, people in town pay more attention to the 

clock time to be on time for work or appointments while people up country show their 

interest in seasons for cultivation. Therefore, the natural and social environments are 

actually like frames of life which make people different in culture. 

(2)  Human Being’s Adjustment 

Humans tried to live in accordance with nature and, the 

four basic needs; food, clothing, medicine, shelter, and adjustment to social changes. 

Men of the first period led their lives by looking for wild things and hunting, and 
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looking for animals. Later, when the population increased, the old ways of hunting 

and looking for food were not enough. Therefore, planting started for more quantity 

of food, later, the culture of moving from place to place stopped. Living in one place 

changed shelters. Instead of living in caves or cliffs, houses were built with fences 

around them to keep away from animals and enemies. They had dairy farms-meat and 

milk for food, and leather to cover their bodies and to make tools, and animals for 

vehicles. 

Setting down was a process of main adjustment for 

social and cultural changes which caused irrigation, plantation, and judgments about 

properties and land or being performer in ceremonies. Men produced utensils for 

keeping food, weaving clothes from plant tissues, making ornaments from stones or 

shells, performing variety of ceremonies e.g. ceremonies reflecting lives after death. 

However, as time went by, money is what we use to sell or buy things nowadays. Men 

adjust themselves to the way they live, for example cutting trees to   widen the 

plantation, to grow economic plants, or to keep animals for business etc. 

Men who lived on many regions have adapted 

themselves to social changes, for example the revolution in 25
th

 century in Europe in 

industry and agriculture changed the social and cultural life of the people at this 

period. People in the rural areas came to work in the factories in town. So, they had to 

adjust themselves to the urban life, for example working time set by factories, not by 

agricultural season. Wages per day or per month made the workers adjust themselves 

to buying goods, not like the farmers who could produce their own products. With the 

progress in technology, large ships, trains, automobiles, and aero planes were 

invented for convenience in transportation. The Europeans at that time were not 

satisfied with only the four basic needs, but they also looked for convenience and 

beauty as well. So, there are changes for life in having meals, clothing, putting on 

cosmetics, beautifying one selves which were more complicated than in the past. 

Today, it is the time of social network. The progress of information technology makes 

people know information or incidents that happen in other places of the world very 

quickly. Men have to adjust themselves to whatever happens in the world. This 

creates some new cultures such as knowing the value of knowledge and time, or 

realizing problems caused by natural disasters, and the decrease in   natural resources. 
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With these new cultures, humans become aware of conservation of nature. Moreover, 

violence can be the result of the economical and social conflicts. So, people are 

looking for justice and wishing to live peacefully in a society. 

In brief, changes in the world in natural and social 

environment cause people adjust themselves for safe lives. Nevertheless, these   

changes do not happen in every society at the same time. They happen differently and 

a variety of cultures are the results. 

(3)  The Spreads Out of Cultures 

Humans created cultures that are suitable for themselves 

and their environments. At first, people in a community created their own culture 

freely. Their culture was unique. Later, with the immigration of people into other 

communities, they brought with them their cultures. By this way, there were the 

spreads out of cultures. People in the ancient time; Mons, Chinese, Jams, Indians, 

Arabs and Iranians came to Thailand for international trades and finally lived in the 

country. These trades people spreaded out their cultures of food, drinks, clothes, 

languages, measures, beliefs, and religions into Thailand. 

Regarding the spreads out of cultures, it was obvious 

that the superiors had the effects on the inferiors in economy. For example, in the 25
th

 

century, the western culture of those who were more powerful and prosperous in 

technology and weapons dominated those who were colonial rule. Thailand, even was 

not governed by any country, still adjusted herself to new western cultures in many 

ways; government, laws, economic systems, ways of life, and also the social structure 

from monarchy into new states and the western ways of life in clothing, table 

manners, recreations, for examples, football, tennis, singing, dancing, travelling, etc. 

The spreads out of cultures at first were among the groups of the country leaders who 

educated from the western countries. Later, the effects were on the people of the 

middle class. Finally, Thai people   in general lead their lives as The Westerns as at 

the present time. 

Not only the spreads out of western cultures, but also of 

the Japanese and Korean ones that play effective roles on Thai teenagers, but this time 

with different objectives, not for ruler power, but for economic purposes. 

However, the spreads out of cultures do not always 

happen from the superiors or the better economy. We can see that the ordinary food 
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like papaya salad (Somtum), minced pork salad (Laab), and sticky rice which are 

Northeastern food become popular with all Thais, including  the Bangkokians. This is 

because a lot of the Northeastern people find their jobs in Bangkok, and they cook 

their food, eat them and sell them until they are enjoyed by a large number of people. 

In the same way as Thai food which is popular with foreigners, a large amount of 

Thai people work in the foreign land while the foreigners come to Thailand as 

tourists. So, they have a chance to try Thai food. The spreads out of cultures are, 

therefore, the main factors for variety of cultures in different parts of the world. 

(4)  Wisdom 

How to lead a life safely is difficult for humans because 

men have no weapons to protect themselves as some animals like tigers, elephants, 

horses, or cattle do. In addition, men do not have poison like snakes, scorpions, or 

bees. Furthermore, men sometimes must face disasters like starvation, heat or 

coldness, flood or the lack of water, sickness, or bandits. However, men can live 

safely because they can think, have knowledge and have learned from their ancestors, 

gain experiences and skills in problem solving as we call ‘wisdom’. 

The scholars divided wisdom into many types, for 

example folk wisdom, urban wisdom, tangible wisdom, and intangible wisdom. Here, 

it is divided by the Department of Academic Affairs, Ministry of Education, which we 

can see more clearly and go into more details. It is divided into four aspects as 

follows;  

1)  Wisdom of faiths and beliefs  

2)  Wisdom of arts, cultures, and traditions  

3)  Wisdom of careers  

4)  Wisdom of thoughts 

1)  Wisdom of faiths and beliefs is knowledge body gained 

from what had been taught from the ancestors, for example, the table manner or not to 

eat some kinds of food like Chinese like eating pork, while Muslims do not because it 

is a religious principle, but beef is not forbidden. Meanwhile, Hindus do not eat beef 

because of a religions principle. These beliefs arose from the necessity in leading a 

life. 

2)  Wisdom of arts, cultures, and traditions – Life patterns 

descended from generation to generation were likely to be with arts, cultures, and 
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traditions of particular groups of people indirectly ways. Those people were with 

uniqueness of an area, for example, wisdom of arts in decorating the outside of a 

temple about the Buddha’s life to teach large groups of people who were illiterate in 

the past, and also to solve the problem of not enough light. Another example was the 

wisdom of the shadow play in the South of Thailand adapting the leathers for puppets 

to be used in teaching moral and ethics to people. For entertainment and wisdom of 

traditions, Vegetarian Festival of Chinese people in Phukhet shows their beliefs in 

purifying their minds to be kind to animals lives. 

3)  Wisdom of earning a living – The main characteristic of 

this wisdom is learning to rely on one selves by bringing your careers up to date, for 

example, knowledge body about the cure for diseases by the use of herbs and animals. 

Thai massages have also been developed as added value in economy. Besides, the 

woven Thai fabrics from all parts of Thailand, for example, the fabrics from Maejam, 

Chiangmai, from Nan, Praewa from Kalasin, Thaiproens’ fabrics from Loburi, fabrics 

Poomariang from Surathani, and the fabrics from Khoyoh, Songkla. They are the 

local wisdom descended from the ancestors using cotton or silk in designs. Today, the 

fabrics are applied to cloth for clothes, hand - bags, curtains, and bed spreads. The 

communities’ living standard has been raised. 

4)  Wisdom of thoughts–Practices and modern technology. 

It is the wisdom adapted to suit the environment and lifestyle, for example, wisdom of 

medieval treatment by traditional Thai Massage. Traditional Thai Massage is based on 

the concept of the belief that the human body consists of soil, water, wind, and fire. 

When we are sick, we lose the balance of these four substances. Any imbalance of the 

substances will result in sickness. The energy cannot flow easily. This creates aches 

and pains. With the knowledge of which was passed down from one generation to 

another, Traditional Thai Massage can be applied to relieve aches and pains, release 

energy blockages and stagnation. However, massage techniques are different in 

different parts of the country, some practitioners apply their face with their fingers or 

palms, some prefer doing it with palms and feet, while in some areas, foot press 

technique is perfect. Nowadays, Traditional Thai Massage is accepted in many 

hospitals. It is the knowledge combined with modern western physiology to be used 

as therapeutic healing practice effectively.  
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In a word, cultural diversity is derived from many factors 

such as natural and social environment, human adjustment, and the spreads out   of 

cultures and wisdom, which are worth living. 

3) Concepts and Values of Cultural Diversity 

Cultural Diversity was a new concept in 26
th

 century 

developed from the concept of liberalism. Many scholars of cultural diversity, such as 

John Hick and Joseph Raz were interested in religious diversity of people of different 

races. John Rawls and Will Kymlicka, both were interested in moral (Chuphinit 

ketmanee, 2011, p. 23) – These persons accepted cultural diversity or different beliefs 

which can bring peace. Later, this idea also influenced foreign scholars including 

those who are Thai who added that  

(1)  Cultural Diversity Consisted of Two Related Main 

Concepts 

a)  Monoculturalism – Concept of an individual or 

a group of people who believed that their culture was international, paying no 

attention to other cultures. There were also other concepts under this item, such as 

religionism, ethnocentrism, nationalism, which can be concluded that  

(a)  The concept of religionism, in Middle Europe, 

the Europeans believed that Christian was an international religion. People who did 

not believe in Christian had to be punished, and were called ‘outsiders’. At present, 

even the concept of religionism is less strong, still, somebody or some groups of 

people believe that the religion they believe in is the best and international, which 

means other religions are not the religions of truth. 

(b)  Ethnocentrism – Concept of ethnocentrism. 

People believed that their ethnic group and culture were better than those of the 

others. Sometimes, this belief caused the violence like in the case of Adolf Hitler who 

believed that Germans were the Aryans who were   more civilized than other ethnic 

groups. So, Hitler killed the Jews who, he believed, were less civilized. At present, 

there are still some people who believe that Hitler’s idea is correct as we can see from 

the new Nazi’s activities. 

(c)  Nationalism – The example of this concept 

was the case of Field Marshal P. Phiboonsongkram (Prime Minister 1938 – 1944    
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and 1948–1957) who created Thai unity by nationalism and Thai culture.  He also 

combined cultures of small different ethnic groups, for example, the Malayus, who 

were against the government policy to maintain their uniqueness in their race, 

Muslim, and dialect. Nationalism is still one of the problems in the South of Thailand. 

This concept is one of the causes of the 

problems in society, starting from a cultural conflict to a political one in the end. 

b) Multiculturalism – This concept accept the 

people who have different ways of life with different cultures. Bhikhu Parekh divided 

(Chuphinit ketmanee, 2011, p. 47 ) added that. 

Subcultural diversity is culture of small ethnic 

groups, for instance, fishermen, artists, musicians, gays, and the other races. 

Perspectival diversity is the concept of adjusting 

the dominated culture like being dominated by the western culture, points of view in 

women’s right, small ethnic groups, and communal diversity.  

Moreover, multiculturalism also led to other sub 

concepts, such as Cultural Pluralism, cultural right, and community right which can 

be explained as follows:  

(a) Cultural Pluralism means the acceptance of 

an individual’s   life pattern or of a group based on the belief that each culture suits 

each group of people. This concept is definitely different from the concept of 

Monoculturalism.    

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2.3  Diagram of Monoculturalism and Multiculturalism 

 

 

Monoculturalism     Multiculturalism 

- Religionism                   - Cultural Pluralism 

- Ethnocentrism     - Cultural right 

- Nationalism      - Community right 
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(b) Cultural Rights are the same contexts with 

Human Rights focused on the acceptance of the citizen who can identify themselves, 

including personal peace and right according to the constitution (Threerapol 

Arunakasikorn and team, 2010, pp. 20–23) concerning cultural rights. It is the cultural 

heritage. It belongs to a group of people who own that culture, and only them can 

make decision whether to change their   culture or not. The outsiders are not permitted 

to make a change (Chouphinit Ketmanee, 2014, pp. 56–57.) 

(c)  Community Rights are the rights to use 

natural resources in public areas of the community, such as forest land, sources of 

water, plants and trees, sacred placed, including local wisdom of traditions. These 

resources are what local people can depend on. Yos Santasombat, a scholar in 

anthropology stated that community rights deal with the dignity of the human because 

they reflect uniqueness of races, the value of economics, or cultural signs. Therefore, 

infringing community right is being human’s value (Chuphinit Ketmanee, as cited in 

Yos Santasombat, 2004, p. 58). Chuphinit Ketmanee also included that people in a 

community have rights to take care of, manage, use, and maintain public resources 

within their own land according to the laws (Chuphinit Ketmanee, 2011, p. 59–60). 

However, the concept of the Multiculturalism 

was argued that it would cause social conflicts, such as separatarism, insurgency, or 

rebellion. The study of Chupinit Ketmanee found that the original causes of the social 

conflicts derived from inequality, exploitation, inaccessibility of resources in their 

community, having no rights to lead their lives, and the lack of the dignity of the 

human (Chuphinit Ketmanee, 2011, p. 28). 

Nevertheless, consideration the present world’s 

situations, Monoculturalism may be dangerous for society because people who have 

no chance, the minority, or ethnic groups think that it is not fair to themto ask for 

fairness demands in cultural rights, community rights, and human rights. So, they ask 

for fairness demands in a society and this will lead to severe conflicts, and the lack of 

one’s culture in the end.  

(2) The Value of Cultural Diversity Considering the 

value of cultural diversity can be done in many ways. But here, we are going to 

discuss only the two important ways as follows: 
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a)  Social Aspect   Social diversity is implied that 

there is a variety of different cultures. It is believed that people have their own culture 

which is unique, but not monoculturalism. It is not the real Thai culture, or of the poor 

race. On the contrary, the culture is a society that has been combined with many other 

things. The changes cause the multiculturalism. However, rapid social changes were 

due to the   progress of the information technology which affect the visions, thoughts, 

and beliefs. As a result, there is cultural shift waiting to be severe conflict. So, 

acceptance of cultural diversity is a good way for disadvantaged people, disadvantaged 

minorities, and ethnic groups to show their own uniqueness. Also, it is a good way to 

show respect for them which will bring good relations among themselves and they 

will live with a happy life. 

Furthermore, cultural diversity also causes prosperity 

and social support because good culture causes nature and environment conservation 

which is the land people live on in peace. In case of loss of some ethnic groups’ 

culture, people can still learn some of other groups, especially local wisdom. 

b)  Tourism aspect   After the announcement of the 

Royal Decree 1959 by The Tourism Authority of Thailand, tourism keeps growing 

continuously in Thailand and plays important role in a lot of business related to 

tourism, for example hotel industry, restaurants, employment, local handicrafts trade, 

souvenirs, etc. Therefore, the primary national incomes come from tourism. The 

incomes in service industry earn a large sum of money to the country as the first 

income of the total in business. (Tunyarat Idchariyachai, 2014, p. 30). With this reason, 

the government of Ms. Yinglug Chinawat had some urgent politics about tourism to 

increase revenue from tourism, both inside and outside of the country (policies 

announced to the Parliament by Yinglug Chinawat, the Prime Minister on Tuesday 

23
rd

 August, 2011). Besides, agencies related to Thai tourism support natural tourism, 

cultural tourism, tourism for health and spa. Cultural diversity plays on important role 

in tourism because ethnic groups live in the areas and they are the ones who take care 

of nature, environments, and cultures passing down from generation to generation. All 

of these are some more choices for tourists in spreading out the income to all of the 

local people. Also, some cultures of some ethnic groups are more supported and well-

known to all, like Rocket Festival in Yasothorn, or Lottery Luck in Lumpoon. 
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4) Cultural Diversity that Affects Sustainable Tourism 

Sustainable Tourism 

 Sustainable Development: SD, is an idea of conservation of 

environment flourished in the Western thinkers. Later in the 26
th

BE.,this idea spread 

out in the world due to the environmental  degradation. The reduction of land affected 

the plenty of soil and water, and environment pollution as well. Besides, other effects 

of the lack of food and drinking water, water for plantation, poverty, sickness, the 

decline of the society, for example, crimes, racketeering, or even the prostitution that 

are widespread threaten human society and cause negative effects on cultural tourism. 

Therefore, the sustainable development of cultural tourism is a must to maintain the 

balance of environment of negative, economy, society, and culture. 

(1)  The Meaning of Sustainable Development 

Sustainable Development in general means the concept 

of conservation of nature. Many scholars define the meanings of this term as follows: 

The United Nations Environment Commission defined 

Sustainable Development as ‘The development that makes a response to the needs    

of the people at the present time, without any negative effects on the  next generations 

with enough sources as their ancestors’ (Pollution Control Department, Ministry of 

Natural Resources and Environment). 

Chai-Anan Samudavanija (1997) said “Sustainable 

Development means the development that serves the needs of the people at the 

present time” especially the poor, but at the same time, it must not reduce or exploit 

opportunity to obtain basic needs of people of the next generations. 

Ecologists thought that human must change the way 

they thought and lifestyles, from short-term vision to long-term ones. Sustainable 

Development has to do with combination of thoughts, or try to be within an economic 

concept of ecology and sociology. Combination of the three principles; science, 

ethnics, and environment with practices will help the way of development go in the 

same direction, or aim at the same target completely (National Tourism Development 

Plan, 2012–2016). 

Anan Punyarachoon said ‘Sustainable Development’ 

means economic development that conserves natural resource and environment, and 
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creates fairness. In other words, the development that thinks of others and next 

generations, not only you yourself. 

Phra Dhammapitaka (P.O. Payutto) expressed an idea 

about ‘Sustainable Development’ by the United Nations Environment Commission 

that it is an idea to win nature. In his mind, Sustainable Development is to do 

activities that can go well with nature. The deep meaning is actually the basic of 

sustainable development (Phra Dhammapitaka, 2003, pp. 62–67) which are the 

foundations of development and that is culture. 

This interpretation goes very well with the proposal of 

UNESCO in paying attention to culture which develops society. In the past, the 

development focused only on the growth of the objects which could be seen from the 

indexes measuring progress (National Income, GNP). In fact, it was the only one 

aspect in economic dimension; development. This way of development did not make 

people happy. So, UNESCO proposed that Sustainable Development had to deal with 

culture as well. Later, United Nations General Assembly announced that 1988–1997 

was the World Decade for Cultural Development. It was the time that    people paid 

more attention to culture. 

In brief, Sustainable Development means the development 

that keeps the balance of the environment, economy, society, and culture. Sustainable 

Development is important as ASEAN Secretary – General, Surin Pitsuwan said that 

Sustainable Development was not a choice, but it was a must for Thailand. Sufficient 

Economy was local wisdom which led to sustainable development for Thai people to 

have a happy life and could be competitive in the world (Surin Pitsuwan, 2011, p. 19). 

Besides, Waraporn Samkoset stated that Sufficient Economy is a way of thoughts 

with a right balance. If you have enough money, your life will not be risky with 

carelessness (Krittiya Cheumwarasart, 2011, p. 21). 

(2) Cultural Diversity and Sustainability 

Ethnic groups think of a way to keep a balance in life 

the same way as people in the past did by paying attention to nature because it is the 

base of resources which sustains life and community. We believe that natural 

environment, such as mountains, forests, and rivers are places for gods and goddesses 

to live in. So, Thai people in the past paid respect to nature reflecting in traditions, for 

example traditions of ethnic groups. 
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Table 2.2  Example of Traditions of Ethnic Groups Keeping a Balance of  

                  Environment, Economy, Society, and Culture 

 

Number Traditions Value 

1 Songkarn-releasing  

birds and fish by Mon 

 

Mon in the central of Thailand have a 

tradition of releasing birds and fish during 

Songkran Festival as exorcising for 

comfortableness. The value behind this 

tradition is to add plenty to rivers and 

canals.  

2 Threshing of Karen 

 

Each year Karen in Rai Wo, Kanchanaburi 

gather for threshing. This tradition deals 

with Mother goddess of gain. They believe 

that this tradition will create mental stability 

and bring all the people to join together to 

from one unity. 

3 Ancestor worship A tradition of ancestor worship, when 

believe to protect Cheingmai, by Lua. The 

value creates morals, safety, plenty to 

community. Also, this tradition makes 

people join together to form one unity. 

 

These who do not understand what lies behind these 

traditions or ceremonies may make comments that they are obsolete. They may not 

know their values or it is because some performers still stick at the ceremonies fondly 

until people forget their real values. 

Keeping their traditions, the ethnic groups create 

sustainable development. They help integrate nature, economy, and culture with 

society. It is a way to overcome poverty, and help the economic activities to be 

carried on without environmental and community life destruction.   

(3) Sustainable Cultural Tourism 

It is the concept caused by sustainable development 

which spreads throughout many sectors including tourism as we can see from the 
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Globe 90 Meeting in Canada (Chalamarin Sompong, 2010) with the definition of 

Sustainable Tourism as the tourism which serves the tourists’ needs together with the 

owners of the areas protecting and conserving the resources for the next generations. 

The Royal Academy defined the meaning of Sustainable 

Tourism as the development of tourism resources wisely, keeping the uniqueness of 

the nature and culture as long as possible with less effects but long usefulness 

(Kanchanabhisek Network 2009). 

The Royal Academy’s definition may lead to a 

question, “How can the tourism resources be developed sustainably”? If the principle 

of Sustainable Cultural Tourism (The Senate Committee on Tourism, 2011) is applied 

to explain the ways to develop Sustainable Cultural Tourism   as follows:  

1) The effective management for the expansion 

and the growth of tourist attractions 

2) The law enforcement to control the areas that 

are the tourist attractions  

3) The adjustment and the restoration of the 

tourism attractions not   to fall into decay  

4) The protection from any danger or harm for the 

tourists  

5) The infrastructure plan to be sufficient for the 

needs of the tourists 

These principles, even they should be the co-operation 

between the government sectors and the private ones, however, the people in the areas 

themselves play an important part in tourism because they can manage tourism to go 

along well with their lives, such as home stays, eco-tourism, and cultural tourism as 

well. People in the community are the beneficiaries, together with tour agencies and 

tour guides as well. The people in a community include ethnic groups in various areas 

because their culture as well as ways of life are main resources for tourism. 

5) Cultural Diversity and Natural Environment 

Natural environment can be divided up into biological 

groups, such as forests, wild animals, or living things under the sea, and physical 

group, for instance, rivers, canals, ponds, seas, forests, caves, waterfalls, and 
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mountains. These resources are classified as natural tourist resources. In Thailand 

there are beautiful natural tourist resources which can easily be reached by the tourists 

for example, beaches and mountains. Most of the foreign tourists are more likely to go 

to the beaches such as, Hua Hin, Pattaya, Kho Chang, Cha-am, Samui Island, and 

Phuket Island. People who settle down in these areas are ethnic groups who are 

important to the tourists as the owners of the land. Some of them are tour guides 

themselves or provide accommodations with food or transportation. They are the ones 

who create potential attractions of natural environment as follows:  

(1)  Concerning the knowledge and local wisdom of 

each ethnic group which are in a community throughout of Thailand, these are the 

examples to illustrate knowledge of the terrain, climate, planting, including vegetation 

properties of medicinal plants, and animals that are related to living for example,   

kinds of rice like Rice Sangyod which is a native strain of the South in Pattalung with 

white and light or dark red pericarp, when cooked it will be chewy.  Shlicky Rice 

Wong is a native strain combines with Rice Gao Kho 6 originated in Kalasin Province 

grown by the Tai. The seeds are fragrant even when they are cooked, soft, do not stick 

with the hand like other strains do. Sticky Rice Wong can be leftover rice without 

being warmed again because the rice is still soft. Tourists who go to South or to the 

Northeastern may try it because it is not only tasty but also healthy. It is the product 

that is unique to the community. 

For the tourists who love going hiking or trekking, it is 

better to have tour guides who are local people because they can tell detailed 

information for instance, kinds of pine trees, watching pheasants inthe early morning 

for it is the time to find something to eat. But if the tourists want to see animals like 

deer, hyenas, or tigers, it will be better to go out at night as we call “animal 

watching”. Those tourists who love diving to see fish and other kinds of animals 

under water, the activity    will start in the late morning till afternoon of a day. The 

local people who are tour guides also know where to have a look at those animals. 

They make the natural environment tourism more complete that is the tourists gain 

knowledge together with experiences. 

(2)  Concerning natural environment conservation, the 

ethnic groups, as the owner of the land, pay attention to natural environment as we 
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can see in the ceremonies based on the beliefs that there are spirits in nature. These 

people have an easy life, depend on nature, for example, searching for food, for 

instance, mushrooms, bamboo shoots, meat of animals from the forests, including 

wood for utensils or fuels together with herbs. The culture of the people who live in 

the forests is to live together with the forests, for instance, the MLA Lee are careful 

not to dig for taro roots or sweet potatoes until the plants die for they can still yield 

crops as food   for them. Meanwhile, the culture of the people who live in the sea is 

living together with the sea, to illustrate, the local fishermen catch fish by nets with 

big holes to let go small fish to grow up,hilltribes Tanaowasri Mountain, at the border 

between Myanmar-Thailand, some in Uthaithanee, Kanchanaburi, Ratchaburi, Petchaburi, 

and Prachuabkirikhan, take care a large land of forest. These ethnic groups use natural 

resources as carefully as possible. Their roles help making Thailand to be one of the 

countries that is plenty of beautiful with natural tourist attractions such as the forests 

in Kanchanaburi, the mountain up in the North and the North Eastern, the sea at Hua 

Hin, Phuket, and Krabi, etc. 

One of the interesting and famous examples of natural 

heritages in tourism is horses in Lumpang with a long use for them. They are cart 

horses that are well known of the world. These native horses are ancient horse breeds 

by nature, not human species. The ethnic groups, therefore, play important role in 

conserving this kind of horses. 

(3)  To reduce the risk of safety, the ethnic groups who 

live in the areas knows well about nature and environment which helps tourists to 

reduce the risk of safety, to illustrate, in case of tsunami along the beaches down in 

the South in the late of 2004, the fishermen had observed the disorders of the sea, so 

they warned the tourists of the danger. Some of the tourists went up on the hills just in 

time. The awareness of natural disasters is the knowledge stocked up from their 

ancestors and gained some more from their own experiences. With their knowledge, 

they can warn the tourists of the danger not to go to the waterfalls in the rainy season 

for they can face with the great floods quickly and unexpectedly or they can warn the 

tourists not to step on holes because they might be wasps’ nests under the ground, or 

not to touch some poisonous plants such as mushrooms or nettles.   

Therefore, the expertise in the local areas plays 

important roles in the risk reduction of safety to the tourists, as one of the examples, it 
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was the time when 3 helicopters fell down at Kangkrachan National Park in 2011. 

Seventeen people died. The dead bodies were carried from the forest by the local 

ethnic people. 

Nature becomes important resources for tourism for 

Thailand .With the knowledge and local wisdom of the ethnic groups of people in 

various areas, they make tourism worth travelling gaining knowledge and experiences 

as well as reducing of safety. Meanwhile, the tourists realize how important the 

natural resources in tourism are to them as Pareuodochao, one of Ka Ka Yor, a hill 

tribe in Cheingmai who says, “Drink water, keep water.” “Eat the ground, keep the 

ground.” The Earth is the host for Ka Ka Yor. We, the dependants, must be 

considerated towards the nature. We must know how to do for a living and that is 

agro-sufficiency (Krittiya Cheumwasasart, 2011, p. 21). 

6) Cultural Diversity and Community Economy 

All of the ethnic groups of people in Thai society help 

support sustainable tourism since they have storage of culture which is nature or 

society that is attractive to the tourists and effects economy as follows:  

(1)  The Senate, Tourists commission (2011, p. 3) stated 

that in relation to bringing money into the country, and the money flow from the 

tourism statistics in 1998, there were 39,975,249 Thai tourists travelled in Thailand. 

Ten years later, there were 53,624,843 more Thai tourists. Concerning spending 

money to travelling, for example in 1999, the Thai tourists spent 203,179 million 

baht. These tourists travelled to the    places that were different from where they lived. 

People from the Central and the South like travelling to the mountains, caves, 

waterfalls, botanical gardens, historic and cultural sites up in the North, especially at 

Songkran Festival, Loy Kratong, Flower Shows, Winter Festival, and World Plant and 

Garden in Cheingmai.  

(2) Concerning foreign tourists, from the Tourism 

Statistics of Thailand, the table showed more and more foreign tourists coming to 

Thailand as follows: 
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2.3  Semiology Theory 

 

2.3.1  Semiology Theory (Chaiwat Chareonsinolan, 2012) 

1) Background and Meaning 

(1) Langue and Parole 

Saussure made many important frames of Structural Linguistics 

which later became fundamental principles of thought of Schools of Structural 

Linguistics and Semiology. First of all, Saussure put “langue” and “parole” to be 

separated completely for consideration for he thought that the study of linguistics in 

the past did not pay attention to the study of language directly. The most basic and 

important questions like, “What is language? What do we learn about linguistics? 

What are the basic elements for the study of linguistics?” For Saussure, the most basic 

element of the study of linguistics is not a word as it is believed because “word” in 

language has more problems than what it does, for example,it can mean a sound, a 

picture representing a thought, or a way of using language. Besides, only a sound 

cannot be counted as a language or a word, but it also needs rules, systems, and 

regulations to make a word meaningful. Meanwhile, for spoken language, the use of 

language has something to do with an individual, not only the systems, order, and   

rules of language. Therefore, language usage needs to deal with these   two sides at 

the same time, that is, social side which are systems, rules, and regulations of 

language, and a personal side which is a user himself. In other words, a sound is not a 

language until it communicates something. The meaning is a system and a rule that 

are agreed to be used as a system of conversation, for example, if a word is said more 

than once, how can we tell someone that it is the same word with the same meaning, 

for instance, in a sentence “I bought one bed today.” Another person asks, “What kind 

of a bed is it?” (Butler, 1999). The question is, “Are the word ‘beds’ in these two 

sentences the same? How can we explain them?”  The sound each person uttered even 

they were the same word, but they had different meaning. So, how can we say that 

they are the same word. In the same way, we can tell who the person at the other end 

of the telephone calls is, even we cannot see his/her face because the difference of 

his/her voice compared with other people’s voices. So, even the voices are different, 

characters different, still, we can say that they are the same words. If we understand 
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what we say is not a sound    but a kind of sign. In this case, a sound and a sign are 

something different. They are not the same. According to the example above, the 

word ‘bed’ even uttered differently, still, we can understand that it is the word ‘bed’, 

not something else. So, the meaning is the result of the difference. 

Saussure used the word ‘langue’ to mean “The system that is 

complete in itself with the rules of classification of language.” Regarding   “parole”, 

Saussure meant “social actions which are the results of one’s” ability to use language, 

including traditional practice rules accepted among the majority of society, used to 

communicate. Saussure thought   that linguists ought to pay more attention to the 

study of language than speaking and language usage for speaking did not depend on 

nature. Humans can communicate in many forms and by many methods. Since 

humans invented the system of language, speaking became the accepted, and the most 

powerful way of communication. Therefore, in Saussure’s opinion, he put more focus 

on the ability to set up the language system   to make communication possible rather 

than speaking or language usage. 

Saussure’s idea later influenced Clobe Lewistorose‘s belief. As an 

anthropologist, he also put an emphasis on thinking system and the human mind. He 

said that by nature, humans have their own way of thinking system which may be 

different in details. So, in this sense, language is a system of signs which reflects 

thoughts and meaning to make communication possible. 

Saussure’s idea in separating speaking and language usage as   

mentioned above is to separate social matters from the personal ones. Later, a linguist, 

Nom Chomsky carried on separating competence as social matters, in contrast to 

speaking, language usage as personal matters. Therefore, language is not a speaker’s 

tool, but it is what a speaker or user absorbs into himself quietly subconsciously to be 

able to speak and communicate. In other words, language in Saussure’s opinion deals 

with social matters. It is speaking and language usage which a speaker cannot create 

or adjust by he himself. It is tradition that is accepted by the majority of society. An 

individual just studies, be familiar with it and uses it since he was a child.       

Saussure’s idea about learning language was not different from 

Ludwig Wittgenstein’s, (Ludwig Wittgenstein, 1889-1951). He said that language 

learning was Thai ways of life (Chairat Charoensin-o-larn, 1997). The difference was, 
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in Saussure’s opinion, we learnt the principles of language while language leaning, 

according to Wittgenstein, together with other ordinary linguists, the ordinary 

language philosophy was learning   how   to use language every day, not the language 

system. Apart from this, Saussure also thought that language was something about 

unity. It was about a system and unity. Language had a variety of differences; spoken 

language and language usage which led to the idea of division of form and substance, 

but paid more attention to forms which finally became one of the principles in leaning 

about the structural definition. 

However, Saussure’s form is not concrete, but is the system of 

association especially   it is the system of distinction / opposition which indicates the 

content that is concrete. Nevertheless, the form that is abstract can be concrete 

without forms/ systems, the content is meaningless. On the contrary, without contents, 

forms are not    meaningful either. The association between forms and contents can be 

realized more clearly through many examples as Hervey explained, such as the 

currency value, money of the same currency but with different types can be 

exchanged because there is central value, for example, one pound is worth 2 coins of 

50 pennies, one banknote of 1 pound, pence in 1 pound, or a product that is worth 1 

pound etc. These kinds of currency can be exchanged for an equal value of 1 pound 

and they are in the same currency. In the case of foreign currencies, money can also 

be exchanged even with different currencies because there are the same monetary 

values that set the content of the currencies in forms of banknotes or coins no matter 

what shapes, sizes, colours or materials are used as long as they are controlled by one 

standard, then the exchange is possible. Forms or monetary values set the content of 

the currencies in different forms that can be exchanged among each   other. Without 

the standard of values set, all money will be only pieces   of paper, or pieces of metal 

in different shapes but no meanings at all. Compared with playing a chess, we must 

understand its rules. Moving each piece on a board has particular meaning with 

different meaning.  

In other words, according to Saussure and the other structuralist 

‘ideas,   as well as the others’ ones at a later time, identity is a system of differences 

rather than similarities, no matter what characteristics they are. It is a system of 

differences that creates identity. Identity is also another way of classification, not the 

particular characteristics of a thing.  
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As we all understand, a piece of chess, for example, a pawn is a 

pawn because it is neither a knight, nor a ship, nor a bishop, nor a rook. A pawn is a 

pawn for it is one of the pieces to chess. The system of a chess controls all the pieces 

to carry on as they are no matter what they are made of, what sizes, what forms, or 

what colours they are, as long as   they follow the rules of chess, and as long as they 

are different from the others. 

The idea that identity is a system of differences, the opposition, is 

another main principle to find knowledge in structuralism that is challenging. It 

crumbled the old thoughts that concentrated on the similarities, contents, and 

something concrete, or as Vincent   Descombea:  1980 called ‘the logic of identity’. 

Therefore, if the contents were about the varieties of differences, forms or systems 

were about the unity in forms of the relation of the network. It was simply a matter of 

the network of differences more than the one of similarities. Besides, the forms or the 

systems were not fixed, but they were changeable all the time, and the changes of the 

system were not the changes over time or diachronic in the history, but they were 

synchronic of which the different components changed. This changed the whole 

system from the inside part more than the outside one. 

(2) The Concept of Signs   

The second Saussure’s main idea was the concept of sign. 

According   to Saussure, language is “A system of sign which conveys thoughts, not 

different from the writing system, letters for the blind, symbolic rituals, etiquette, or 

signs for military, etc. Language is only the concept of sign which is the most 

important compared with the other systems of sign. The other subjects which are 

about social signs, no matter what subjects they are about the components of sign 

codes or the regulations of sign, Saussure  called them “semiology” in Latin means 

signs. In theory sign means whatever that has a meaning which is different from the 

other things and is accepted or understood. In this case, a sign is not only a symbol in 

language, a movie, a walking man, a pair of boots, or even an action of not wearing 

shoes in a society that giving attention to wearing shoes, all of these can be signs. 

According to Scholes, 1974, movies are ideal units of education in signs because there 

are pictures, light, sound, music, actions, performances, and stories that are all 

meaningful. So, Scholes concluded that those who were interested in analyzing 
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movies without knowledge and understanding, or without knowing how to analyze by 

using semiology, they were the people who did not understand the movies or did not 

know how to see the movies.  

Blankness, quotation marks and word order all can be signs if they 

convey meanings in terms of comparison and contrast, for example, blanks between 

sentences or blanks between words or in, Thai called “pause.” They all have 

particular meanings. They mean “stop pronouncing.” A white canvas in arts can 

mean to get ready for drawing. A blank piece of paper can also mean to get ready for 

drawing. Margins on the left, the top, and the bottom sides of a piece of paper mean 

“Do   not write”, etc. Quotation marks are also kinds of discursive strategythat have 

many functions, such as building trust to those who quoted that pieces of writing, or 

conveying how tasteful the people are, the status in a society of those persons as some 

politicians or activists quoted    Voltaire’s words, “I disapprove of what you say, but I 

will defend to the death your right to say it….” although Voltaire never said this   

statement himself. The word order as Kooler discussed in the sentences, “john   loves 

Mary.” “and,  “Mary loves John.” have different meanings. In a society where men 

are superior, women tell men that they love them is inappropriate. Hand shaking as 

means of a greeting or “wai” as Thai people do is a kind of signs although hand 

shaking or wai in themselves have no meaning at all. Having some dessert for Thai 

meals or drinking tea or coffee for western meals mean the end of a meal. They are 

other kinds of signs because desserts, fruits, tea or coffee are the regulations of a 

meal. A page of a newspaper is another sign. It conveys a meaningin reading 

differently, for example it represents "fresh news" and it is about the facts only, no 

opinions of the reporters. Other pages also have their own functions with particular 

structure which are different from each other, such as, the editorial page, the leading 

articles, sport news,   or entertainments, etc. We can see that even ordinary pages of a 

newspaper can be made specific in their meanings. The shortness and the length of 

women skirts, of men hair style are also signs which convey different meanings in a 

society. At the present time, holding a smart phone attached to the ear while talking 

with a friend of a teenager is a kind of signs showing chic. Moreover, for teenagers, 

communicating by smart phones shows their identity which leads us to have a look 

around ourselves another way also. 
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These examples show us that education is not simple pronunciation, 

spelling, or grammar as generally understood, but the social-cultural system should be 

learned together at the same time. In order to understand the social-cultural dimension 

of language, Saussure thought that language should be learned as a kind of signs. In 

fact, “language is a system of value created by a society, not the combination of all 

the meaningful things. According to Saussure, signs as fundamental units of a 

language, are systems of complicated relation which combine a sign or a signifier 

with the meaning of a sign or a signified meaning. These two units are signs. They 

must consist of each other, for example, a Thai   word “ม้า” or “horse” in English is a 

signifier which leads to an idea about an animal called "horse" (signified). The 

relationship between a signifier and the meaning of a sign is the arbitrary nature of the 

sign, not by nature. In other words, those two units have no relation at all except when 

they are made to deal with each other by the system of language. The letter "ม" in 

Thai does not mean anything about a body of a horse. “า” which is a vowel sound in 

Thai does not mean a horse’s tail at all. So, the sound “ม้า” or the spelling “ม้า” or 

“horse” does not deal with anything about this kind of animal. The relation or the 

combination between a signifier and a signified sign is a set of regulations created to 

be as it is, and the most important one is conservative case odds in each society which 

are different from each other.  

The relation between a signifier and a signified are in two levels 1) 

signifier/signified as in “ม้า” and an idea about a horse above, and 2) signifier/signified 

as in “ม้า” and “horse” in English. As a signifier, these two words have no relation at 

all even they convey the same meaning. The relation between the signifier and the 

signified are what they are created to be in each system of language. On the contrary, 

the cultural system as “สีแดง” in Thai and “red” in English, they have no relation at all, 

but they are created by the system of language. This is actually a big problem in 

learning other languages, including translation from one language into another. 

Moreover, a signifier in one language can be a signified in another, for instance, 

“Xerox” in English, as a signifier means a copying machine of a brand, but a signified 

can mean “copying” in a Thai society, etc. However, having no relation between a 
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signifier and a signified directly or naturally but being created to be as it is does not 

mean that we can speak anything as we want. If so, we cannot understand each other. 

A speaker should be under a set of rules of language. 

This issue, Michael Fugae continued to carry on discussing under 

the rules of various series of using language for communication in forms of 

archaeology. If signs are determined to be as they are, people will speak the same 

language all over the world, no differences in relation between a signifier and a 

signified as they are. As the relation between a signifier and a signified are 

determined to be as they are naturally, then observation cannot be used by an 

empiricist theory or by the interpretation of a hermeneutics. Instead, rules which 

determined the relation between a signifier and a signified had to be created, and this 

is what Saussuredid to education in Humanities and Social Sciences. 

Saussure added that although a picture sign was chosen to represent  

a thought or a mental picture, it was not free-floating. On the contrary, a picture sign 

to be used had to be accepted by the linguistic community. Moreover, those who used 

a language had to choose. Once it was chosen, nothing could be replaced. The usage 

had to be under the rules of that language. Language was what delivered from 

generation to generation. The root could not be found the same case as Edmund 

Hussel, 1859, father of phenomenology, who said that he could not find the root of 

geometry either. Saussureexpressed that when he was born, the language was already 

there. That came the idea that language was natural. All words were natural. They 

represented all the objects in the world. It was the mirror theory of language 

(Wittgenstein, 1953), compared with Rorty, 1979. To understand language by 

representation could not explain us how language functioned. This was the reason 

why a signifier, once it was used, was difficult to correct. At the same time, we could 

not realize the rules of language because they were deeply in our unconscious mind. 

However, this saying does not mean that language is something that 

stays still, on the contrary, language changes all the time for signs are determined, no 

any particular rules, but depended on traditions, conservative case adds on each 

society, it was about the decision  making. Besides, in Saussures opinion, the changes 

in language were not slight as in spelling or pronunciation, but very strong in degree 

in the relation between a signifier and a signified for the relation between these two 
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units were not firmly fixed together, or as they were determined as mentioned above. 

Hereby, there were changes in both signifies and signified sign as language is 

something about meanings which are different from one another. Language in a 

certain period of time does not have the exact, rigid meaning, but always changes, for 

example, the word “silly” as Culler, 1976 explained that at the first period of time it 

meant a person who was easy-going, but later, it meant an innocent and simple 

person, but at the present time, a stupid one, etc. Therefore, although an old signifier 

is still the same one, the meaning changes because of the change of the relation 

between the signifier and the signified sign. The signifiers are independent of the 

signified signs, at the same time, they determined the meanings each others. Jacques 

Derrida, 1976, 1988, a theorist in structuralism, carried on studying play or free-

floating signifiers, or as Jacques Lacan, 1901, 1977 showed that many of signifiers 

could convey the same meaning and the same thought , for instance, a door of a toilet 

could have more than one signifier; a ladies’ toilet, or a gentlemen’s toilet , etc. 

(Lacan, 1977).   

Besides, since signs have no meaning by themselves, but the 

meanings come from the differences of other signs in language, every sign, as Derrida 

said, has each other’s trace which is not clear and complete. So, meaning is something 

deals with the existence together. The meaning of signs changes at all times. They are 

not strictly determined by the rules of language, but they always defer caused by the 

combination of signs endlessly. 

(3) Science of Signs 

The third basis for the meaning of signs, according to Saussure, 

were the relation and the distinction. Saussure called “distinctics”. This was because 

Saussure thought that the language was created from a system of distinction / contrast 

between small units of meaning. They were not specific in characteristic of each small 

unit. The meaning of each small unit caused by the distinction itself. Meanwhile, the 

meaning of each small unit is under or is a part of the relation. The uniqueness in 

language is the comparison and the relational identity which later is developed into 

the study of self/other or identity/difference in Human and Social Sciences at the 

present time. The example of “ม้า”, not “หมู”, “แมว”, or “เม่น”because “ม้า”is horse 

because it is one system of classification of animals. In the same way, a sign “red” is 
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red because it is not green, white, or blue by a system of classification of colours, for 

example. Saussure gave an example in his book “Saussure” about a 8.25 p.m. train, 

Geneva-Paris. No matter what time the train leaves, before or after 8.25 p.m., what 

compartment who a driver is, we still feel that it is the same train. This is because the 

8.25 p.m. train is not the 9.00 p.m. train or the 10.00 p.m. train from Geneva to Paris, 

not to somewhere else. Besides,   that train is one of the trains that are provided on 

that day according to   the schedule. In this sense, the uniqueness and meaning are the 

relation and distinction at the same time. The other example is about the chess as 

mentioned above. No matter what materials the pieces of chess are made, each piece 

has its own function. These pieces of chess will be meaningless if they are not on a 

board. They are only pieces of material. This is because meaning is a system of 

distinction. Each piece of chess has its own value when it stays at its place on a board. 

So, the identity   and meaning is not a material identity, but about the relation and 

distinction under a certain system as Saussure called, “a synchronic / relational 

identity.”  

The idea of identity above help us see that the signification and the 

representation are something different. In language, according to Saussure, it is about 

distinction / contrast. Therefore, language is something more than naming, men, 

animals, or things, or representing objects, as a theorist in Structuralism and Logical 

Positivism Paradigm, who tried to tell a lot of people that language was a system of 

the relation of signs. The value of each sign derived from the distinction of signs. 

Even each letter in a language is about the distinction and the determination. For 

example, a sign “t” or a sound “t” in English and the meaning of a sign “t” are not 

related directly to each other, except by a system of language. Even a sign “t” can be 

written in many forms as t,T,T,t, but they must not be written in the same way as the 

other letters in the same system of language. The way the signs are made is not 

important because there is   no effect on the system like “t” as mentioned above. We 

can write “t” in any colour, on a ground, or carve it on a tree as a long as we can read 

it “t”, not the other letter. So, Saussure concluded that “There is the relation of the 

distinction in language” and “language is something about a form, not the content.” 

This fact must be emphasized since all the mistakes in language learning, the wrong 

way of the study of words in language usage as identifying objects is from the wrong 
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assumptions that the language phenomena has to be with contents. Therefore, in the 

system of signs, meanings are about the distinction. Meanings are not about the 

identity anymore. 

Regarding the relation in language, Saussure thought that there were 

Two main relations; 1) syntagmatic relation –the relation at the same level putting 

words in a line. In syntagmatic relation, a word will be meaningful when it is in its 

particular place compared with the words before or after it, for example “John loves 

Mary”, and 2) associative / paradigmatic relations by grouping the words that have 

the same characteristic in the same group to show their relations to the other words 

that are related to each other, for instance, the word “teaching’’, / “earning”, 

“reading books”, and “school” are related  to each other, etc. In syntagmatic relation, 

the relations will appear in series whereas a paradigm for relations will not appear 

directly but stay in our thought. When we see or hear the words in this group, we can 

make relations to   the others in the group. In a language system, these two levels of 

relation go together. Speaking and the language usage need these two levels of 

relation at the same time, that is word order and the words related must be used. 

Selecting another word to be replaced in a word is associative / paradigmatic relation 

while the word order is syntagmatic relation. Understanding of the relations of these 

two relations leads us to 1) understanding of metaphors, using other word to be in 

place of a word without changing in meaning , for example, “chair” instead of 

“position” etc. It is the use of a sign instead of the other for the same meaning. The 

sign that is replaced is still at the same place, but does not appear to be seen. So 

language usage is replacing. This idea, Derrida carried on in his writing called “Of 

Grammatology” (Derrida, 1976). 2) Understanding about the relations of words for 

meanings (metonymy), for example poverty and a hut, etc. and that is a metaphor. It is 

the replacement without being related to each other directly. Metonymy is about the 

direct relation, so language is the relation between the small and big units. The whole 

unit is still the whole part as long as there is the relation to the small one, meanwhile, 

the small unit has a value as long as it belongs to the whole one. This is another 

important content concerned by the structuralism later. The relation between the small 

units and the whole one is Syntagmatic relation. It is about a person storing language   

in unconscious mind. 
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2.3.1.1  The Concept and Theory of Communication 

1) The Meaning of Communication 

Parama Satawatin (1998, p. 17) defined the meaning of 

communication as “A procedure for transferring message from a person / Source to a 

person / Receiver through Channel.” 

Joompol Rodkhumdee (as cited in Sirada Phongphamorn, 2004, 

pp. 14-15) “Communication is behavior of contacting among humans by means of 

transferring and exchanging messages, feelings, attitudes, and experiences between 

each other for some responses that are goals which are understanding, co-operation, 

agreement, compromising, etc., which will lead to social development.” 

Kesinee Chutavichit (1999, p. 4) “Communication is a continuous 

moving procedure for sending and receiving messages between a sender and a 

receiver through media with specific purpose. 

John W. Kinek (as cited in Sukunya Tomya, 1994, p. 5) 

“Communication is exchanging meaning among humans through symbols. Symbols 

can mean anything that represent something.” 

In brief, according to Boonsri Prabnasak and Siriporn Jirawatakul 

(1993, p. 9) “Communication is a procedure for exchanging and participating in 

receiving messages with understanding the signs of messages.” 

2) The Components of Communication  (Tiranan Anawus-

hsiriwongse, 2000, p. 7) 

(1)  Sender / encoder is a person or group of persons who 

start sending messages intentionally or unintentionally, or a person who send 

messages through one channel to a receiver. So, a sender’s role is to indicate the 

behavior of sending the messages in a certain situation by some techniques and what 

will the effects be that is a sender is a person who encourages responses from a 

receiver. 

(2)  Receiver/deceiver is a person who receives messages 

from a sender or a group of senders who interpret the messages and make a response 

to them intentionally or unintentionally. Then, reaction will be fed back to the 

receiver. 

62 
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(3)  Message is a written or spoken piece of information 

sent to a receiver in forms of “codes” which mean signs or symbols created to be 

meaningful. The receiver can understand the codes after they are   decoded in forms 

of spoken words, pictures, or gestures that transfer ideas, feelings, needs, and the 

objectives of the receivers. Most of the messages are languages. 

(4)  Channel is the media which send messages from a 

sender to a receiver just like a carrier between a sender and a receiver. 

(5) Content / Environment is everything that surrounds a 

sender, a place, atmosphere, time, events, etc 

(6) Feedback depends on communication system. When a 

sender wants a receiver to know about how good or useful something is, then, 

feedback is necessary. 

Berlo (as cited in Sirada Pongpamorn, 2004) explained that the 

communication would be effective or not depended on the effectiveness of the 

elements and should the effective factors in SMCR Model in the Table 2.3 

 

Table 2.3  SMCR Model 

 

Sender Message Channel Receiver 

Consists of 

Comm. Skill 

Attitude 

Knowledge 

Social & Cultural System 

 

Consists of 

Code 

Symbol 

Signal 

Content 

Treatment 

Consists of 

Seeing 

Hearing 

Touching 

Testing 

Smelling 

Consists of 

Comm. Skill 

Attitude 

Knowledge 

Social & Cultural 

System 

 

Source:  Berlo, 1960, p. 40. 

 

SMCR Model helped us know about the communication 

procedure how many stages there were to a target group. Each element was related to 
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each other the whole procedure. Therefore, for each communication, the whole 

elements must be considered in the following headings: (Berlo,1960) 

3) Source 

When we send a message, many factors in our body effect a 

message sent or the interpretation of a message received. 

(1) Communication Skills which are the skills in 

communication. No matter what method we use, we must be skillful in using it, for 

example speaking. We must know how to pronounce words correctly, using words 

exactly what we want to communication, etc. 

(2) Attitude is the way that you think or feel about 

something. There are three kinds of a sender’s attitudes: 

a)  Attitude toward yourself – sending a message will 

be successful if a sender has self-confidence. 

b)  Attitude to a message sent – A sender must have self-

confidence and trust what he/she will send to make communication successful. 

c)  Attitude to a receiver is considered to be very 

important. If a sender feels good about a receiver, he or she would like to 

communicate with and tries to select appropriate words to satisfy the receiver. 

(3)  Knowledge- Knowledge of a sender affects sending a 

message because it can make communication end in failure. Knowledge needed for 

communication are as follows: 

a) Knowledge about the matter sent. We can usually 

communicate with each other what we know well better than what we do not know 

with correct and complete message. 

b) Knowledge about a person we communicate with 

will help us communicate appropriately. 

(4) Social status also be considered which effect the 

expression and the language usage.  

(5)  Cultural background which means lifestyles of people 

in the society, for example, values, traditions including communication. Culture 

combines models of perception and interpretation. 
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4) Message 

Message is a main component which makes communication 

smooth and successful. It convinces people to become involved in an activity that is a 

target of communication by the effect of the message sent: 

Criteria for analyzing message sent are as follows: 

(1)  Frequency which has effect on learning and convincing 

a   suitable volume. Too many frequencies of repeated message without any change 

will not be effective and will be boring. 

(2)  Style - Presentation in variety of styles which are easy 

to understand will make a receiver interested. There is no specific style. It depends on 

a receiver’s satisfaction. 

(3) Content appeals – The way to present the content in 

one way to persuade or convince a receiver is appropriate only for the fixed content.  

Presenting the content two sides is good for a topic that 

needs discussion. This method is appropriate for the educated receiver. 

5) Channel 

Channel is a method that people use to get information from a 

sender to a receiver. In order to communicate effectively, a proper channel must be 

used for it influences the effect of communication for channel of communication 

associates with a receiver in memorizing messages. 

Hovlandethers (as cited in Sirada Phongphamorn, 2004) said 

that the communication from person to person was effective for persuasion in one 

way that was a group meeting or a group members. A tendency to change behaviors 

or attitudes to a target group was   influenced by the combination of group members. 

Apart from persons, other activities are also channels for 

communication in a group or in a community during festivals or traditions. 

Activity Chanel is one of the channels with specific objective 

depends on a sender or an organization to communicate or broadcast to a receiver or a 

target group. 

Seri Wongmontha (1991, p. 56) defined activity channel as a 

channel that transferred ideas, feelings, and messages from one person to a target 

group. There are many forms of activity channels that can be easily adapted   to suit 

the opportunities and situations. 
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6) Types of Language Used in Communication 

Men in society can communicate in many ways by speaking, 

writing, or sending information through media technology, etc., encouraging language 

usage from a sender to a receiver. Interpretation of only one word may be not clear 

and straight to the point as a receiver wants. So tone of voice, personality, eyes, 

gestures, together with the environment must be considered.  

There are two types of language used in communication 

(Tanapol Wiwatpanich, 2010, p. 16) 

(1)  Verbal Communication is communication using spoken 

language or written language as symbols in communication in order to understand the 

meaning of the massages sent. The examples of this type of communication are 

conversations, interviews, note taking, report writing, reading news, meeting, etc. 

(2)  Nonverbal Communication is communication using 

codes or other symbols in communication instead of spoken or written language, for 

example, smiling, nodding, shaking heads, etc. This type of communication has 

specific meaning. Understanding each other depends on each person’s experiences 

and interpretation of each one. 

From the scholars’ definitions above, we can summarize that 

conducting special activities is an instrument in communication in order to create 

images, relations to society or community, to hold appeal, to show acknowledgement 

for a target group of one issue in one period of time.   

7) Receiver 

In communication procedure, a receiver is a person who tells of    

the success of a sender. In sending information, a sender must pay attention to a 

receiver and the sender must have the same factors to make the communication 

successful 

8) Target of Communication 

(1)  To tell somebody about something, information, news, 

events, thoughts, and the needs of a sender to a receiver. 

(2)  To teach or to educate somebody in order to change the   

receiver’s behaviors of knowledge body, thoughts, IQ, focusing on teaching and 

learning or information retrieval.  
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(3)  To create satisfaction or entertainments which are the 

entertainments that aim mental results and feelings for a receiver such as cheerfulness, 

joyfulness, satisfaction, happiness, and relaxation, etc. 

(4)  To propose or persuade focusing on a receiver’s 

conforming behaviours in compliances with the messages sent. Therefore, a sender 

must choose the method in sending the messages in forms of appropriate advice 

guides, or taunts, and motivation. 

9) Ways of Communication 

(1)  Communication that a sender only sends messages to a 

receiver is one-way communication without exchange of opinions,enquiries with less 

or without feedback. The sender does not pay attention to any feedback at all. This 

type of communication is in forms of policies, commands, through media like 

documents, and printing materials. 

(2)  Two-way communication is a communication that a 

sender sends messages to a receiver. Meanwhile, the receiver sends messages back to 

the sender after receiving messages. The sender and the receiver exchange their roles 

in communication. The receiver can ask and exchange his/her ideas. The reaction 

between each other helps understand the messages better. 

10) A Flux of Messages 

(1) Top-down Communication is communication from 

the superiors to the subordinates, mostly in forms of policies, projectห, announcements, 

etc. 

(2)  Bottom-up Communication is communication from 

the subordinates to the superiors mostly in forms of meetings, seminars, discussions, etc. 

(3)  Horizontal Communication is communication among 

people in the same level or rank with personal relation like friends,or cousins. This 

type of communication creates group relation and responsibility, and also 

participation of members in society. 

11) The Use of Communication 

(1) Formal Communication is conventional communication  

considering the roles and positions of a sender and a receiver. The communication of 

this type may be in written like policy announcements, or in oral like orders directly. 
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(2)  Informal Communication is communication with no 

consideration for positions. Since there are no regulations, the communication 

between each other is rather personal and informal. Therefore, we cannot guess the 

ways of connection whether it is top-down, bottom-up, horizontal, or across the party 

lines. So, communication finally comes up with a talk by words of mouth, including 

rumours. 

 

2.4  Lanna Cultural Concept (Adisorn Saksoong, 2011) 

 

2.4.1  Lanna History 

1) The Development of Lanna Realm 

Lanna Realm is, at present, some regions in the north of Thailand,some 

parts in Chan state of  Myanmar including some parts in Sibsongbanna in Yunnan. 

These areas used to be the sites of communities such as Muang Nguen, Muang Yong, 

Muang Haripunchai which scattered in valleys and plains. The landscape of these 

towns made it so difficult for people to travel that these communities were 

independent in politics, economy and culture. Around 1296, Paya Mungrai, king of 

Lao Jok dynasty, united these communities and established Lanna Realm with 

Chiangmai as its center. Lanna was continuously ruled by Mungrai dynasty for over 

200 years (1296-1558). 

Lanna was considered a state consisted of independent towns. Thus, 

Paya Mungrai tried many ways to create unity in the realm: building sentimental bond 

between the center in Chiengmai and dependant towns with Buddhism ideal for 

political unity. Besides, he created political network using family bond through 

marriage. These policies created sustainable unity especially during 1296-1525, but 

after that Lanna political regime was deteriorated due to the weakness of the rulers 

e.g. in the reign of Paya Kes (1525-1538). Instability of the center caused Lanna loss 

of unity. Dependent towns refused the central power. At last, Lanna Realm ended 

when Chiengmai was conquered by Myanmar  around 1558. Myanmar  ruled Lanna, 

with Chiengmai as the center, by letting local leaders who were descendants from 

Mungrai dynasty rule as colony. Rulers appointed from Myanmar usually be protested 

by leaders of towns around Lanna. (Sarusawadee Ongsakul, 1996, pp. 235-241).     
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In 1658-1774, Myanmar had new policy. Myanmar  noblemen were 

sent  to rule Chiengmai and tried to control local leaders to protect against the 

protests. In 1701. Myanmar  upgraded Chiengsaen to be the center of power in the 

north, but Myanmar  was usually protested by local leaders. In approximately 1774, 

Paya Ja Ban, governor of Chiengmai, together with Chao Kawila and six brothers of 

Lumpang, surrendered to King Thonburi of Siam and joined in expelling the 

Myanmar from Chiengmai and Lumpang. More than 30 years after that, Chao Kawila, 

ruler of Chiengmai, helped Siam in wars against  Myanmar and successfully expelled 

the Myanmar from Chiengsaen. Then, in 1782, King Rama I appointed Chao Kawila 

as the governor of Chiengmai in place of the late Paya Ja Ban and Chao Kawila’s six 

brothers to rule towns around Lumpang, Lumpoon and Chiengmai. From then on, the 

Seven Brothers Group had bound their power with Bangkok as an official colonies. 

The Seven Brothers Group was new powerful ruler of Lanna since 

Mungrai dynasty. Their power, depending on Bangkok, was restricted as local 

government  around Lampang, Lumpoon, and Chiengmai. The limitation of power and 

the right to rule was different from that of kings in Mung Rai dynasty who ruled as 

kings. However, in early years (1796-1884), Bangkok let the Seven Brothers Group 

ruled freely without much interference. Thus, the Seven Brothers Group had high 

power and was respected by local people as much as the kings in Mungrai dynasty. In 

1884, Bangkok intervened in Chiengmai political regime and got direct control by 

assigning a governor from the center to manage the benefit that once belonged to the 

local governor such as the management of the forest which was economic benefit. 

Besides, in 1886, King Rama V had created a political bond with Chiengmai through 

marriage with Chao Dararasmi, daughter of the governor of Chiengmai. Such policies 

from Bangkok continually affected the Seven Brothers Group political power. The 

Seven Brothers Group lost  its power completely  when Bangkok initiated centralized 

policy. In 1932, after the change in political regime, the towns in this region became 

provinces in the north of the present Thailand. (Sarussawadee Ongsakul, 1996) 

2) Society, Economy, Culture 

In Lanna society ruled by Mungrai dynasty, the ruling class consist of 

king, royal family and noblemen with various ranking. The king had the highest status 

and power in the realm. He had to protect the realm for people to be used in merit-
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making. He was righteous to rule and the people who were less fortunate had to obey. 

The people had duty towards the king. Royal family and noblemen had duty to the 

king as device to rule. The king appointed noblemen to rule regions. The main duty 

was to monitor officials and soldiers under their control, which consisting of 

commoners and slaves. Every commoner was considered a citizen under the king’s 

rule. They had duty to their master and the state. They had to provide excess produce 

and labor to the state. Slaves were not free men and considered to be their master’s 

properties. Moreover, there were slaves who served monks. Monks had special status. 

They were middlemen who bound the relationship between the king and commoners. 

(Adisorn Saksoong, 1997) 

The basic economy of Lanna was agriculture, mainly rice growing by 

irrigation or small dam. Since the location was a plain in a valley, it was suitable to 

grow rice that way. In the highland, rice terrace was done. Out of the rice growing 

season, people did farming and growing economic plant such as cotton. The 

production procedure was simple, using mainly man-power from villages. Another 

economic activity, which leaders of the state considered importance, was trading. Paya 

Mungrai supported trading by building 3 big market places in Chiengmai to welcome 

merchants from the northern states. He also issued law to support trading, for example: 

the law prohibited making too much profit and the acceptance of proprietor of the 

merchandise. 

3) Culture, Tradition and Art 

Lanna had been considered prosperous in art, tradition and culture for a 

long time in the past. Mungrai dynasty founded prosperity in many aspects such as in 

governing with Chiengmai as the center, the issuing of law for the order of the society 

called “Mungrai Law”, which was influenced by “Mon Law” mixed with local 

traditions. (Adisorn Saksoong, 1996, p. 34) 

Moreover, kings in Mungrai dynasty supported Buddhism in many 

ways, e.g. the construction of numerous temples. In the reign of Paya Tilokaraj, 

considered the “Golden Age of Buddhism”, there were famous monks who wrote holy 

books. Among them was Pra Sirimunkalajarn who wrote holy books called “Jakkawal 

Dhipani”, “Chammadhevi wong” and “Panyasajadaka”. The content of these holy 

books continually set fundamental concepts of people concerning Lanna traditions and 
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laws. Kings in Mungrai dynasty also made local traditions prosperous and supported 

art all through their reigns.  

For belief and religion, Lanna people originally respected various spirits. 

The well-known spirits were the spirits of ancestors. This belief was the standard in 

controlling the members of the family’s behaviour especially young women’s sexual 

behaviour. There were many other kinds of spirits. Most of them were called “Seau” 

e.g. “Seau Ban” (House Spirit), “Seau Muang” (Town Spirit), “Seau Wat” (Temple 

Spirit). People also respected the spirits of masters and heroes in the past e.g. the Spirit 

of Chao Kum Daeng, Chao Luang, Mod, Meng etc. For Buddhism, originally it was 

Mahayan Sect derived from China, then, with influence from Lankawong Sect from 

Sukhothai and adapted to the locals called “Sihon Sect”. Later, Buddhism gradually 

become Siam Lankawong Sect. The faith in Buddhism made Lanna the center of the 

revision of Buddhist scripture and learning center of Buddha teaching. Lanna had 

religious places all over the realm. After being ruled by the Myanmar and Siam, Lanna 

adapted Myanmar and Siam influence to its culture.  Since it was an appropriate 

mixture, Lanna never lost its identity, e.g. clothing, food and language. Until now, 

even though Lanna culture has been intervened by other cultures, still, Lanna people 

who call themselves “Kon Muang” (City people) can preserve their identity. They still 

speak dialect, eat local food and practice local rites such as shaving baby hair, making 

merit to celebrate a child’s first month, funeral parade, rain praying, New Year 

(Songkran),Tan Kuay Salak (Salakphat), etc. (Renu Aorrathamet, 1985, as cited in 

Adisorn Saksoong, 1996, pp. 18-20). There is also a rite called “Loang kaak” which 

people help each other in constructing dam and growing rice. They respect spirits. 

Their way of life binds in black magic. The continuation of the traditions still can be 

seen nowadays. 

4) Lanna Art 

(1)  The development of Lanna art is divided into 3 ages: Realm 

creation age (1296-1350) was the age of the combination of communities. In this 

period, there were 5 kings, starting from Paya Mungrai (1261-1311). At this time, 

Chiengmai was the center of the realm, with Chiengrai as the second important city. 

Lumpoon was the center of religion. Paya Mungrai constructed numerous temples e.g. 

Wat Koo Kum and Wat Chiengmun. Later in the reign of Paya Chaisongkram (1311-
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1325), He moved his residence from Chiengmai to Chiengrai to control the northern 

colonies. During this period, Mungrai dynasty faced the throne fight. In the reign of 

Paya Saenpoo (1325-1334), he always stayed in Chiengrai. Around 1327, he 

constructed new city,  Chiengsaen, at the site of Muang Nguen Yang. He stayed there 

permanently from then on. Chiengsaen became the center of governing in the North 

until the reign of Paya Kumfoo (1334-1336). In the reign of Paya Bhayu (1336-1355), 

he moved to Chiengmai. During this period, there were constructions of temples e.g. 

Wat Pra Singh which was an important temple in the period of prosperous Lanna 

(1354-1525). An important king in this period was Paya Guana (1355-1385). 

Buddhism, Lankawong Sect, from Sukhothai was accepted. Pra Sumon was invited to 

propagate new sect of Buddism. Wat  Bubharam or Wat Suan Dok was constructed to 

be the center of Lankawong Sect. In the reign of Paya Saenmuangma (1385-1401), 

Chiengmai fought with Ayudhaya that spread the power in the reign of King 

Boromrajatiraj I. However, Buddhism was nourished. In 1391, Wat Chedi Luang was 

built. In the reign of Paya Samprayafunggan (1411-1441), Prathat Hatipunchai 

(pagoda with Buddha relic) was covered with gold. During this period, there was a war 

against Haw. Muang Yong was established to be an important city and Chiengrai was 

decreased its importance in the reign of King Tilokkaraj (1351-1487). The king was 

intelligent and spread the power of Lanna. Though there were wars against Ayudhaya, 

the king still supported monks in Sihon Sect. There were famous monks such as Pra 

Sirimungkalajarn. King Tilokkaraj also constructed a number of temples e.g. Wat Pa 

Daeng. He expanded Wat Chedi Luang and the most prominent was the construction 

of Wat Jed Yod using Pukam art from Paya Yod Chiengrai period (1487-1495). There 

was a construction of big stuppa for King Tilokkaraj relic. In the reign of Paya Kaew 

(1495-1525), Wat Tapotaram was built. Wars against Ayudhaya took place many 

times but Buddhism was flourished at the most. Temples were built and land was 

offered. Near the end of the reign of Paya Kaew, the realm became deteriorated. Lanna 

was a colony of Myanmar from 1558-1774. (Sarassawadee Ongsakul, 1996) 

Over 200 years under Myanmar domination, the foundation of 

tradition was not destroyed because Myanmar ruled Lanna as a colony governed by 

local  governors, thus, the continuation of traditions still existed in spite of cultural 

influence from Burma in many aspects. The adherence to Lanna identity could be seen 
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in the favor of applying Lanna art in construction of religious places. Temples with 

Lanna art which were built during this period were Wat Chai Pra Kiet and Wat Chieng 

Mun in Chiengmai, Wat Pra Chao Lanthong in Chiengsaen. During 1664-1774, 

Myanmar  directly ruled Lanna because of the rebel in Myanmar regions. Chiengsaen 

became the center of Burmese power in the north with the same status as Chiengmai. 

At the end of the period, groups of local people fought for freedom, but the successful 

group was the group of Paya Ja Ban,governor of Chiengmai  together with Paya 

Kawila and the six brothers of Lumpang who asked for help from King Taksin army 

and beat the Myanmar out of Lanna region. From then on, Lanna became a colony of 

Bangkok. (Saraswadee Ongsakul, 1996) 

Under the domination of Siam, Lanna was ruled by Chao Kawila and 

the Seven Brothers Group. Chiengmai was the important city followed by Lumpoon 

and Lumpang. The Seven Brothers Group tried to revive old custom of Mungrai 

dynasty. Art and culture were nourished. Temples built in Mungrai dynasty were 

renovated, for example, Wat Pra Singh and Wat Pra Thad Sri Chomtong. During 

colonial period, Lanna had become an open land crowded with foreigners: 

missionaries, Shan, Burmese who were employees of forestry company, noblemen and 

officials from Bangkok who governed. Thus, foreign culture had much influence on 

Lanna culture. As a result, new form of art influenced by Myanmar and Bangkok 

occurred and left traces until now. In the reign of Chao Intawichayanon, Bangkok 

increased its power in Lanna by assigning commissioner to control the city in 1873. 

Revolutions took place twice in 1893 and 1900. Local governors lost their power to 

Bangkok. Chao Kaew Nawarut was the last governor. In 1933, Bangkok included 

Chiengmai as a part of Siam and a province in Thailand. 

(2)  Most of Lanna art form can be seen in temples as they are 

places full of architecture, paintings and sculptures. The concept in building temples 

was the central location in town. Important temples were usually situated on 

mountains which were belived to be holy places, for example, Pra That Doi Sutep in 

Chiengmai. Some temples built by kings were usually situated on natural moulds to 

emphasize special status as if they were in heaven e.g. Pra that Chom Thong in 

Chiengmai. The concept about sacred places appeared numerously in Lanna culture 

region, for example, making big moulds for the base of the temples. Naga stairway 
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used as a link between earth, ground level, and heaven on the mould. The plan of 

temples were laid to the west and the east and generally divided into the shrine area 

Buddhavas) and monk area (Sankavas). In the shrine area, there were pagoda and 

monastery which were main constructions symbolized Buddha, temples and Buddha 

scripture building were less important. In monk area, the buildings were almost the 

same as in the temples in other regions. Lanna temples consisted of gate, chapel, 

pagoda, sandy  open space, drum tower, Buddha scripture tower, Deity tower (Seau 

Wat), pavilion etc. The important form and component of the construction was relic 

pagoda (Pra That) which contained Buddha relics or relics of monks and kings, The 

relic pagoda was situated behind Buddha relic Viharn. There were different forms of 

pagodas in Lanna: square pagoda, octagon pagoda, bell- shaped pagoda, castle- shaped 

pagoda and other forms. 

Lanna viharn was situated at the front arch called “Khong Arch” in 

the shrine area housed Buddha images and was the place for religious practices. The 

temple was for monk practice and Buddhist scripture tower was for keeping the holy 

books. The 3 components were called “3 Chuang Kaew” meaning the three gems. 

Viharn was in front of the pagoda facing eastward. Some viharn had linking basement 

between viharn and pagoda. In royal patronage temples, it was preferred to build 

cloisters around the shrine area. According to universal ideology, the main pagoda 

symbolized Sumeru mountain with surrounding pagodas. Lanna viharn was usually 

mainly built of teak. Later on, stronger materials such as bricks and mortar were used. 

There were 2 forms of Lanna viharn : spacious viharn, built of wood, without walls, 

except in the room where the principle Buddha image was enshrined. Around viharn, 

partitions were built between pillars. 

Closed-form or rampart viharn, with walls, was made of wood or 

mortar, supposed to be built since Buddhist century 21. Moreover, there were various 

designs of viharn such as building form, castle form and four gable ends form. The 

structure of the roof was decorated with glass called “Sod”. The part baring weight of 

the roof were crossbeams, Kue Luang, Kue Yee, Kue Sam Pae Aey The walls were 

made of wood and mortar. Some viharn were made of wood upstairs with walls, 

downstairs made of mortar. The area where Buddha image was enshrined was drilled 

in cross form called “Chong ton Kar” or “Plong Jongkol”. The front two pillars were 
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square, with decorations, built closed to the walls. Round pillars were usually in the 

middle rows. The base of viharn was lifted 1 metre high by making it three-tiers base 

supporting lotus base. The components that were work of art were gable apex (Chor 

Fah) made of wood. These works of art showed religious beliefs such as the past lives 

of Buddha, the fertility of Himmapan forest, purity of Buddhism. They also showed 

Buddhism cosmology. Each universe had various worlds. There were also 3 

overlapping worlds. Concrete components were Khong Arch,Pedestal enshrined The 

Buddha Image.Earthernware components were animal figures e.g. swan, owl and lion. 

Metal component was tiered umbrella. 

 

2.4.2 Concept of Lanna Culture 

2.4.2.1  Lanna Architecture 

Rattha Ritorn (1997, p. 29) Lanna architecture has unique identity 

showing Buddhist culture. During Haripunchai period to Lanna realm, there were 

constructions of pagodas, memorials, viharn, temples to symbolize Buddha and his 

teaching. Pagodas are the most prominent feature of Lanna architecture. 

The construction of pagodas was not only as symbols of  Buddhism, but 

also expression of the belief of each culture group, especially the belief in relic 

pagodas. Worshipping of the relic pagodas was very important tradition to Lanna 

people and created value in worshipping   Buddha relics or “Chu Thad” by taking relic 

pagodas as spiritual support . The tradition of worshipping relic pagodas according to 

birth year (12 animal signs) has been practicing until now. The practice came from 

Buddhist belief in destiny and fate influenced by zodiac signs leading to a ceremony to 

change bad fortune. 

Vasant Rattanapoka (2011, pp. 6-38) The 12 relic pagodas (Pra That) 

that Lanna people most respected are: 

1)  Relic pagoda (Pra Borom That) for the year of the Rat : Pra 

That Chom (Pra That) Tong, Chom Tong district, Chiengmai 

2)  Relic pagoda (Pra Borom That) for the year of the Ox: Pra 

That Lumpang Luang, Koh Ka district, Lumpang 

3)  Relic pagoda (Pra Borom That)  for the year of the Tiger: 

Pra That Chor Hae, Muang district, Prae 
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4)  Relic pagoda (Pra Borom That) for the year of the Rabbit: 

Pra that Chae Haeng, Muang district, Naan 

5)  Relic pagoda (Pra Borom That) for the year of the Dragon: 

Pra That Wat Pra Singh, Muang district, Chiengmai 

6)  Relic pagoda(Pra Borom That)  for the year of the Snake: 

Pra That Sri Maha Bhodhi, Buddhakaya, India,The Grand Pagoda Buddhakaya, Wat 

Analayo, Muang diatrict, Payao, Pagoda at Wat Jed Yod, Muang district, Chiengmai, 

Pra That Sri Maha Bodhi, Wat Nong Bua, Muang district, Ubolratchathani 

7)  Relic pagoda (Pra Borom That) for the year of the Horse: 

Pra That Chavedagong, Myanmar, Wat Boromthad, Ban taak district, Taak 

8)  Relic pagoda (Pra Borom That) for the year of the Goat: Pra 

That Doi Suthep, Muang district, Chiengmai 

9)  Relic pagoda (Pra Borom That) for the year of the Monkey: 

Pra That Panom, Nakornpanom 

10)  Relic pagoda (Pra  Borom That) for the year of the 

Rooster: Pra That Haripunchai, Muang district, Lumpoon 

11)  Relic pagoda (Pra Borom That) for the year of the Dog: 

Pra That Pra Kes Kaew Chulamanee in Heaven, Chaitiyo pagoda (Pra That In 

Kwaen), Myanmar, Pra That Wat Kedgaram, Muang district, Chiengmai 

12)   Relic pagoda (Pra Borom That)for the year of the Boar: 

Pra That Doi tung, Mae Sai district, Chiengrai 

Moreover, Lanna people perform the bathing of relics on Paya Day 

(April15) each year in order to clean the relics which resemble Buddha. It is also the 

rite to support Buddhism. To clean the relics regularly is like cleaning oneself from 

dirt and secular impurity. It is considered an important tradition showing the presence 

of the relics that concerns Lanna way of life. 

Wat Pra That Doi Suthep 

Tunchanok Kumkaew (2012, pp. 27-36) Wat Pra that Doi Suthep or 

Wat Doi Suthep or Wat Doi  is an important temple in Chiengmai, located  on Doi 

Suthep, 124 Baan Doi Suthep, Moo9, Suthep sub-dsstrict, Muang district, Chiengmai. 

It is in Doi Suthep-Pui National Park. 
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History of Wat Pra That Doi Suthep  

It is assumed that Wat Pra That Doi Suthep got its name from a hermit 

named Wasuthep or Sudheva who meditated on this mountain. The premise includes 

Lanna- style chapel with wall paintings depicting the history of the temple,  viharn  in 

the west enshrine Buddha images, in the east enshrines Pra Paruhus, sermon hall, 30 

monk residences, pavilion, dining hall, nun residence, library, museum. The principle 

Buddha image in chapel is Pra Singh1 style, meditating pose. 

Auspicious elephant memorial.(Pra Chao Kuena’s elephant that carried 

fortold relic urn to Doi Suthep), Sudheva Hermit memorial, 60 wa Naga stairways . 

The most sacred object in Wat Pra That Doi Suthep is the pagoda containing Buddha 

relics. This mountain was the residence of Sudheva Hermit whose name derived from 

Bali meaning “good deity”. That was how this mountain got it’s name. 

At the beginning of Buddhist Century 19, Pra Chao Kuena constructed 

Wat Pra Thad Doi Suthep Rajaworaviharn  and put Buddha relic, brought by Pra 

Maha Sawamee from Pang Ja, Sukhothai, in the pagoda. Wat Doi Suthep is not only 

very important but also one of the four temples under royal patronage in Chiengmai. 

People of Chiengmai have respected this temple as a symbol of the province for a 

long time. In the old days, travelling to Pra Tha Doi Suthep was very tough because 

there was no road. People had to travel through the wood and climb the mountain. It 

took more than 5 hours to reach the temple. It was said that if one had no merit power 

or faith, one would never have a chance to worship  the relic at Doi Suthep. 

In 1934, Kruba Sriwichai, pilgrim from Lanna who came from Ban 

Pang, Lumpoon, started the road construction. On November 9, 1934, Chao Kaew 

Nawarat, governor of Chiengmai, use a hoe to dig the ground in front of the present 

Chiengmai zoo near Huay Kaew waterfall as an auspicious action. Naga stairs, 

important symbol  of Wat Pra That Doi Suthep, which are valuable and beautiful 

work of art and have historical importance. 

Wat Pra That Doi Suthep was registered as historic site and announced 

national historic site in the government gazette volume 52 part 7, on March 8,1935 

together with other temples in Chiengmai. Important antiques and historic sites in Wat 

Pra That Doi Suthep are: 
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1)  Tiered umbrellas, made of brass, at 4 corners were created 

by Chao Kawila, governor of Chiengmai, in 1805. Tiered umbrellas symbolize 

peacefulness obtained from Buddhism in 4 directions. 

2) Suttibunchon or seven-spear gate around the pagoda. There 

were the fight between towns over Buddha relics after Buddha’s funeral. Tonna 

Brahm, then, managed to divide the relics and had soldiers with spears guarded the 

relic. So, that was the origin of the seven-spear gate. 

3) Hor Yor or The Praise Halls, like small viharn at 4 corners 

of the relic pagoda, enshrines Buddha images. Yor means worship or praise Buddha 

(yor khun). 

4)  Earth guardians Halls, small halls with spires, at 4 corners 

mean places where the guardians stay to protect the relic in 4 directions. 

Thao Kuwen or Thao Wessuwan, with giant followers, guards 

the north. 

Thao Dhataratt, with Gandharvas followers, guards the east. 

Thao Wiroonpak, with Naga followers, guards the west. 

Thao Wiroonhoke, with devil followers, guards the south. 

 

 

Figure 2.4  Stairway to  Pra That 

Source:  Tunchanok Kumkaew, 2012. 
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Figure 2.5  Side of Pra That 

Source:  Tunchanok Kumkaew, 2012. 

 

Prathat Doi Suthep is also viewing point overlooking almost all of the 

city, a point where tourists should not miss to take photographs with Chiengmai 

scenery at any time. This viewing point can impress everyone. 

 

 

 

Figure 2.6  Picture Taken from Viewing Point at Wat Prathat 

Source:  Tunchanok Kumkaew, 2012. 
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Annual Festival 

Diew Kuen Doi Festival to worship Pra That Doi Suthep takes place 

every year on the night before Visakhabucha day. There is a parade carrying the water 

for bathing the relics joined by monks, novices and Buddhists from communities. 

1)  General information of tourists visiting Wat Pra That Doi 

Suthep Woraviharn 

The survey showed that out of 100 tourists 54 are male, 46 are 

female of which 31 aged 20-30 years, 57 with bachelor degree, 30 were students. The 

purpose of the visit, 41%, for merit making. 85% travelled with friends/family. 32% 

had visited visit Wat Prathat more than 5 times. 

2)  Tourist satisfaction survey according to Kano’s model 

Tunchanok Kumkaew (2012, pp. 27-36) The result of the 

classification of tourist satisfaction to the visit to Wat Prathat by considering the 

highest frequency of the result in each potential aspect showed that most attractions 

were one-dimentional group. It means that the qualifications of the tourist attraction 

will affect tourist satisfaction unless these qualifications are fulfilled. The tourist 

satisfaction and need will increase too. The evaluations of frequency and coefficiency 

of tourist satisfaction toward the tourism potential of Wat Prathat Doi Suthep  

according to Kano’s model.  

 

 

Figure 2.7  Graph Showing Tourist Satisfaction and Dissatisfaction 

Source:  Tunchanok Kumkaew, 2012, pp.27-36. 
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Figure 2.15 The classification of the tourist satisfaction shows the result 

in tourist attracting potential in identity in way of life, intellect and ecstasy in art and 

culture are in one-dimensional group which means the impression in the beauty of 

architecture, paintings and sculpture in the monastery. Local way of life and 

intelligence which reflect Lanna civilization also attract tourists. Guided tours and 

meditation center also attract and impress tourists. The result in potential in basic 

facilities shows that there are public utility, parking lots and toilets enough for the 

need of tourists which are one-dimentional. It means if there are enough facilities, the 

satisfaction of tourists will increase. Shops and tourist information center are in 

indifferent part of the result which means tourists think these qualifications do not 

affect their satisfaction. Thus, there is no need to give much importance to these 

qualifications. The environment around Wat Prathat is also one- dimentional which 

means nice environment and easy access will increase the number of tourists. Other 

attractions nearby such as Huay Kaew  Waterfall, Chiengmai zoo, Bhuping Rajanives 

Palace, are in attractive part which means if tourists can easily travel to other 

attractions, they will highly be satisfied. The result concerning management shows 

that enough service providers and foreign language media is in attractive part. The 

security, conservation of the historic site and caring of the environment is in one-

dimentional part. Good management and cleanliness of the site attract and satisfy 

tourists. 

Wat Prathat Lumpang Luang 

Prathat Lumpang Luang is an ancient temple. It is important as the 

center of religion and society in Lumpang.  Historical documents and art appeared in 

the temple have shown the continuing importance from the past to the present. The 

creation of religious architecture is inspired by faith and belief in Buddhism through 

merit-making or practice. The important beliefs that inspire Buddhist architecture and 

Lanna Buddhist art are: 

The belief in 5000-year  Buddhism and Untaratarn 5 (Disappearance 5) 

Pannipa Pintawanich (2003, p. 47) Lanna people believed in Buddha 

prediction before nivarna as stated in Sihingka Nitarn Legend: “He then established 

Buddhism to help people by giving the supreme religion to the Buddha image all 
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through 5000 years before nirvana” The gradually  Untaratarn 5 (Disappearance 5) 

are: 

1) Atikom untaratarn is the disappearance of the enlightenment 

2)  Patibut untaratarn is the disappearance of practice 

3)  Pariyat Untaratarn is the disappearance of teaching 

4)  Linka Untaratarn is the disappearance of monkhood 

5)  Thati untaratarn is the disappearance of Buddha relics 

The belief in Buddha relic, foot print and Pra Sri Maha Bodhi(The 

Grand Bhodhi Tree) 

Pannipa Pintawanich (2003, p. 49) The Lanna people’s respect in 

Buddha relics was prosperous. Numerous relics were established. There was a 

tradition of worshipping the birth year relics. There were lots of documents  and 

legends of the relics and the belief in miracle of the relics. Kings, especially during 

prosperous years of Buddhism, established Buddha relics to symbolize the central 

power. The establishment of a large number of relics in Lanna was not only Lanka -

style faith but also the replacement of the belief in spirits and local sacred things. 

Pannipa Pintawanich (2003, p. 50). In Lanna, the worship of the Buddha 

footprint usually practised together with the worship of Buddha relic. Whenever 

Buddha set footprint anywhere, he predicted that later his relics would be brought 

there. Those places would develop into cities. For example, Legend of the four 

footprints (Rangrung). He set his footprint at the same place of the previous 3 

Buddhas: Pra Gagusanta, Pra Gonakamana and Pra Gassapa. (Pannipa Pintawanich, 

2003, p. 52). Pra Sri Maha bodhi is considered one of the four pagodas relating to 

Buddha. The area where Buddha gained his enlightenment is one of the four memorial 

places that he allowed any followers to see or recall him. Buddhists can easily 

worship the Sri Maha bodhi by getting the seeds or shoots to grow at their own town 

and considered it a pagoda. 

Architecture and art form in Pra that Lumpang Luang 

The shrine and the monastery in Wat Prathat Lumpang Luang are 

clearly divided. The shrine is a sacred area symbolized the residence of Buddha, so it 

is considered more important than normal. The design and plan of Wat Prathat 

Lumpang Luang is the architectural design and location of a temple on the mountain. 
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Naga stairway and Khong Arch are designed to link the normal area and the sacred 

one. The Naga handrails are not only for people use but also Naga is respected as a 

deity who guards Buddhist place and it is a warning of the place one is entering. 

Architecture in the shrine is now divided into 3 groups.  

1) Surrounding is an architectural cluster that specify the 

boundary and doorway of the shrine. It consists of cloister around square shrine. 

There are 3 open doorways in the east, north and south. The Naga stairway and 

Khong Arch indicate the main entrance in the east. 

2)  Architecture at the main axis: Achitecture in east-west axis 

which is the major axis consist of Viharn Luang, Pra That (relic pagoda) and Viharn 

Pra Chao Sila. Naga stairway and Khong Arch are also at this axis. The minor axis is 

the north-south axis. Architecture along this axis are Viharn Pra Put, Pra That and 

Viharn Nam Tam. These two axises cross at the center of the plan: that is Pra That 

(relic pagoda). 

3)  Architecture out of the main axis. There are 2 more small 

north-south axis. The architecture on the small north axis are Viharn Ton Kaew and 

Viharn Nam Tam. On the small south axis, situated Viharn Pra Put and Hall of 

Buddha Footprint. Besides, there are architecture out of these axises: Ubosot and Bell 

Tower. Other components in the plan are giant figure Kumpan, Ka-Jao tree and Bodhi 

tree. 

Architecture 

Naga stairway. It is the first architecture before entering the premise. It 

was built at least twice. Lastly, the length was extended and added 2 Singh figures in 

front of the stairway. When Chao Kawila ruled Chiengmai, traces of previous 

construction were found, they were 5-headed Naga as handrails at both upper sides of 

the stairway. 

1)  Naga Stairway 

Naga stairway has body of the Naga as handrails, at the foot, a 

dragon spitting out 5-headed Naga with the biggest head in the middle. There are 

floral patterns at the side of the halo on Naga’s head.  

At the foot of the stairway, there are 2 Singh (lion) figures both 

north and south of the stairway. The figures show the lions standing straight on 4 legs, 
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with stucco on the head, neck and some parts of the body, mostly Kanok pattern along 

the curve of the lions. Around the neck decorated with line and dot pattern together 

with Kanok Nong Singh pattern along the neckline. In the middle of the chest is a big 

breast plate with 4-petal pattern with big leaf-like pattern within the frame. All four 

thighs are decorated with reversed lotus leaves. 

2)  Khong Arch 

Khong Arch is the entrance to the shrine complex (Buddhavas) 

which assumed to be built by Pra Dhamchindamunee in 1532. 

Khong Arch is an arch with spire built with bricks decorated 

with stucco. The building is recess wood twelve with arches in the east and west 

which is the entrance to the shrine complex. There are also dense arch with Buddha 

image in  the north and south. The pillars and arch are decorated with glasses. 

 Khong Arch is devided into 2 parts: The building and the apex. 

(1)  The building, from the ground to ceiling, consisted of 

3- layer base, big upside down lotus, pointed torus moulding base, small lotus layer, 

recessed building, small lotus layer, pointed torus moulding base, 2 overlapping lotus 

layer. The building is decorated with 3 patterns: Bua Kor Suea, Prajumyarm Oak and 

Bua Chueng Lang which are flowers in curved frame, traditional Lanna style called 

“Krua Lanna” Pattern.  

The east and the west arch consisted of: 

a) Pillars supporting the arch are similar to the 

building but the pillars are Khom Pak Lae style or Bua Pak Pling of the central region. 

The top part is only one layer lotus. 

b) Curved arch is divided into 2 parts. The lower part 

of the arch is decorated  with floral patterns stucco. At both end of the arch frames are 

dancing Kinnon and kinnaree( mythical creature, half bird half human). The curve of 

upper part is in the form of Naga with toothlike ridges representing Naga scale above. 

At the end of the arch frame is a dragon spitting out Naga which is popular in Lanna 

art. 

(2)  The top part of the arch is divided into 6 levels 

The first level, above the ceiling, is slopping reduced-

angled roof (Bua Talah) similar to reduced-angled building, decorated at the rims and 

corners with Chinese dragons.  
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The second level is lotus base decorated with lotus leaves 

pattern. The middle of the base is decorated with dotted and 4- petal pattern. 

The third level consists of the middle of the base, pointed 

torus moulding base, double lotus base. The middle of the base is decorated with lotus 

petal pattern. The stucco decoration of the lotus base, middle of the base and ceiling is 

similar to the building. Over the ceiling is the slopping roof with Chinese dragon. 

The fourth level is like the first upper part of the main 

building in central region. Local craftsmen call this “Kaun” or “Eaw kaun” which 

consists of middle of the base, lotus base and ceiling in the four smaller corners at 

each corner in the plan. 

The fifth level is like the fourth one but in the three smaller 

corners at each corner. 

The sixth level is the apex with middle of the base, lotus 

base and ceiling supporting the square lotus spire adorned with lotus petal patterns. 

Wat Prathat Haripunchai 

Wat Prathat Haripunchai was built in Buddhist Century 17, in the reign 

of Paya Arthittayaraj, King of Chamadheviwong dynasty. It used to be his palace. He 

turned it to be Wat Prathat to worship Buddha after the appearance of the relics in that 

area.  

Important historic sites in Wat Prathat Haripunchai 

Wat Prathat Haripunchai was established to enshrine Buddha relics: 

temples, chest bone, finger bones and other relics one alms bowl full. According to 

the legend, the relic pagoda was square satupa shape with entrance arches on 4 sides. 

There were relic urns. During the reign of Paya Suppasit, King of Chammadhevi 

dynasty, renovated the original pagoda and dug moats around the four entrances for 

security reason but maintained the shape of the pagoda. After Paya Mungrai 

conquered Haripunchai, he turned the shape of the pagoda to round-based shape as Sri 

Lankan style. Around 1408 ,in the reign of Pra Chao Saen Muang Ma, he  covered the 

pagoda with gold leaves. In 1447, King Tilokkaraj, prominent king of Chiengmai 

together with Pra Maha Mehtankorn Dhera increased the height of the pagoda to 92 

sauk (the length from the middle finger to elbow) as seen now. 
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Architectural Features 

The pagoda consisted of reversed-lotus base and 3 supporting bases 

similar to 3-layer garland under round bell. The bell was decorated with 4-petal flora 

patterns with bulged Buddha image around it. King Tilokkaraj had walls built around 

the shrine to protect the relics, decorated with stucco the east gate, the north and south 

of viharn and the west of Khong Arch. At present, The east and south of Khong Arch 

still remain. In 1511,Pra Muang Kaew, King of Chiengmai, had the pagoda covered 

with copper and built spear fences made of brass ordered from Chiengsaen around the 

pagoda. Moreover, he had Royal Viharn, Lanna style, built in the east of the pagoda. 

He also had walls and moats done around the city to downsize and made it easier to 

take care of the pagoda. This made the temples at four corners of the city suburb. In 

1786, in the reign of Chao Kawila,he had 9- tiered umbrellas, with gold weighing 

approximately 6498.75 on the top, set in 4 corners. Pra that Haripunchai has been a 

beloved place of worship until today. 

Pra That Doi Kong Mu (Nusra Jaoduree,  2009) 

Pra that Doi Kong Mu, enshrines the relics which are the spiritual center 

of Sam Moak people, situated on the mountain in the west of Mae Hong Sorn. 

Original name was “Wat Ply Doi”. “Kong Mu “ in  Chan  language means “pagoda’’. 

History 

Pra that Doi Kong Mu was built by Chan merchant named “Chong 

Tong Su” and wife in 1860 cotaining the relics of Pra Moggalana, one of the disciple 

of the Lord Buddha. In 1874, the smaller pagoda, containing the relics of Pra 

Sareebutre Dhera, was erected by Paya Singhanat Raja, the first governor of Mae 

Hong Sorn.  

Wat Pra That Doi Kong Mu Architecture 

The architectural design of Wat Pra That Doi Kong Mu is “Chan-

Myarmar” style which is different from general Lanna style temple in the north. The 

grand pagoda is on octagonal base layer, top with bell and spire. On 8 sides, enshrined 

Buddha images of each birthday in dense arches adorned with stucco.  In the east of 

the pagoda is Chan-Myanmar style viharn, with rectangular plan, three-tiered roof 

tiles decorated with carving metal. The viharn enshrines Buddha image of each 

direction. 
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2.4.2.2  Lanna Handicraft 

Department of Intellectual Property (2005, p. 1) 

Pa sin tin Jok Mae Chaem means cotton or silk woven and snatched by 

hand. The unique hand-made cotton embroidered patterns represent the local 

knowledge and culture of the people of Mae Chaem, only district in Thailand that 

weaves these patterns in great details. These patterns are commonly seen attached to 

the bottom of the women’s wrap-around sarong, known as “pa sin”.  

Songsak Prangwattakul (2011)   Pa sin tin jok Mae Chaem is made in 

Mae  Chaem district, Chiengmai, which still absolutely traditional Lanna culture. 

Pa sin tin jok is purposed to be worn on special occasions, at the 

funeral, and for the daughter to be handed down generation. 

Mae Jaem woven sarong which is the hardest to weave is pa sin tin jok. 

Nussara Tiangket (2002)   assumed that pa sin tin jok Mae Chaem  was 

found in the prosperous Buddhism period in Lanna . Tin Jok designs reflected the 

thoughts and beliefs e.g. swan pattern, Naga pattern, namton, khan khom, which are 

symbols of Buddhist beliefs: mythical creatures, Si Tundorn ocean, Sumeru mountain, 

which relevant the Buddhist cosmology. 

In the past, Pa Sin Tin Jok was made of gold and silver braided tinsel, 

which represent the social status,and priceless. However, Pa Sin Tin Jok woven with 

gold and silver was contributed to the King of Chiengmai. It is prohibited for ordinary 

people to wear such cloth. 

Foythong Samawatha et al. (2006, p. 50) stated that every woman in 

Mae Rim district should have one piece of Pa Sin Tin Jok for dressing on special 

occasion such as to the temple, making merit, to the funeral and to keep for 

themselves after death.  

Songsak Prangwattakul (2011) stated that Jok is the pattern technique 

on the materials by snatching with porcupine’s quills or using different color braids to 

switch on the material like embroidery. This technique is used with the material 

upside down on the loom.  

The components of Pa Sin Tin Jok are divided into 3 parts as follows: 

the upper part, that falls at the waist, pamuangsenlek, is solid cotton fabric, usually in 
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red or white. The middle one is long striped fabric that is the main part of sarong. 

Lastly, the tin jok decorates the bottom edge of sarong. 

Department of Intellectual Property (2005, p. 2) There are 15 patterns of 

pa sin tin jok as follows: Lagorn luang, lagorn klang, Jiangsaen hong dum, khan seow 

sum, lai hong bee, Chiengsaen hong ploi, lagorn hong ploi, kome hua morn, kome 

roop nok, nok non gum, nak gum, nok gum, khun aew u, khan sam aew and gut ban 

an. 

1) Weaving and Snatching Procedures 

Weaving equipment 

(1)  Loom : local loom made of hard wood    

(2)  Comb : equipment used to arrange the thread vertically 

and tighten the thread at the come frame attached to the loom 

(3)  Shuttle: used to put the thread horizontally through the 

vertically one 

(4)  Pa Khor (Pillars): arrange the thread to the designated 

length and width 

(5)  Ba Kwak (Spindle) : used to spin the thread before 

winding around the thread 

(6)  Pig hair comb : used to comb the thread in the loom to 

ease the weaving and make the cloth smooth  

(7)  Porcupine quill or spire: used to snatch the motif 

2) Soi Dok Mak Fabric (Central Information of the Ministry of 

Culture, 2011) 

The origin of Soi Dok Mak fabric was from the intellectual, 

experience and personal skills of the villagers of Ban Na Sadao, tumbon Darn Sai, 

Serm Ngam district, Lumpang. The design is authentic and has been inherited since 

1913. 

The most prominent feature of Soi Dok Mak fabric is the pollen 

motif. The fabric is made with natural material from the community. The villager set a 

group to weave fabric in their free time to increase family income. At present, 

artificial silk is also used. Soi Dok Mak fabric shows the intellectual and 

craftsmanship of the local villagers.  
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3) Craftsman Intellectual 

(1) Cotton beating must be moderate and skillful. 

(2)  Swirling cotton must be done during the night to 

protect the cotton from tearing apart. 

(3)   Pulling cotton with moderate force. 

(4)  Pulling thread through the loom needs skill and 

meticulousness. 

(5)  Every step in weaving needs concentration. 

4) Lumpoon Yok Dok Fabric (Chiengmai University, 2011) 

(1) History 

The weaving history is unclear. However, it was told that 

the weaving began in the residence of royalties.Originally, yok dok weaving was 

simple design on cotton. Chao Dararasmi, consort of King Rama V, daughter of Pra 

Chao Indrawittayanon, the 7
th

 governor of Chiengmai, เtaught Princess Suan Boon, 

wife of General Chao Chakkumkajornsak, last governor of Lumpoon, and Princess 

Lumjeak, their daughter, the weaving technique ,which created elaborated patterns 

from Siam court. Later, the weaving technique had spread to the public. People in 

Muang and Pa Sang district were trained to skillfully weave Yok Dok silk. 

In the reign of King Rama VI, he preferred ladies in the 

palace to wear pa sin to old-styled jong krabane and also western clothing. Thus, more 

pa sin from the north, which was beautifully woven, was sent tothe central region 

especially in high society and the court. Lumpoon Yok Dok Silk became well-known 

then. 

When General Por Pibulsongkram was prime minister, he 

had the idea of letting people dressed in western style. Imported cloth was not enough 

for the need. Since there were no fabric factories in Thailand at that time, more of 

Lumpoon Yok Dok silk was needed. It was considered the golden age of Lumpoon 

Yok Dok silk. 

Lumpoon Yok Dok silk is famous for its identity in 

carefully weaving ,elaborated and graceful patterns.In the past, patterns were copied 

from the stuccos from historic sites, for example,lai dok kaew, lai dok pikul, laid ok 

pikul son from Wat Pra Yuen which was constructed in 670;anceint patterns such as 
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lai dhevada, lai pun pruksa, lai nak kiew which appeared around Queen Chammadhevi’s 

stupa in Wat Chammadhevi,bult in 733. All these patterns were ancient models of 

Lumpoon Yok Dok silk patterns. 

At present, the patterns are created from the imagination of 

the weavers : flora, animals and even rare pattern like poppy pattern. These patterns 

are mixed with gold and silver tinsel to create elaborated silk fabric which is also used 

to make other products to add value and to increase the people’s income. 

5) Karen hand-woven fabric (Lamphun Community Development 

Provincial Office, 2010) 

(1) History 

Karen hand-woven fabric and products have been popular 

in the Karen community for a long time, considered as local art. Waist looms which 

can be easily moved are used. The elderly in the village told that this kind of loom is 

inherited through generations. In the old days, the loom was made of teak. There were 

few patterns such as Lai Maled, Fukthong, Dok Prik, Mang Moom and Lai Hua Tao 

which were inspired by nature and environment. Besides, Job’s tears were used to 

embroider on the fabric. The main raw material is cotton. 

There are 2 kinds of weaving : ordinary and inter-weaving.  

(2) Patterned Weaving 

Most fabrics have different patterns depend on the use and 

popularity, for example, cross stripes above the chest area for young women. The 

patterned fabric is popular among women. 

(3) The Creation of Patterns During Weaving 

Pattern in texture:The pattern appears embossed vertically 

or horizontally. 

Various- coloured pattern: normal weaving with various 

colours inter-weaving, for example, weaving of blankets, satchel and sarong for 

married women. 

Snatching pattern (Lai Jok) : porcupine’s quills are used to 

snatch the threads and put through the designated colours. The patterns may not be the 

same on the whole fabric. 
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Lai khid  :  Lai Yok Dok on the whole fabric, with the same 

colour as the vertical threads. Lai khid fabric is used for married women sarong. 

Karen Lai Khid patterned fabric is similar to that of the north-eastern but less 

complicated. Karen pattern is more colourful. 

2.4.2.3  Lanna Rites/ceremonies 

1) Salakapat Ceremony          

Waraporn Jewchaisak (2013) Salakapat is the Buddhist merit-

making ceremony that villagers present the offerings to monks by drawing ballots. If 

the monk draw one’s ticket, the owner of that ticket will present the offering to the 

monk. This merit-making is devoted to the dead relatives. 

Toudee T.Tewtuekao (2009) Lanna Salakapat ceremony has 

various names according to different regions: “Kin Kuay Salak”, “Kin Salak”, “Tan 

Kuay Salak” . In written language:“Tan Salak” with the same meaning. 

Kin Kuay Salak or Tan Salak is the ancient ceremony since the 

Lord Buddha was still alive as stated in Pradhammabot Kutthaka sect. 

The ceremony begins with the villagers bringing offerings in 

bamboo basket or “Kuay”. Then, the monks will draw ticket or “Salak” which match 

the number on the basket. There are two kinds of Kuay: small one offers merit to the 

spirit of the dead relatives, the big one for the good things in life of the donors.  

The ceremony takes place during mid of the Buddhist Lent 

around late August to October. 

Sanan Thammathi (2005) Salakapat appeared in Dhamma 

patatthakatha Patamo Pakato which relevant female giant. In Buddhist era, while the 

Lord Buddha was staying at Wat Chetawan Mahaviharn, he found a mother and baby 

escaping the female giant into viharn while he was preaching, and asked for 

protection from that giant. The Lord Buddha gave a sermon to the female giant that 

“Revenge will never be stopped by vengeance”, so she repented and accepted the five 

precepts. She could not earn her living. The mother, then, took care of her. The female 

giant forecast the weather in gratitude to the mother in order that the mother could 

have water supply with the paddy field. The mother became rich. When people knew 

about her ability in forecasting, they came to ask for help and they became rich too. 

With gratitude, the people offered Salakapat to monks. This is the first time Salakapat 

ceremony took place. 
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2) Lanna Salakapat Ceremony 

Tan Kuay Salak is a popular ceremony to present offerings to 

monks.It takes place in September to November. One day before the event of Tan 

Kuay Salak, villagers will join together to bring food and other necessary offerings, 

packed in baskets, to present to monks.  

The reasons for holding this ceremony are as follows: 

(1)  Villagers are free from work in the paddy fields. 

(2)  It is the time when local fruits are ripe. 

(3)  It is the rainy season when the villagers do not travel. 

(4)  The monks stay in their temples during Lent. 

(5)  It brings good luck to the donors. 

(6)  It brings in money to maintain the temples. 

There are several kinds of Kuay Salak offerings. The smallest 

offerings are called “Salak Noi”, placed in a basket made of woven pandus and 

banana leaves. One variation is known as “Kuay Tin Chang” or “Elephant-foot 

basket”. The name of the basket comes from the resemblance of the basket to the foot 

of an elephant. It is interesting to note that the Salak Noi is traditionally offered not 

only for devotion to deceased ancestors but also to domestic animals such as cattle, 

horses, chickens and dogs. The second type of the offering is Salak Yai. This category 

includes all larger offerings such as “Salak Choke” and “Salak Yom”. The size of the 

Salk offerings reflects the wealth and social status of the donors and it is believed that 

the donors of Salak Yai will get great merit and prestige. 

The most striking difference between Salak Yom and other 

Kuay Salak rites is the central role of women. The tree is prepared by young 

unmarried women around the age of 20. These young women work hard in their farms 

or orchards, saving money for years to be able to purchase valuable objects which are 

offered as Salak Yom Tree such as silver tree offering. To motivate the communities 

to join the event, the government provides funds and organise the Salak Yom contest 

with a monetary award for the winning community. 

Salak Yom rite is practiced annually between September and 

October among the Yong people of Lumpoon. The rite presents elaborately decorated 

“tree of gifts” to the Buddhist monks and novices. The centerpiece of the ritual is a 
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tall bamboo pole, sometimes as high as 10 metre, decorated with colourful tufted rods 

named May Haew, made out of bamboo. The gifts hung on the upper part are for 

monks e.g. alms bowl, robes, blankets, dried foodstuff and money. The lower half of 

the tree is decorated with offerings intended for the spirits, e.g. clothing, cigarette and 

accessories. A wooden platform at the base, covered with hand-cut patterned paper,is 

also beautifully decorated with additional offerings such as fresh fruits, vegetable, 

fishnets and baskets. At the top of the tree is an umbrella called “Jong”. 

The donors put the tree on the ground of temple 1 day before 

the rite, called Wan Daa. The next morning, Wan Tan Salak, all the donors write their 

name on a ticket called Sen Salak and put all the tickets together in the main hall of 

the temple. After the chant, monks and novices draw a ticket and find the donor that 

matches. Once the donor is found, the monk will bless him. 

2.4.2.4  Lanna Food 

Kanjana Laochockchaikul (2011, pp. 7-34) Sticky rice or Khao Nung 

is 3 main meals consisting of breakfast called Khao Ngai, lunch called Khao Thon 

and dinner called Khao Lang. Food  eaten with sticky rice called Khong Kin. Sea food 

is not popular because it is believed that it will cause food poisoning.  

There are various cooking methods of Lanna food as follows: 

1)  Kaeng or curry is food with equal soup and ingredients. 

Boil water. Put the chili paste, follow by meat and other ingredients in boiling water. 

The chilli paste consists of chilli, shallot, garlic, fermented fish, shrimp paste. The 

lemon grass and turmeric are also used to get rid of the meat smell, for example, 

kaeng Oom Kai, kaeng Hed and pak Cha-om. 

2)  Kua or stir-fry is a cooking method that uses a little oil with 

medium heat. Then, put garlic into the pan and stir-fry until it becomes golden colour 

and put other ingredients and stir-fry until cooked. On the other hand, use a little 

water instead of oil, then put other ingredients and stir-fry and put seasoning, for 

example, Kua Larb, Kua Makhua, Kua tua fak yao, khua kae kob. 

3)  Kiew or simmer is a method that use highly heat for the 

seasoning ingredients from 3 parts of water to 2/3, and lower the heat, then, add 

seasoning. For example, nam poo, nam mieng. 

4)  Jor is the method used for vegetable cooking by boiling 

water, then add salt, shrimp paste and fermented fish. Then, put vegetable in the 
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boiling water add squeezed tamarind juice. The vegetable popularly used are morning 

glory and lettuce. 

5)  Jiew is similar method to Jor except Jiew uses fewer water. 

Sour taste is unfavourable. For example: Jiew of spinach, Jiew of ant roes. 

6)  Tum or Yum is spicy salad by putting all ingredients in a 

mortar and mix, such as tum kanoon,tum ma-kham , yum jin kai (spicy chicken salad) 

7)  Nam Prik or spicy dip consists of chilli, shallot, garlic, 

additionally tua naw, fermented fish, tomato, galingal, lemon grass. Grind all 

ingredients in a mortar. For example, nam prik noom. 

8)  Nung or steam is a cooking method using the heat from 

steam which has 2 ways: direct steaming such as rice steaming, fish steaming. 

Another way is steaming by using banana leaves to wrap food such as meat and 

bamboo. 

9)  Ping or grill is the method using medium heat to cook 

already mixed or seasoned food. For example: fish, chicken and pork. 

10)  Yang or roast is the method of cooking by putting food on 

a grill with low heat which takes longer time than Ping e.g. northern style spicy 

sausage 

11)  Tod or deep fry is the method using high heated oil to fry 

food until it becomes golden colour such as Kab Moo( crispy pork skin) 

12)  Larb is the method of cooking by using minced meat, 

seasoning with chilli paste. 

13)  Lu is the same method as Larb with additional pork blood 

or cattle blood 

14)  Sa is the cooking method using chilli paste,shallot, garlic 

and grilled fish, then, grind them and seasoning with fermented fish stock. Mix well 

and add lime juice. For example, Sa ma-khua por and sa yod ma-muang. 

15)  Oak is the cooking method that put wrapped food in a little 

boiling water in a pan or pot. This technique is quick –cooking. For example, Oak Pla, 

Oak Kai, Oak Ma Khua 

16)  Ook is the cooking method by carving the meat in big 

pieces and simmer with low heat. 
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17)  Abb is the cooking method by wrapping food in banana 

leaves and grill such as Abb Pla, Abb Kung 

Dessert or snack (Kanom), normally made of flour, coconut 

milk, brown sugar. It is made only for special occasion or ceremony. For example: 

Kanom Lan Mah, Kanom Kluy and Kao Taen. 

Namtip Monthathong (2004, p. 16) In the old days, Lanna 

people used Kan Tok as food containers which made of teak, round tray with 8-10 

inch base. Kan Tok came in 3 sizes: Kan Tok Luang (Royal container) for the Royal 

Family, Kan Tok Ham, used in tycoon famiy, Kan Tok Noi, generally used in 

ordinary people’s houses and in the temples. 

Sujittra Tiacharoen (2009) Kan Tok is Lanna dialect meaning 

round container for food bowls to be placed on. It can be made of rattan or teak. It is 

the traditional Lanna culture of dining together and welcoming important guests. 

 

2.5  Related Research 

 

Thanya Nuanla-Ong (2004, p. 3) “Development guidelines on art and cultural 

tourism, Pathumthani Province”. The outcomes illustrate high demands tourist target 

groups and tour agencies, with the study areas of tourist interests divided into 4 

groups. The highest in demand was the temple and river-side community group, with 

tourists’ interest in river cruises. This is followed by their interests in archeological 

attractions of Sam-Koke District for the people’s lifestyles and Mon culture and 

Pathumthani city group, and, lastly, the Pathumthani municipality for ancient 

architectural remains. The major outcome lies in the participatory community, local 

administrative organizations and all parties concerned. Regarding Lanna handicraft 

conservation, the proposed activities would be the dissemination of its history and the 

weaving process of Yok Dok as a conservation of the local heritage conservation. 

Essential information should, then, cover the origin of the Salakphat or Salakyom by 

the Lamphun natives, ceremony program, significance of the rite, as well as the 

objectives of the event, one of the local annual ceremonies of Lanna. However, this is 

an event organized only one time annually. Therefore, the timing does not fall within 

the tourists’ plans and there should be a well-planned advertizing campaign by all 
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parties concerned. Regarding Lanna foods conservation, there should be food 

competitions, as well as promotion of information about the significance and history 

of Lanna foods conservation, at intervals all year round for tourists. In conclusion, all 

activities above should be in according with the Fifth Thai Strategic Development 

Plan 

Duangsiri Wiangkum (2005, pp. 10-14) studied “Factor Effecting Decision of 

Singapore Tourists in Choosing Package Tour from Travel Agency in Mueang 

District, Chiang Mai Province.” The finding of the study revealed that the most 

interesting package for the sample group was the accommodation and meal package. 

Conclusion from the questionnaire outcome is that the reasonable price of tour 

program and clear explanation made by tour operators are the most influential factor 

for making decision to choose a package tour from travel agency. 

Anyarin Kajornvekin (2005, pp. 12-15) studied “Tourism Business Marketing 

Strategies in Chiang Mai Province: A Case Study of Thai Tourists Traveling Within 

the Country” purposed to study the marketing strategies of domestic tourism 

entrepreneurs in Amphur Muang, Chiang Mai. Most of the sample group focused on 

the marketing situational analysis in terms of opponent analysis and environmental 

analysis. The main 7 P’s strategic marketing focused on the service process and the 

minor factors were products and promotions/image?. The problems of the domestic 

tourism procedure focused on the opponent personnel’s working skills, and prices. 

Nattawee Judjang (2006, p. 12), “The Promotion and Development of Local 

Tourism: A Case study of Pa Tueng Commune Administration Organization, Mae 

Chan District, Chiangrai Province”. The study revealed that the people approved of 

the roles of the local administration in promoting and developing local tourism; 

however, the people had some reservations about their performance. The people were 

willing to participate in the promotion and development of the local tourism, but they 

had not been given the opportunity. Moreover, the local administrations were 

inexperienced and short-staffed of qualified personnel in tourism management. 

Navaphan Nakkaban’s research, “Strategic plan for community-based tourism 

development of Koh Yao Noi Community, Phang-nga Province”. The essence of the 

research accounts for the application of the study as a tool to develop sustainable 

community and require certain important factors: efficient organizational management, 
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resulting from community trust in their leaders, family-bond relationships, long and 

mutual struggle for development, fair and equal share of benefits, as well as 

expanding learning and collaborative networks. This model is one means toward 

strengthening potentials, expanding opportunities and solving problems in an 

integrated manner to maintain their ability to keep up with the current development 

trends in the surrounding contexts 

The study titled “Communication of Cultural Heritage through Community 

Tourism in Non Salao Village” by Dolrutai Kowattanakul (2009) explored the 

significance of cultural heritage, in particular, the Pha Kid weaving heritage of Non 

Salao Village, a higher valued heritage of the community. The researcher attempted to 

explore the identity of the woven design and analyze the meaning of the heritage in 

the study through the application of community tourism as the research tool. It was 

found that there were variations in woven designs reflecting the meaning of identity; 

thus, this became the outcome with the highest quantity of data, followed by the One-

Tambon-One-Product concept, and, finally, with the least data quantity, weaving folk 

wisdom piracy. 

Kittikun Prapin (2007), titled “The Components and Characteristics of 

bCommunication to Conserve Poi Sang Long Festival in Chiang mai Province”. The 

study on the communication components and characteristics of participation in the 

festival revealed 4 components as follows: 1) senders of the festival included monks, 

novices, and temple wardens of Wat Pa Pao, Wat Pa Pao community and government 

sectors; 2) the messages included the origin, format and values of Poi Sang Long 

Festival; 3) the channels included meetings and publicity, and, 4) receivers were Wat 

Pa Pao community, Chao Thaiyai or Shan people and the local Chiang mai people. In 

addition, the participation of the local people started from the preparation, actual 

events, as well as the evaluation and application of the results to the improvement of 

future festival organization. The concepts of meaning-making messages for the 

receivers means that the receivers or the expected or targeted receivers are one of the 

most significant components in communication for results because receivers are  

index of the effectiveness of each communication. Therefore, the consideration of the 

receiver’s perception process of the message and the selection of the message in line 

with the receiver’s understanding should be considered in the communication process.  
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 Cartledge (1996, p. 121) conducted the research “Taming the mountain: human 

ecology, indigenous knowledge and sustainable resource management in the Doko 

Gamo society of Ethiopia.” This research examines the management of the unique 

ensete-based agrosilvopastoral systems found in this part of Ethiopia via a detailed 

case study of Doko Gamo society. The Doko people have developed a system of 

resource management centered around the endemic species Ensete ventricosum. This 

has proven to be a relatively sustainable anthropogenic system characterized by a 

number of interdependent locally-developed management practices. Underpinning 

this system are a comprehensive set of traditional rules and institutions that serve to 

replicate the system from one generation to the next. Sustained-yield management 

practices are common in Doko where a variety of social control processes act to limit 

seasonal exploitation of valued resources. Social norms and institutions promote a 

respect for the land and its resources, preservation of valued species, ecological 

awareness, the intergenerational transfer of knowledge, a sense of community, and 

respect for local political authority and leadership. There is evidence, however, 

suggesting that recent demographic and sociopolitical factors may unbalance this 

historically sustainable system. 

Wirth and Freestone (2002) studied “Tourism, Heritage and Authenticity: 

State Assisted cultural commodification in Suburban Sydney, Australia. It indicated 

that places are (re)constructed for tourism consumption through the promotion of 

certain images that have implications for the built environment. The act of consuming 

places itself is a place creating and place altering force. The visual and physical 

consumption of places was designated by the cultural meaning attached to( spaces 

and) places. New meanings of place emerge which often conflict with the meanings 

once ascribed by the local community.  

“The development of tourism local culture in community” (George, 2005), 

with the aims of discovering the relationship and links among local cultures, the 

process of commoditization of culture or turning cultural aspects into saleable goods, 

communities and tourism in rural communities, with the emphasis on  cultural 

commoditization. This study provides a new viewpoint in assessing the real 

community needs in the process of development of sustainable tourism for the rural 

communities. 
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Fainstein (2007) conducted the research “Tourism and the commoditization of 

urban culture” stated that tourism impacts are socio-cultural, spatial, and economic. 

Tourism partakes of the complexity of late modernity (“radical modernity”). It is 

simultaneously a provider of shared and of distinctive experience. The standardization 

of the tourism experience provides common symbols and shared memories within 

otherwise fragmented cultures. At the same time much of tourism is segmented by 

class and culture. At the same time, however, people who go to Disney World or to 

Times Square will sort themselves out. Tourism has both commoditization that 

everybody shares if you are in Venice you go to the Piazza San Marco, if you are in 

Paris you go to Notre Dame, if you are in India you go to the Taj Mahal. Yet, only 

wealthy people and business people on expense accounts can afford the luxury hotels 

and three-star restaurants. Thus, tourism is a strange combination of both bringing 

people together through common images, but at the same time separating people by 

social class and cultural preferences. 

 

 



 

CHAPTER 3 

 

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 

 

The conducting study of Communication Model for Promoting Tourism on 

Thai Lanna Cultural Conservation, the objectives are 1) To study the conditions and 

problems of Communication Model for Promoting Tourism on Thai Lanna Cultural 

Conservation in the Upper Northern Provinces, in accordance with The Act of 

National Tourism 2008    and The National Tourism Management Plan 2012-2016. 2) 

To design a Communication Model for Promoting Tourism on Thai Lanna Cultural 

Conservation in the area    of the four provinces in the Upper Northern provinces, 

region 1, in accordance with The Act of National Tourism 2008 and The National 

Tourism Management Plan 2012-2016, 3) To access the Communication Model for 

Promoting Tourism on Thai Lanna Cultural Conservation in the Upper Northern 

Provinces, Region 1, in accordance with The Act of National Tourism 2008 and The 

National Tourism Management Plan 2012-2016. 

The researcher found that the social reality, especially the Promoting Tourism 

on Thai Lanna Cultural Conservation including the explanation of the meaning of 

Semiology Theory related to tourism were totally the true facts that were constructed, 

interpreted, and shared in the Upper Northern provinces, even though they were 

influenced by the external factors. The study design included the Quantitative Method 

by providing the questionnaires to the tourists who used to visit the Upper Northern 

provinces, together with the qualitative research by the in-depth interviews, the 

related key informants, and the documentary analysis. The content analysis was about 

the Promoting Tourism on Thai Lanna Cultural Conservation in the Upper Northern 

provinces. The data for the study were collected with the aid of the two types of 

research method: 

3.1  Quantitative Method 

3.2  Qualitative Method 
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3.1  Quantitative Method 

 

3.1.1  Research Population and Sample 

1) Population 

The population consisted of both Thai and foreign tourists who had 

been to the Upper Northern provinces, region 1 (The National Statistical office, 

2012). 

 

1. Tourists to Chiang Mai     in 2011 totaling   

4,377,739 

2. Tourists to Lampang  in 2011 totaling   302,922 

3. Tourists to Lanphun  in 2011 totaling   142,120 

4. Tourists to Mea Hong Son    in 2011 totaling   423,723 

      Grand total              5,246,574 

2) Sample 

The sample was derived through the sample selection method proposed 

by Taro Yamane, which specified that the collected data or observation must be of 

interval scale and the acceptable sampling error of not over 5%, as shown below. 

 

          
  

            

n  = sample size 

N = population size 

E  = acceptable sampling error 

 

        
          

                           
     =  400 

Therefore, the sample size was 400 from 4 provinces 
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3.1.2  Research Tools 

The research tools consisted of 

A set of questionnaire is composed of 2 main parts 

1)   General information about the respondents 

2)  Information about the communication model for promoting  tourism 

on Thai Lanna cultural conservation 

 

3.1.3  Steps in Constructing the Tools 

The draft question was designed from the study of the theories and the ideas 

from the documents, textbooks, researches, questionnaires, and the interviews of the 

people who experienced the tourism in the Upper Northern provinces. Then, the draft 

questionnaire was examined and improved by the advice of the Dissertations 

Advisory Board. 

3.1.3.1  The Examination of the Instruments 

The improved questionnaire was sent to the 7 experts to be considered 

for the accuracy. 

The 7 experts consist of: 

1)  Mr. Phirapat Iamkam, Assistant Director, Tourism Authority 

of Thailand 

2)  Mr. Kajorn Weerajai, Deputy Permanent Secretary, Ministry 

of Tourism and Sports 

3)  Mr. Somchai Siratanaprepas, Managing Director, Marvin 

Tour Company 

4)  Prof. Dr. Kesinee  Payanun 

5)  Assoc. Prof. Dr. Titipat  Iamnirun 

6)  Assoc. Prof. Dr.Kamolrat Intaratat 

7)  Dr. Supot  Thaisuriya 

The correlation between the questions and the item objectives was 

computed by IOC = Σ (R/N) (Ladawan  Petchroj and Achara  Chamniprasat, 2004 : 

145 - 146). 

IOC  =  Index of item objective congruence 

R  =  the scores of the experts’ opinions 

N  =  the total number of the experts 
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The criteria ranked by the experts were as follows: 

+ 1  =  The questions accorded with the objectives of the study. 

 - 1  =  The questions did not accord with the objectives of the study. 

   0  =  The questions were likely to accord with the objectives of the 

                         study. 

The criteria for the interpretation of the numerical values were as follows: 

IOC > or  =  0.5 meant that the questions accorded with the objectives     

                     of the study. 

IOC < 0.5  meant that the questions did not accord with the objectives  

                  of the study. 

The correlation criteria of the questionnaires were at 0.84. The collection 

criteria of each item of the questions were in the Appendix. 

3.1.3.2  The Quality of the Instruments 

First, the 30 questionnaires were pre-tested by the tourists who used to 

visit the Upper Northern provinces, Region 1, for the reliability of the Communication 

Model for Promoting Tourism on Thai Lanna Cultural Conservation. Then, the data 

were analyzed by utilizing the Alpha Coefficient (Cronbach, 1990, p. 204) and finally, 

the mistakes were corrected. 

 

The reliability was computed by    α = k
u
[1- ∑s

2
i] 

 

α    =  the coefficient of the reliability of the questionnaires 

k    =  the amount of the items of the questionnaires 

s
2

i  =  the volatility of the scores in each item 

s
2

x  =  the volatility of the scores of the questionnaires 

 

The criteria in interpreting the coefficient of reliability of the 

questionnaires ranked from 0.8 meant that the reliability was acceptable, and the 

reliability of these questionnaires was at 0.938. 
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3.1.4  The Data Collection 

The data for the study were collected by the following stages: 

1)  30 questionnaires were prepared for the study. 

2)  They were distributed to the random sample of the tourists. 

3)  The number and the perfection of the questionnaires were checked. 

If there were less in number, more questionnaires were provided again to the random 

sample of the tourists to reach the required amount of respondents. 

4)  Finally, the data were analyzed. 

 

3.1.5  Data Analysis and the Statistic Used 

Descriptive Statistics 

1)  The analysis of the data of the tourists from the questionnaires was 

accomplished by computation of the frequency, and the percentage. 

2)  The average and the standard deviation were used to analyze the 

data of the Communication Model for Promoting Tourism on Thai Lanna Cultural 

Conservation. 

3)  In analyzing the data for the relations between the variables and the 

correlation, Pearson’s product moment correlation was used. 

 

3.2  Qualitative Research 

 

3.2.1  Steps of the Study 

In order to assure success in research planning for the study of “The 

Communication Model for Promoting Tourism on Thai Lanna Cultural Conservation, 

the steps of study were arranged as follows: 

1)  First of all, the document research was used. All the data used were 

told to the public in the printing media which actually were the secondary sources 

such as the situations that were told by the tellers who were not in there, but were told 

the stories indirectly. Some of the data were collected from other various secondary 

sources, for example textbooks, articles, documents, pictures in the libraries, archives, 

departments, organizations, and also online media in order to know the information 

from the very beginning of the Lanna groups (the Uppper Northern provinces, Region 1) 
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which were Lanna architecture, Lanna handicrafts, Lanna ceremonies, Lanna local 

food as well as the tourism situations in Chiangmai, Lumpang, Lumpoon, and Mae 

Hong Sorn, to use them as database in analyzing the data. 

2)  The second step was the field research in order to find the primary 

sources which were the originals of the situations, both from the documents written by 

the people who were in the real situations, or from the Lanna architecture, handicrafts, 

ceremonies, and the local food as well from the oral history to see how possible for 

study to be conducted, and to collect the important data from the people who knew the 

stories well. The steps in conducting the research were as follows: 

(1) Next, the researcher introduced himself to the key informants  

who were the government officials in the responsible area; headmen, provincial 

officials, community leaders, the entrepreneurs involved in tourism who were the 

local people, the outsiders who moved to live in the Upper Northern provinces, 

Region 1, to indicate the real objectives of entering the area to imply the permission. 

After that, the basic data and the characteristics of the population there were studied. 

The information was gathered from the conversations and the observations about the 

behaviors of the local people. The details helped forming the ways to work in the 

areas more easily, for examples the behavioral observations, the definitions of culture 

by the communities through ceremonies, going to the temples, going to the markets, 

and the careers of the people in the communities as well. 

(2) Then, non-participant observations were next step. Both the 

information non-participant observation and the participant observation by waiting 

somewhere secretly observing the changes of the people in the areas, the Thai and 

foreign tourists, the entrepreneurs who were involved in tourism helped the researcher 

know about the Lanna culture conservation for tourism. 

(3) Later, the in-depth interviews, the interviews with no particular 

rules for questions and the steps of the interview in advance, actually they were the 

naturalistic inquiries and the focus-group discussions. They were the way together the 

specific information with 6-10 participants in a group chosen from the sample 

population in order to know the meanings of the tourism culture in the Upper 

Northern provinces, Region 1, for their advantages. 
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(4) Finally, in order to relate the Lanna culture to the tourism 

promotion in the Upper Northern provinces,   Region 1, the data analyzing, both from 

the documents and field researches, were used. The research was about the Lanna 

culture conservation using the Structural-Historical Development Approach which 

was one of the methods in conducting a conservation    research which consisted of 1) 

a case study which was a study about facts of a particular subject, 2) the development 

education to see the progress of the   changes, and 3) the study of the changes which 

was the study that was nearly the same as a case study, but the two situations were to 

be compared. 

 

3.2.2  Key Informants 

The key informants for this research consisted of four groups as follows: 

1)  The local people in the areas who lived in the Upper Northern 

provinces, Region 1, where they were the canter of tourism: These areas were 

expanded and they were the places where a variety of multi-ethnic groups lived 

together. The informants scattered all over the areas, including the officials who 

worked in tourism. 

2)  Groups of the tourists who travelled to these areas, both Thais and 

foreigners with different ways of life in food and travelling which affected in defining 

“the Lanna culture conservation”. 

3)  Groups of the entrepreneurs who ran tourism business, both the ones 

who lived in the communities and those who migrated to run business. 

4)  Mass Media Groups who lived in these areas working in Public 

Relations Affairs and tourism promotion. 

 

3.2.3  Instruments for the Study 

Opened-Ends Interviews were employed in the study: 

1)  The interviews for the local people in the communities with the 

information of age, career, the items about the situations and the problems of the 

Communication Model for Promoting Tourism on Thai Lanna Cultural Conservation 

in the Upper Northern Provinces, Region 1, in accordance with the Tourism Authority 

of Thailand Act 1968, and the National Tourism Development Plan 2012-2016, the 
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defining of tourism culture which reflected the ways of life, traditions, architecture, 

handicrafts, ceremonies, and Lanna food as well. 

2)  The interviews for the tourists with the information of gender, age, 

academic qualifications, career, salary/wage, hometown, the items about the policy 

and the operating of tourism business based on promoting Tourism on Thai Lanna 

Cultural Conservation in the Upper Northern Provinces, Region 1, in accordance with 

the Tourism Authority of Thailand Act 1968, and the National Tourism Development 

Plan 2012-2016. 

3)  The interviews for the entrepreneurs with the information of a kind 

of business, duration of business, kinds of cultural handicrafts sold with the focus on 

the evaluation of the Communication Model for promoting Tourism on Thai Lanna 

Cultural Conservation in the Upper Northern Provinces, Region 1, in accordance with 

the Tourism Authority of Thailand Act 1968, and the National Tourism Development 

Plan 2012-2016. 

4)  The other instruments for the study were cameras, VDOs, recorders, 

and computers, etc. 

 

3.2.4  Methods of Collecting Data 

The data collected for the study consisted of the following methods: 

1) The researches that were related to the Communication Model for 

Promoting Tourism on Thai Lanna Cultural Conservation in the Upper Northern 

Provinces, Region 1, the current situations of tourism, the activities that promoted 

tourism, and the advertisements for tourism of the groups of entrepreneurs 

2)  Non-participation observations as well as the participation 

observations were the methods that the researcher wanted to be  in the areas for the 

study to observe the behaviors of the local people in the communities, the Thai and 

foreign tourists who traveled to the Upper Northern Provinces, Region 1, and the 

entrepreneurs who ran the tourism business there 

3)  Both of the structured and the non-structured interviews, as well as 

the in-depth interviews, familiarized the researcher with the samples. The interviewer 

asked the samples individually about some specific issues. The open-ended interviews 

were used for the structured interviews with the 3 groups of sample as follows: 
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(1) Groups of the local people in the areas in order to learn their 

daily lives in different places, for example in special events, traditions, markets, or 

meetings, etc. to familiarize the researcher with the ways of life of the people in the 

areas, the relationships among the people in the communities and between themselves 

and the outsiders to look for the key informants who had good relationships with 

those in the communities in order to study the conditions  and the problems of the   

Communication Model for Promoting Tourism on Thai Lanna Cultural Conservation 

in the Upper Northern Provinces, Region 1, in accordance with the Tourism Authority 

of Thailand Act 1968 and the National Tourism Development Plan 2012-2016 

(2) The tourists in order to understand their needs in travelling to 

the Upper Northern provinces, Region 1, the factors and the ideas behind the trips, 

also the Communication Model for Promoting Tourism on Thai Lanna Cultural 

Conservation in the Upper Northern Provinces, Region 1, that reflected from both the 

Thai and foreign tourists 

(3) The entrepreneurs who were involved in tourism business; the 

local people in the communities, the outsiders who moved there   to run their own 

business, in order to know the meanings from their points of view, and also to take 

advantages of cultural communication resulting from their definitions to run their own 

business 

(4) Conservations in groups naturally without specific places with 

no patterns of issues of conservations or participants in order to understand the 

uniqueness of the communities, values, beliefs of the people in the communities, the  

conflicts in the communities, the activities as database analysis and synthesis of the 

cultural communication for tourism 

 



 

CHAPTER 4 

 

RESEARCH OUTCOMES 

 

The aims of the research, Communication Model for Promoting Tourism on 

Thai Lanna Cultural Conservation, were to: 1) study the conditions and the problems 

of communication for promoting tourism on Thai Lanna cultural conservation in the 

area of the four provinces in the upper northern provinces, region 1 in accordance 

with The Act of National Tourism 2008 and The National Tourism Management Plan 

2012-2016; 2) design Communication Model for Promoting Tourism on Thai Lanna 

Cultural Conservation in the  area of four provinces in the upper northern provinces, 

region 1 in accordance with The act of National Tourism 2008 and The National 

Tourism Management Plan 2012-2016; and 3) evaluate Communication Model for 

Promoting Tourism on Thai Lanna Cultural Conservation in the area of the four 

provinces in the upper northern provinces, region 1 in accordance with The Act of 

National Tourism 2008 and The National Tourism Management Plan 2012-2016. It is 

a mixed method of qualitative research, with a set of questionnaire responded by 

tourists to provinces in the upper part in the North of Thailand, region 1, as well as the 

qualitative research, where an in-depth interview was used with relevant key 

informants and a documentary analysis through a content analysis of literature on 

promoting tourism on Thai Lanna cultural conservation practices. The outcomes of 

the research are divided into three parts as follows : 

1)  The conditions and problems for promoting tourism on Thai Lanna 

cultural conservation in the upper Northern provinces, region1, in accordance with the 

act of National Tourism 2008 and the National Tourism Management Plan 2012-

2016. 

2)  A construction of a communication model for promoting tourism on Thai 

Lanna cultural conservation in the upper Northern provinces, region1, in accordance 

with the act of National Tourism 2008 and the National Tourism Management Plan 

2012-2016. 
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3)  An evaluation of the communication model for promoting tourism on Thai 

Lanna cultural conservation in the upper Northern provinces, region1, in accordance 

with the act of National Tourism 2008 and the National Tourism Management Plan 

2012-2016. 

 

4.1  The Conditions and Problems for Promoting Tourism on Thai Lanna 

Cultural Conservation in the Upper Northern Provinces, Region1, in 

Accordance With the Act of National Tourism 2008 and the National 

Tourism Management Plan 2012-2016. 

 

The outcomes are presented in two parts as follows: the conditions and  

problems for promoting tourism on Thai Lanna cultural conservation collected from 

questionnaire responded by tourists to the provinces in the upper part in the North of 

Thailand, region 1, which is a quantitative technique (Part 1), as well as from the 

qualitative technique, where an in-depth interview was used with relevant key 

informants (Part 2) . 

 

4.1.1 Communication for Promoting Tourism on Thai Lanna Cultural 

Conservation Collected from 400 Tourists to the Provinces in the 

Upper Northern Provinces, Region1, in Accordance with the Act of 

National Tourism 2008 and the National Tourism Management 

Plan 2012-2016. 

The outcomes are presented in three parts as follows : 

Part 1- Personal information of the respondents. 

Part 2- The Problems and conditions on communication for promoting tourism 

on Thai Lanna cultural conservation in the upper Northern provinces, region1.  

Part 3- The correlation among factors of the communication model for 

promoting tourism on Thai Lanna cultural conservation.  
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Part 1  Personal Information 

 

Table 4.1  Number and Percentage of Personal Information of Responding Tourists 

 

General Information Number Percentage 

Gender   

 Male 117 29.3 

 Female 283 70.8 

Age   

 Under  20 years 3 .8 

 21 – 30 years 151 37.8 

 31 – 40 years 98 24.5 

 41 – 50 years 96 24.0 

 51 – 60 years 45 11.3 

 Over  60 years 7 1.8 

Level of Education   

 Elementary - - 

 Secondary 11 2.8 

 Associate degree or equivalent 70 17.5 

 Bachelor’s degree or higher 319 79.8 

Profession   

 Government/state enterprise 99 24.8 

 Owner of a private business 87 21.8 

 Wage-earner 19 4.8 

 Employee of a private sector 147 36.8 

 Others  48 12.0 

Average income   

 Under 8,000 baht 5 1.3 

 8,001 – 10,000 baht 3 .8 

 10,001 – 15,000 baht 43 10.8 

 Over 15,000 baht 349 87.3 

Residence   

 Local inhabitant 46 11.5 

 Non-local inhabitant 354 88.5 

 

Table 4.1 revealed that the majority of the respondents composed of 283 

females, at 70.8 %; 117 males, at 29.3%; with the majority of 151, aged between 21 – 

30 years, at 37.8 %; followed by 98 respondents at the age group of 31 – 40, at 24.5%; 

96 respondents at the age group of 41 – 50 years, at 24 %; 45 respondents at the age 

group of 51 – 60 years, at 11.3 %; 7 respondents at the age group of over 60 years, at 

1.8 %; and 3 respondents at the age group of under 20  years, at 0.8 %. The majority 

of the respondents, 319 participants, held a bachelor’s degree or higher, at 79.8%; 
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followed by 70 respondents with an associate degree or equivalence, at 17.5%; and 11 

respondents with a secondary education certificate, at 2.8%. The majority of the 

respondents, 147 participants, were employees of private sectors, at 36.8%; followed 

by 99 respondents in government/state enterprise sectors, at 24.8 %; 87 were owners of 

a private business, at 21.8  %; 48 in other professions, at 12%; and 19 were wage-

earners, at 4.8%. The majority, 349 respondents, earned over 15,000 baht, at 87.3 %; 

followed by 43 respondents with a monthly income between 10,001 – 15,000 baht, at 

10.8 %; 5 respondents with an income of under 8,000 baht, at 1.3%; and  3  earned 

between 8,001 – 10,000 baht, at 0.8%. The majority, 354 respondents, were non-local 

inhabitants, at 88.5%; and 46 respondents were local inhabitants at 11.5%.  

 

Part 2 The conditions and problems on communication for promoting tourism 

on Thai Lanna cultural conservation in the upper Northern provinces, region1.  

The study was conducted in the following 5 aspects as follows: 1) information 

about The Act of National Tourism 2008 and The National Tourism Management 

Plan 2012-2016, 2) information about cultural conservation of Lanna architecture, 3) 

information about cultural conservation of Lanna handicrafts, 4) information about 

cultural conservation of Lanna ceremonies, and, 5) information about cultural 

conservation of Lanna Foods. 

 

Table 4.2 The Mean and Standard Deviation of the Level of Communication for 

Promoting Tourism on Thai Lanna Cultural Conservation, Regarding 

Information about The Act of National Tourism Policy  

 

Information about The Act of National Tourism policy Mean S.D. 

To what extent have you learned about The Act of 

National of Tourism  

2008 and The National Tourism Management Plan 2012-

2016? 

3.21 1.011 

To what extent do you think government really supports 

in putting The Act of National Tourism 2008 and The 

National Tourism Management Plan 2012-2016 into 

practice? 

3.65 .783 
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Table 4.2  (Continued) 

 
  

Information about The Act of National Tourism policy Mean S.D. 

To what extent do you think the tourists are interested in 

the way of communication for tourism promoting of 

culture to printed media like newspapers, magazines, 

books, and pictures? 

3.63 .815 

To what extent do you understand about the cultural 

conservation? 
3.69 .699 

Overall  3.61 .585 

  

Table 4.2 revealed that the respondents expressed their opinions on the conditions 

and problems of communication for promoting tourism on Thai Lanna cultural 

conservation, regarding information about The Act of National Tourism policy as 

follows.  

 The respondents indicated that their perception of information about the Act of 

National of Tourism 2008 and The National Tourism Management Plan 2012-2016 

was at a low volume. 

The nature of communication for promoting tourism business on Thai Lanna 

cultural conservation through social media such as newspapers, magazines, books, 

and pictures was at medium level. The government efforts application of the Act of 

National of Tourism 2008 and The National Tourism Management Plan 2012-2016 

into practice was at medium level. The respondents displayed a medium level of 

understanding of cultural conservation, whereas their interests in the nature of 

communication for promoting tourism business on Thai Lanna cultural conservation 

through electric media such as radio, television, movies, and the Internet was also at a 

medium level.  

 The research outcomes revealed that, regarding the conditions and problems 

on communication for promoting tourism on Thai Lanna cultural conservation, 

tourists could not access information about the Act of National of Tourism 2008 and 

The National Tourism Management Plan 2012-2016. Even though communication 

was disseminated through both the printed and electric media, the information did not 

reach all intended tourists. In addition, the government failed to exert full efforts in 

their support of information dissemination, resulting in partially succeeded in their 

efforts. 
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Table 4.3 The Mean and Standard Deviation of the Level of Communication for 

Promoting Tourism on Thai Lanna Cultural Conservation, Information 

about Cultural Conservation of Lanna Architecture  

 

Lanna Architecture Mean S.D. 

To what extent do you think the tourists are interested in 

tourism promoting of Thai Lanna cultural conservation of 

Lanna architecture? 

4.23 .618 

To what extent do you think the government sectors work 

together with the private ones in tourism promoting of Thai 

Lanna cultural conservation of Lanna architecture? 

3.99 .821 

To what extent do you think the ASEAN countries work 

together in tourism promoting of Thai Lanna cultural 

conservation of Lanna architecture? 

3.79 1.007 

To what extent do you think the government sectors have 

held the training and workshops in collaboration with the 

private ones for tourism promoting of Thai Lanna cultural 

conservation in accordance with the objectives of The Act of 

National Tourism 2008 and The National Tourism 

Management Plan 2012-2016 of Lanna architecture? 

3.86 .920 

Overall 3.96 .682 

 

 Table 4.3 revealed that the respondents expressed their opinions on the conditions 

and problems of communication for promoting tourism on Thai Lanna cultural 

conservation, regarding information about cultural conservation of Lanna architecture as 

follows:  

The respondents indicated that the co-operation among ASEAN countries 

promoting tourism on Thai Lanna cultural conservation of Lanna architecture was at a 

medium level. The government and private sectors’ efforts in organizing trainings and 

participatory workshops on cultural conservation of Lanna architecture to achieve the 

goals set by the Act of National of Tourism 2008 and the National Tourism 

Management Plan 2012-2016 was at a medium level. 

The co-operation between the government and private sectors in promoting 

tourism on Thai Lanna cultural conservation of Lanna architecture was at a medium 

level. However, business owners and tourists displayed a high level of interest in 

tourism for cultural conservation of Lanna architecture.  
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The respondents indicated that the co-operation among ASEAN countries 

promoting tourism on Thai Lanna cultural conservation of Lanna architecture was at a 

medium level. The government and private sectors’ efforts in organizing trainings and 

participatory workshops on cultural conservation of Lanna architecture to achieve the 

goals set by the Act of National of Tourism 2008 and the National Tourism 

Management Plan 2012-2016 was at a medium level. 

The co-operation between the government and private sectors in promoting 

tourism on Thai Lanna cultural conservation of Lanna architecture was at a medium 

level. However, business owners and tourists displayed a high level of interest in 

tourism for cultural conservation of Lanna architecture.  

The research outcomes regarding the conditions and problems on communication 

for promoting tourism on Thai Lanna cultural conservation revealed a medium level 

of co-operation among ASEAN countries promoting tourism on Thai Lanna cultural 

conservation of Lanna architecture, of government and private sectors’ efforts in 

organizing trainings and participatory workshops on cultural conservation of Lanna 

architecture to achieve the goals set by the Act of National of Tourism 2008 and the 

National Tourism Management Plan 2012-2016. Consequently, there should be 

considerations of selecting appropriate information for successful dissemination. 

 

Table 4.4 The Mean and Standard Deviation of the Level of Communication for 

Promoting Tourism on Thai Lanna Cultural Conservation, Information 

about Cultural Conservation of Lanna Handicrafts 

 

Lanna handicrafts Mean S.D. 

To what extent do you think the tourists are interested in 

tourism promoting of Thai Lanna cultural conservation 

of Lanna handicrafts? 
4.21 .646 

To what extent do you think the government sectors 

work together with the private ones in tourism promoting 

of Thai Lanna cultural conservation of Lanna 

handicrafts? 

4.04 .789 

To what extent do you think the ASEAN countries work 

together in tourism promoting of Thai Lanna cultural 

conservation of Lanna handicrafts? 

3.75 .980 
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Table 4.4  (Continued) 

   

Lanna handicrafts Mean S.D. 

To what extent do you think the government sectors have 

held the training and workshops in collaboration with the 

private ones for tourism promoting of Thai Lanna 

cultural conservation in accordance with the objectives of 

The Act of National Tourism 2008 and The National 

Tourism Management Plan 2012-2016 of Lanna 

handicrafts? 

3.90 .887 

Overall 3.98 .674 

 

Table 4.4 revealed that the respondents expressed their opinions on the conditions 

and problems of communication for promoting tourism on Thai Lanna cultural 

conservation, regarding information about cultural conservation of Lanna handicrafts as 

follows.  

The respondents indicated that the co-operation among ASEAN countries 

promoting tourism on Thai Lanna cultural conservation of Lanna handicrafts was at a 

medium level. The government and private sectors’ efforts in organizing trainings and 

participatory workshops on cultural conservation of Lanna handicrafts to achieve the 

goals set by the Act of National of Tourism 2008 and the National Tourism 

Management Plan 2012-2016 was at a medium level. The government, private sectors 

and the public’s participatory cooperation in promoting tourism on Thai Lanna cultural 

conservation of Lanna handicrafts was at a high level, whereas both business owners 

and tourists expressed a high level of promoting tourism on Thai Lanna cultural 

conservation of Lanna handicrafts. 

The research outcomes regarding the conditions and problems on communication 

for promoting tourism on Thai Lanna handicrafts conservation revealed a medium 

level of co-operation among ASEAN countries to promote such conservation. 

Similarly, government and private sectors’ efforts in organizing trainings and 

participatory workshops on cultural conservation of Lanna handicrafts to achieve the 

goals set by the Act of National of Tourism 2008 and the National Tourism 

Management Plan 2012-2016 was also at a medium level. Consequently, there should 

be concerted efforts in setting directions for co-operation among ASEAN countries to 

be applicable to all parties: government, private sectors and the public, to ensure 

successful information dissemination. 
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Table 4.5  The Mean and Standard Deviation of the Level of Communication for 

Promoting Tourism on Thai Lanna Cultural Conservation, Information 

about Cultural Conservation of Lanna Ceremonies 

 

Lanna ceremonies Mean S.D. 

To what extent do you think the tourists are interested in 

tourism promoting of Thai Lanna cultural conservation 

of Lanna ceremonies? 

3.89 .755 

To what extent do you think the government sectors 

work together with the private ones in tourism promoting 

of Thai Lanna cultural conservation of Lanna 

ceremonies? 

3.69 1.035 

To what extent do you think the ASEAN countries work 

together in tourism promoting of Thai Lanna cultural 

conservation of Lanna ceremonies? 

3.43 1.170 

To what extent do you think the government sectors have 

held the training and workshops in collaboration with the 

private ones for tourism promoting of Thai Lanna 

cultural conservation in accordance with the objectives 

of The Act of National Tourism 2008 and The National 

Tourism Management Plan 2012-2016 of Lanna 

ceremonies? 

3.58 1.085 

Overall 3.65 .875 
 

Table 4.5 revealed that the respondents expressed their opinions on the conditions 

and problems of communication for promoting tourism on Thai Lanna cultural 

conservation, regarding information about cultural conservation of Lanna ceremonies as 

follows.  

The respondents indicated that the co-operation among ASEAN countries 

promoting tourism on Thai Lanna cultural conservation of Lanna ceremonies was at a 

medium level. The government and private sectors’ efforts in organizing trainings and 

participatory workshops on cultural conservation of Lanna ceremonies to achieve the 

goals set by the Act of National of Tourism 2008 and the National Tourism 

Management Plan 2012-2016 was at a medium level. The government, private sectors 

and the public’s participatory cooperation in promoting tourism on Thai Lanna cultural 

conservation of Lanna ceremonies, as well as both business owners and tourists was at 

a medium level.  
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The research outcomes regarding the conditions and problems on communication 

for promoting tourism on Thai Lanna ceremonial conservation revealed a medium 

level of co-operation among ASEAN countries to promote such conservation. 

Similarly, government and private sectors’ efforts in organizing trainings and 

participatory workshops on cultural conservation of Lanna ceremonies to achieve the 

goals set by the Act of National of Tourism 2008 and the National Tourism 

Management Plan 2012-2016 was also at a medium level. Consequently, there should 

be concerted efforts in setting directions for co-operation among ASEAN countries to 

be applicable to all parties: government, private sectors and the public, to ensure 

successful information dissemination. 

 

Table 4.6  The Mean and Standard Deviation of the Level of Communication for 

Promoting Tourism on Thai Lanna Cultural Conservation, Information 

about Cultural Conservation of Lanna Foods 

 

Lanna Foods Mean S.D. 

To what extent do you think the tourists are interested in 

tourism promoting of Thai Lanna cultural conservation of 

Lanna Foods? 

3.97 .687 

To what extent do you think the government sectors work 

together with the private ones in tourism promoting of 

Thai Lanna cultural conservation of Lanna Foods? 

3.99 .775 

To what extent do you think the ASEAN countries work 

together in tourism promoting of Thai Lanna cultural 

conservation of Lanna Foods? 

3.77 .911 

To what extent do you think the government sectors have 

held the training and workshops in collaboration with the 

private ones for tourism promoting of Thai Lanna cultural 

conservation in accordance with the objectives of The Act 

of National Tourism 2008 and The National Tourism 

Management Plan 2012-2016 of Lanna Foods? 

3.91 .812 

Overall 3.91 .691 
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Table 4.6 revealed that the respondents expressed their opinions on the conditions 

and problems of communication for promoting tourism on Thai Lanna cultural 

conservation, regarding information about cultural conservation of Lanna foods as 

follows. 

The respondents indicated that the co-operation among ASEAN countries 

promoting tourism onThai Lanna cultural conservation of Lanna foods was at a medium 

level. The following aspects were found to be at a medium level: firstly, government 

and private sectors’ efforts in organizing trainings and participatory workshops on 

cultural conservation of Lanna foods to achieve the goals set by the Act of National of 

Tourism 2008 and the National Tourism Management Plan 2012-2016, secondly, 

government, private sectors and the public’s participatory cooperation in promoting 

tourism of Thai Lanna cultural conservation of Lanna ceremonies, and, finally, business 

owners and tourists . 

The research outcomes regarding the conditions and problems on communication 

for promoting tourism on Thai Lanna food conservation revealed a medium level of 

co-operation among ASEAN countries to promote such conservation. Similarly, 

government and private sectors’ efforts in organizing trainings and participatory 

workshops on cultural conservation of Lanna foods to achieve the goals set by the Act 

of National of Tourism 2008 and the National Tourism Management Plan 2012-2016 

was also at a medium level. Consequently, there should be concerted efforts in setting 

directions for co-operation among ASEAN countries to be applicable to all parties: 

government, private sectors and the public, to ensure successful information 

dissemination. 

 

Part 3 The correlation between personal information and the conditions and 

problems for promoting tourism on Thai Lanna cultural conservation.  

Outcomes of the correlation between personal information and the conditions 

and problems for promoting tourism on Thai Lanna cultural conservation are 

displayed in the following table. 
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Table 4.7  The Correlation between Personal Information and the Act of National of 

Tourism Policy.  

 

Information on the Act of National of Tourism Policy. P - Value Eta 

Gender 0.178 .125 

Age 0.000* .365 

Education 0.489 .096 

Profession 0.000* .225 

Average income 0.000* .188 

Residence 0.000* .070 

 

Note:  * With a statistic significance of .05 

 

Table 4.7 revealed that the Act of National of Tourism Policy was affected by the 

following personal status: age, profession, average income, and residence at .05 statistical 

significance level and with a correlation percentage of 36.50, 22.50, 18.80 and 7.00, 

respectively.  

  

Table 4.8   The Correlation between Personal Information and Information on Cultural 

Conservation of Lanna Architecture   

 

Information on cultural conservation of Lanna 

architecture 
P - Value Eta 

Gender 0.178 .002 

Age 0.097 .188 

Education 0.009* .132 

Profession 0.000* .195 

Average income 0.546 .095 

Residence 0.029* .116 

 

Note:  * With a statistic significance of .05 

 

Table 4.8 revealed that the information on cultural conservation of Lanna 

architecture was affected by the following personal status: education, profession and 

residence at .05 statistical significance level and with a correlation percentage of 13.20, 

19.50 and 11.60, respectively.  
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Table 4.9  The Correlation between Personal Information and Information on Cultural 

Conservation of Lanna Handicraft  

 

Information on cultural conservation of Lanna 

handicraft 

P - Value Eta 

Gender 0.965 .018 

Age 0.041* .226 

Education 0.004* .169 

Profession 0.000* .202 

Average income 0.651 .082 

Residence 0.000* .127 

 

Note:  * With a statistic significance of .05 

 

Table 4.9 revealed that the information on cultural conservation of Lanna 

handicrafts was affected by the following personal status: age, education, profession and 

residence at .05 statistical significance level and with a correlation percentage of 22.60, 

16.90, 20.30 and 12.70, respectively.  

 

Table 4.10 The Correlation between Personal Information and Information on 

Cultural Conservation of Lanna Ceremonies   

 

Information on cultural conservation of Lanna 

ceremonies 

P - Value Eta 

Gender 0.686 .002 

Age 0.039* .241 

Education 0.005* .064 

Profession 0.002* .230 

Average income 0.702 .045 

Residence 0.000* .145 

 

Note:  * With a statistic significance of .05 

 

Table 4.10 revealed that the information on cultural conservation of Lanna 

ceremonies was affected by the following personal status: age, education, profession and 

residence at .05 statistical significance level and with a correlation percentage of 24.10, 

6.40, 23.00 and 14.50, respectively.  
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Table 4.11 The Correlation between Personal Information and Information on 

Cultural Conservation of Lanna Foods 

 

Information on cultural conservation of Lanna foods P - Value Eta 

Gender 0.933 .029 

Age 0.002* .238 

Education 0.114 .073 

Profession 0.010* .201 

Average income 0.009* .153 

Residence 0.105 .079 

 

Note:  * With a statistic significance of .05 

 

Table 4.11 revealed that the information on cultural conservation of Lanna foods 

was affected by the following personal status: age, profession and average income at .05 

statistical significance level and with a correlation percentage of 23.80, 20.10 and 15.30, 

respectively.  

 

Table 4.12 The Correlation between Information on Cultural Conservation and 

Information on the Act of National of Tourism Policy 

 

Information on the Act of National of Tourism Policy P - Value Eta 

Information on cultural conservation of Lanna architecture   0.000* .456 

Information on cultural conservation of Lanna handicrafts  0.000* .423 

Information on cultural conservation of Lanna ceremonies   0.000* .504 

Information on cultural conservation of Lanna foods 0.000* .392 

 

Note:  * With a statistic significance of .05 

 

Table 4.12 revealed that the information on information on the Act of National of 

Tourism Policy was affected by information on cultural conservation of Lanna 

architecture, on cultural conservation of Lanna ceremonies and on cultural conservation 

of Lanna foods at .05 statistical significance level and with a correlation percentage of 

45.60, 42.30, 50.40 and 39.20, respectively.  
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Table 4.13 The Correlation between Information on Cultural Conservation and 

Information on Cultural Conservation of Lanna Architecture   

 

Information on cultural conservation of Lanna 

architecture   

P - Value Eta 

Information on cultural conservation of Lanna handicrafts 0.000* .809 

Information on cultural conservation of Lanna ceremonies   0.000* .649 

Information on cultural conservation of Lanna foods 0.000* .587 

 

Note:  * With a statistic significance of .05 

 

Table 4.13 revealed that the information on information on cultural conservation 

of Lanna architecture was affected by information on cultural conservation of Lanna 

ceremonies and on cultural conservation of Lanna foods at .05 statistical significance 

level and with a correlation percentage of  80.90, 64.90 and58.70, respectively.  

 

Table 4.14 The Correlation between Information on Cultural Conservation and 

Information on Cultural Conservation of Lanna Handicrafts  

 

Information on cultural conservation of Lanna 

handicrafts 

P - Value Eta 

Information on cultural conservation of Lanna architecture   0.000* .808 

Information on cultural conservation of Lanna ceremonies   0.000* .654 

Information on cultural conservation of Lanna foods 0.000* .620 

 

Note:  * With a statistic significance of .05 

 

Table 4.14 revealed that the information on information on cultural conservation 

of Lanna handicrafts was affected by information on cultural conservation of Lanna 

architecture, on cultural conservation of Lanna ceremonies and on cultural conservation 

of Lanna foods at .05 statistical significance level and with a correlation percentage of 

80.80, 65.40 and 62.00, respectively.  
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Table 4.15  The Correlation between Information on Cultural Conservation and 

Information on Cultural Conservation of Lanna Ceremonies 

 

Information on cultural conservation of Lanna 

ceremonies   

P - Value Eta 

Information on cultural conservation of Lanna architecture   0.000* .670 

Information on cultural conservation of Lanna handicrafts 0.000* .682 

Information on cultural conservation of Lanna foods 0.000* .750 

 

 Note:  * With a statistic significance of .05 

 

Table 4.15 revealed that the information on information on cultural conservation 

of Lanna ceremonies was affected by information on cultural conservation of Lanna 

architecture, on cultural conservation of Lanna handicrafts and on cultural conservation of 

Lanna foods at .05 statistical significance level and with a correlation percentage of 

76.00, 68.20 and 75.00, respectively. 

 

Table 4.16 The Correlation between Information on Cultural Conservation and 

Information on Cultural Conservation of Lanna Foods 

 

Information on cultural conservation of Lanna foods P - Value Eta 

Information on cultural conservation of Lanna architecture   0.000* .605 

Information on cultural conservation of Lanna handicrafts 0.000* .631 

Information on cultural conservation of Lanna ceremonies   0.000* .722 

 

Note:  * With a statistic significance of .05 

 

Table 4.16 revealed that the information on information on cultural conservation 

of Lanna foods was affected by information on cultural conservation of Lanna 

architecture, on cultural conservation of Lanna handicrafts and on cultural conservation of 

Lanna ceremonies at .05 statistical significance level and with a correlation percentage of 

60.50, 63.10 and 72.20, respectively. 
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4.1.2  The Conditions and Problems for Promoting Tourism on Thai 

Lanna Cultural Conservation Gained from the Qualitative In-depth 

Interviews with Key Informants 

In-depth interviews with key persons in both state and private sectors 

concerned with the promotion on Thai Lanna cultural tourism conservation in the 

upper Northern provinces, region 1, could be summarized as follows. 

Outcomes of interviews with tourists and personnel involved with the 

promotion on Thai Lanna cultural tourism conservation in the upper Northern 

provinces, region 1, relating to the conditions and problems of Lanna cultural tourism 

conservation in the provinces revealed the following: 

1)  Information on the Act of National Tourism 2008 and the National 

Tourism Management Plan 2012-2016 

Tourism business owners perceived information on the Act of National 

Tourism 2008 and the National Tourism Management Plan 2012-2016 through 

conventions, seminars and training programs organized by government offices and the 

Tourism Authority of Thailand at both the central and regional levels. In addition, 

information on the Act of National of Tourism Policy of 2008 and the National 

Tourism Development Plan, 2012 - 2016, was disseminated through the Ministry of 

Tourism and Sport websites. The information showed trends of fiercer competitiveness 

where every country placed considerable significance in investment and development 

of tourism industry to boost their national income volume, as well as contextual 

changes in both conditions and risk factors which became increasing more highly 

complicated and fluctuating. Consequently, it became essential to discover means to 

the development of strategic management where government units followed the 

strategies befitting their individual potentials. This would call for participation of 

people from all social sectors in every stage of the plan, from inception, planning, 

executing as required by each sector’s roles and responsibilities, as well as 

participating in continuously evaluating performance set forth by the plan. The aims 

of resources and manpower resulted in driving strategic plans into concrete actions 

along with mechanism and change management process through creating and 

applying plans at all levels as driving tools. The adjustment of resource and budget 

allocations, as well as the improvement of law and regulations contributed to 
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knowledge building for efficient drives with communal goal of developing tourism 

sectors as making and distributing a balanced and sustainable source of income.   

The government promotes wisely the Act of National Tourism 2008 and 

the National Tourism Management Plan 2012-2016 by cooperating, campaigning to 

civil sectors and local government sectors: provincial administrative and sub-district 

administrative to fully activate the Act of National Tourism 2008 and the National 

Tourism Management Plan 2012-2016.  

Communication for promoting on Thai Lanna cultural tourism 

conservation is widely distributed to tourists through printed media: newspapers, 

magazines, books, and brochures and electronic media: radio, television, movie, and 

the Internet. 

The electronic media communication is the key to tourist interests. It is 

highly motivating, while making products easy to understand. This type of 

communication covers mobile media such as portable radio and mobile phones which 

could be accessed by consumers at anytime. 

However, some tourists were not aware of cultural conservation but 

most of them expressed their interest in Lanna architecture which is an outstanding 

and unique culture. The majority of tourists visited Wat Phra That Doi Suthep and 

other temples in the upper Northern provinces, region 1, while others came to 

worship. 

2)  The Information about Cultural Conservation of Lanna Architecture  

The cultural conservation of Lanna architecture rarely raises awareness 

of entrepreneurs and tourists. So, initially, it is essential to raise awareness in the local 

people. In addition, tourists who are specific tourist group in Lanna culture should be 

the next target.  

The communication model for promoting tourism on Thai Lanna 

cultural conservation should increasingly attract tourists’ interest in Lanna 

architecture. The model should promote stronger cooperation with government sectors 

and civil sectors through promoting and advertising from the Tourism Authority of 

Thailand, provincial administrative and sub-district administrative offices, and, 

finally, travel agencies. 

The collaboration of all sectors -- government, private and public -- 

required collaborative efforts in organizing events, not only during the high seasons 
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but also low seasons, or better, year-round. Consequently, these events would attract 

more tourists to participate in Lanna architecture promotion efforts. Moreover, the 

local administration, which encompass a number of other offices with more functions, 

should mainly be responsible for organizing events,  

At present, only a small number of local people comprehend adequate 

information about Lanna architecture for proper dissemination. Consequently, schools 

should organize training programs for young generations in studying and disseminating 

their awareness of their heritage.  

Basically, there should be collaborative efforts within the ASEAN 

Community in promoting Lanna architectural conservation through data collections of 

tourist attractions of each country and of local promotions. Regarding the Act of 

National Tourism 2008 and National Tourism Management Plan 2012-2016, there 

should be conventions, seminars, and training programs organized by government 

offices and the Tourism Authority of Thailand at both central and regional levels, to 

put into action. With earnest impetus, the Thai government has initiated knowledge 

process and participation from all concerned parties. 

3)  Information about Cultural Conservation of Lanna Handicraft 

Building awareness in tourism businessmen and tourists about cultural 

conservation of Lanna handicraft has been an on-going process. The results, therefore, 

revealed that handicraft business owners, in particular, have placed more effort into 

producing local woven products.  

However, there were instances where the original cultural values were 

lost. The misconceptions lie in two factors. Firstly, products were improperly 

modified by craft men and entrepreneurs simply to satisfy market demands. Secondly, 

once purchased, the products were understandably and mistakenly used by tourists 

who were not aware of the cultural values. Consequently, it becomes essential to 

promote appreciation among makers, sellers, and business owners, as well as efforts 

to attract more tourists with appreciation of cultural values through collaboration of 

all sectors: government, private and public. There could be conventions, seminars, 

and training programs organized by government office and the Tourism Authority of 

Thailand at both central and regional levels.  
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4)  Information about Cultural Conservation of Lanna ceremony (Rite) 

Awareness in tourism businessmen and tourists about cultural 

conservation of Lanna ceremony (rite), namely Salakphat or Salakyom, has been 

lacking in promotion. This rite has long been a local annual ceremony, in which daily 

commodities are offered to Buddhist monks for the benefits of the dead.  

Consequently, it becomes essential to promote awareness and interest 

among business owners, as well as efforts to attract more tourists through 

collaboration of all sectors: government, private and public. There could be 

conventions, seminars, and training programs organized by government office and the 

Tourism Authority of Thailand at both central and regional levels.  

Basically, there should be proposed collaborative with the ASEAN 

Community in promoting Lanna rite conservation, some of which share similar 

features with other ASEAN Community’s cultures. Therefore, it appeared rather 

difficult to be in one particular form of promotion due to the differences of each local 

believes. Regarding the Act of National Tourism 2008 and National Tourism 

Management Plan 2012-2016, there should be conventions, seminars, and training 

programs organized by government office, the Tourism Authority of Thailand at both 

central and regional levels, temples, schools and local administrative offices to put 

into action. With earnest impetus, the Thai government has initiated knowledge 

process and participation from all concerned parties. 

5)  Information about Cultural Conservation of Lanna foods 

Building awareness in tourism businessmen and tourists about cultural 

conservation of Lanna foods has been an on-going process. Most tourists have 

normally had experience with the Lanna foods because of the ready availability; 

therefore, the promotion attempts could be presentation of differing menu choices and 

collaboration of all sectors: government, private and public, whereas the tourism 

promotion should be in the form of local foods competitions and publicity of related 

events. 

Basically, there should be a proposed collaborative effort within the 

ASEAN Community in promoting Lanna food conservation. However, a number of 

local foods in the community share similar features, resulting in a rather difficult 

situation to choose one particular form of promotion. Therefore, it appeared rather 
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difficult to be in the form of foods promotion. As for Thailand and the Act of National 

Tourism 2008 and National Tourism Management Plan 2012-2016 promotion 

activities have been mainly through conventions, seminars, and training programs 

organized by government office, the Tourism Authority of Thailand at both central 

and regional levels, school and local administrative offices to put into action. With 

earnest impetus, the Thai government has initiated knowledge process and 

participation from all concerned parties. 

6)  What is the Communication Model for Promoting Tourism on Thai 

Lanna Cultural Conservation?  

According to the government policy, there should be a focus on all 

aspects (architecture, handicraft, ceremony and foods), applying the communication 

process through a variety of available channels: printed media such as books, 

magazines, news papers and brochures ; and electronic media like radio, television 

and the Internet by delivering messages to the receivers (tourists). However, the result 

revealed that the receivers received the information at the low level.  

The four popular Lanna architectural attractions in the upper Northern 

provinces, region 1, included Wat Phra That Doi Suthep, Wat Phra That Lampang 

Luang, Wat Phra That Hariphunchai and Wat Phra That Doi Kongmu. The 

information of these tourist attractions was presented through the printed media: 

books, magazines, news papers and brochures, and through electronic media: radio, 

television and the Internet. This means of promotion should be sponsored by 

government offices, the Tourism Authority of Thailand, at both central and regional 

levels, local administrative level and all parties.   

The four popular Lanna handicraft products in the upper Northern 

provinces, region 1, included Phasin Tinjok from Mae Chaem, Soi Dok Mak Pattern, 

Yok Dok Silk and Karen Handwoven. In particular, Yok Dok Silk is well-known and 

popular among both Thai and foreign tourists. In addition, the production site is open 

for demonstration, as well as for tourists to participate in handcrafting the silk 

products. It is open from Tuesday to Sunday. Besides making silk sarongs, the woven 

Yok Dok Silk is made into Yong dolls, representing a local minority tribe, the Yong. 

It is a famous product, but the demand from a large number of tourists is 

overwhelming and the local people cannot provide enough. Moreover, the Yok Dok 
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Silk was a main focus in one master-degree research of King Mongkut's Institute of 

Technology Ladkrabang, in which the Yok Dok design was applied in a leather 

handbag. Yok Dok handicraft, therefore, serves multiple purposes: generating the 

income to the community, giving the folk-wisdom knowledge of weaving to the 

tourists, and, more importantly, playing a role in researching for new application. 

Lanna ceremony: Salakphat or Salakyom focuses on unity of the 

community which marks the way of life of the Yong people, migrants from Myanmar 

under the reign of Queen Jamadhevee, over one thousand years ago. It is one of the 

unique ceremonies of Thai Lanna people and supported by local administration at 

Lamphun province. The information of this ceremony is accessed through electronic 

media: radio, television, the Internet and movies. 

The Lanna Food in the study is the local food that is served with sticky 

rice and wrapped in the banana leaves. Tourists perceived the information through 

electronic media: radio, television, the Internet and movies. It was also reported that 

the use of new technology and innovation such as food biotechnology is necessary to 

maintain the original flavor and prolong food life. 

The following quotes are from individual interviewees:  

 

The cultural conservation of Lanna ceremony Salakphat or Salakyom, focuses 

on unity of the community, marking the way of life of the Yong people who 

migrated from Myanmar under the reign of Queen Jamadhevee. Moreover, the 

slogan of tourism in Lamphun goes like, 1 night in Lamphun can add one 

more year to your life, with the merit-making sponsored and organized by the 

local administrative office. (Prakru Baideeka Warayuth, 2014)  

 

The cultural conservation of Lanna ceremony Salakaphat or Salakyom, the 

annual local ceremony sponsored by local administrative budgeting. The 

dissemination of information is through community radio, community leaders 

and websites. (An Officer of the Local Administration, Lamphun Province, 

2014) 
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The cultural conservation of Lanna handicraft is Yok Dok silk. The production 

site is open from Tuesday to Sunday for tourists to take part in learning the 

weaving process. Yok Dok Silk is also designed to make the Yong doll of the 

local people. It has become a famous product, and a large number of tourists 

want to buy them, but the local people cannot provide enough because there 

are just only 5-6 members to each working groups. These groups were 

originally established in 1999 by the community abbot, aimed to pass on the 

local wisdom of weaving technique. The Yok Dok Silk pattern was also 

adapted for use in leather handbag as was the focus in the master degree 

research thesis of King Mongkut Institute of Technology Ladkrabang. 

Moreover, Singaporean tourists and Japanese tourists have become interested 

in learning this weaving technique. However, the groups of Ban Keaw show 

little interest in income value but more on disseminating the knowledge. 

(Thanad Sittichai, 2014)  

 

The cultural conservation of Lanna handicraft: the identity and uniqueness of 

Phasin Tinjok from Mae Chaem must be maintained, in particular, the history 

of the design, Tinjok, and the hard work, devotion, expertise and time spent in 

weaving one piece of art.  (Chanisa Phromrat, 2014)  

 

The cultural conservation of Lanna handicraft: Phasin Tinjok from     

Mae Chaem by organizing the weaving groups in Mae Chaem District, with 

the aims to promote higher community incomes, as well as to tell the story of 

Phasin Tinjok to tourists and customers appreciating the beauty of the woven 

products. (Usa Thawee, 2014)  

 

The cultural conservation of Lanna architecture: Most of Thai tourists believe 

that once in their life must worship Pratat of the year of birth. The majority of 

tourists were born in the year of ox, which is signified by Wat Phra That 

Lampang Luang. The promotion of the cultural conservation has been through 

the printed media such as brochures and billboards, sponsored by local 

administration. (An Officer of Wat Phra That Lampang  Luang, 2014)  
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The cultural conservation of Lanna architecture: Wat Phra That Hariphunchai. 

We have been promoting through community radio and pamphlets. Moreover, 

Wat Phra That Hariphunchai temple is the central to the organization of 

Salakphat or Salakyom. Moreover, tourists who come to Wat Phra That 

Hariphunchai temple believe that once in their lifetime they must worship 

Pratat of the year of their birth, which is the year of cock...” We have been 

promoting through electronic media such as website and printed media such as 

pamphlets and collaborative efforts of all parties. (An Officer of Local 

Administration, & Prarajabhanyanmolee, 2014) 

 

The cultural conservation of Lanna architecture: “Wat Phra That Doi Suthep, 

with the every two-months maintenance of the pagoda grounds (Wat Phra 

That Doi Suthep) by the Fine Arts Department. Most of the tourists are 

Chinese and Thai who believe that once in their lifetime they should worship 

Pratat of the year of their birth, which represents the year of goat. We have 

been promoting through electronic media such as website and printed media 

such as pamphlets and collaborative efforts of all parties. (Prathep-

worasitthajarn, 2014) 

 

The cultural conservation of Lanna food: the promoting on Lanna food 

wrapped in banana leaves to maintain the original flavor. (The owner of 

Boonsri Restaurant, 2014)  

 

The cultural conservation of Lanna food:  the consideration of maintaining 

flavor, using new technology and innovation such as food biotechnology to 

ensure longer food life and flavor, as well as serving convenience. 

(Wanassanan, 2014)  

 

The conditions and the problems of communication for promoting on 

Thai Lanna cultural tourism conservation in the area of the four provinces in the upper 

northern provinces, region 1 in accordance with The Act of National Tourism 2008 

and The National Tourism Management Plan 2012-2016. 
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1)  Sender. The promotion of all aspects of Thai Lanna cultural 

tourism conservation has included all government sectors: temples, public schools, 

local administration offices, the Tourism Authority of Thailand; and private sectors: 

travel agencies, restaurants, local food entrepreneurs and handicraft entrepreneurs. Of 

all these, only the Tourism Authority of Thailand has the efficiency in delivering 

messages to tourists. On the other hand, local food entrepreneurs and handicraft 

entrepreneurs are not ready to deliver the messages due to the fact that they don’t 

know the communication process.  

The government sectors have been well supported and 

promoted by the Act of National Tourism 2008 and the National Tourism 

Management Plan 2012-2016. The collaboration of all parties in all aspects of the 

cultural conservation has been a success, with the exception of the cultural 

conservation of Lanna ceremony that still needs to develop the correct means of 

communication through the sender. 

2)  Message. This can be categorized into 5 aspects; 1) 

Information about The Act of National Tourism 2008 and The National Tourism 

Management Plan 2012-2016 2) Information about cultural conservation of Lanna 

architecture 3) Information about cultural conservation of Lanna handicrafts 4) 

Information about cultural conservation of Lanna ceremonies 5) Information about 

cultural conservation of Lanna Foods.  

(1)  Information about the Act of National Tourism 2008 

and the National Tourism Management Plan 2012-2016. Tourists moderately agreed 

in their perception of the information due to the fact the majority of information 

concerned about rules and regulations (laws).  

(2)  Information about cultural conservation of Lanna 

architecture. Tourists moderately agreed in their perception of the information due to 

the fact that the tourist attractions in the upper Northern provinces, region 1, are 

already well known and a number of tourists have paid a visit to these attractions: Wat 

Phra That Doi Suthep, Wat Phra That Lampang Luang, Wat Phra That Hariphunchai 

and Wat Phra That Doi Kongmu. 

(3)  Information about cultural conservation of Lanna 

handicrafts. Tourists expressed similar agreement of interests in handicraft and 
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architecture.   As for handicrafts, there have been applications of woven products into 

clothing and other merchandise. However, problematic communication concerned the 

fact that both the producers and distributers lacked knowledge and experience in 

recounting the history of the design and the hard work, devotion, expertise and time 

spent in weaving one piece of art. Therefore, what is needed is to provide correct 

information for message receivers to ensure accurate understanding of handicraft 

culture, as well as to promote the conservation of traditional culture. 

(4)  Information about cultural conservation of Lanna 

ceremony (rite). Tourists expressed considerable interests in ritual conservation but at 

a lower level than architectural conservation. The main reason is because this is an 

event organized only one time annually. Therefore, the timing does not fall within the 

tourist’s plans.  Fortunately, this Lanna rite, known as Salakphat or Salakyom, has 

received a great deal of advertising from a variety of concerned parties. As a result, 

tourists participating in this event have expressed their appreciation of the process 

involved in and the activities of the event.  

(5)  Information about cultural conservation of Lanna 

Foods. Tourists expressed interests in foods conservation but at a lower level than 

architectural conservation because these local foods can easily be consumed almost 

everywhere. In addition, tourists do not require information about Lanna foods 

conservation. Instead, there should be promotion information and communication 

model for tourists about the significance and history of Lanna foods conservation.  

3)  Channel for promoting tourism on Thai Lanna cultural 

conservation, at present, should incorporate participatory workshops, training 

programs, as well as the dissemination of information on activities such as Salakphat 

or Salakyom by promoting through electronic media such as radio and the Internet 

and printed media such as newspapers, magazines, books, and brochures. The 

promotion should be sponsored by government offices, the Tourism Authority of 

Thailand, at both central and regional levels, local administrative level and all parties. 

Until now, these channels have been successful, to a certain extent, in sending 

messages to particular groups of tourists.  Consequently, in particular, media like 

television is one of the best channels of widely spread communication; however, the 

cost can be considerably high.  
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4)  Receiver or tourists. The outcomes of the questionnaire 

revealed the majority of respondents were female, aged between 21-30 years, 

bachelor degree holders or higher, employees of private sectors, with income of over 

15,000 Baht and non-local inhabitants. Regarding the correlation between respondents 

and the information on cultural conservation of Lanna in the upper Northern 

provinces, region 1, there was considerable evidence of correlation among the 

demographic backgrounds. However, in some pairing, there was no correlation in the 

following findings. The educational variable displayed no correlation with the Act of 

National Tourism 2008 and the National Tourism Management Plan 2012-2016, no 

correlation between age and information about cultural conservation of Lanna 

architecture; no correlation between gender and information about cultural 

conservation of Lanna handicraft; no correlation between gender, age and average 

income and information about cultural conservation of Lanna ceremony; no 

correlation between gender, education and residence and information about cultural 

conservation of Lanna foods. Thus, some demographic background variables may 

affect the perception of information on Lanna cultural conservation, necessitating a 

consideration of demographics to ensure correct information dissemination to the 

needs of specific tourist targets.  

 

4.2  A Construction of a Communication Model for Promoting Tourism on 

Thai Lanna Cultural Conservation in the Upper Northern Provinces, 

Region 1, in Accordance with the Act of National Tourism 2008 and 

the National Tourism Management Plan 2012-2016. 

 

A construction of a communication model for promoting tourism on Thai 

Lanna cultural conservation utilized the synthesizing and analyzing methods needed 

in both quantitative and qualitative techniques, as well as relevant variables. The main 

criteria covers the prioritizing the quantitative and qualitative data and the correlation 

of variables affecting the communication model for promoting tourism on Thai Lanna 

cultural conservation in the upper Northern provinces, region1, as follows.  
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Figure 4.1  Communication Model for Promoting Tourism on Thai Lanna  

                   Cultural Conservation 

 

 Communication Model for Promoting Tourism on Thai Lanna Cultural 

Conservation was created from the study frame which incorporated theories on public 

policy, integrated tourism, cultural tourism, cultural diversity, and semiology and 

significance, as well as concepts and theories relevant to communication and Royal 

Act and Royal Decree and Tourism Development Plan. Consequently, four aspects of 

Tourism on Thai Lanna Cultural Conservation were identified for the study: Lanna 

Architecture, Lanna Handicraft, Lanna Ceremony (Rite) and Lanna Handicraft. 

1)  S: Senders in Tourism on Thai Lanna Cultural Conservation are 

defined as initiators of the messages from owners, caretakers or supporters of Thai 

Lanna Cultural Conservation in the Upper Northern Region 1 as follows: the Tourism 

Authority of Thailand, restaurants, products owners, producers, temples, various 

institutes or museums, major markets in tourist attractions, such as Warorot Market, 
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local administrative organization at sub-district, district and provincial levels, 

municipalities, communities, tourism companies in Lanna cultural conservation 

provinces, Ministry of Culture, Department of Fine Arts, Department of Community 

Development and Ministry of Public Health. These senders could be defined as 

formal, informal, while formal sources could be profit makers or non-profit makers. 

2)  M: Messages are defined as contents or accounts that are transferred 

by senders to receivers, covering history of tourist attractions and the Lanna cultural 

conservation.  

3)  C: Channels are defined as media or means where messages are 

transferred to receivers, i.e. tourists. The channels can be formal, informal, and non-

personal communication. 

4)  R: Receivers are defined as tourists who receive messages from 

sources such as restaurants, product owners, product producers, temples, institutes or 

museums, foundations and major markets in tourist attraction.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4.2  Communication Model for Promoting Tourism on Thai Lanna  

                   Architecture 
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2)  M: Messages 

Messages in Thai Lanna Architecture focus on major ancient 

attractions, in this study on Wat Pra That Doi Suthep.  

3)  C: Channels  

Channels could be formal and encompass inter-personal communication, 

such as telephone calls to request information from government offices such as 

various government offices at regional and central levels: the Tourism Authority of 

Thailand at the central and regional levels, administrative organization at sub-district, 

district and provincial levels, in the upper Northern provinces, region 1. On the other 

hand, informal communication could be in the form of talks among friends or 

relatives who visited those attractions, and, finally, the non-personal communication 

would encompass the mass media which could be categorized as the broadcast media 

such as radio and television stations, printed media such as newspapers, magazines, 

billboards or electronics media such as computers, as well as specialty media such as 

catalogues, pamphlets, etc. Such means of communication would entail operation 

expenses which were borne by tourism business owners and government sectors. The 

publicity would take place on special occasions or annual events where pamphlets 

were distributed to various sites, government offices, transport depots, tourist 

attractions, and markets focusing on Lanna culture. 

4)  R: Receivers  

Receivers are defined as tourists who receive messages from sources 

such as restaurants, product owners, product producers, temples, institutes or 

museums, foundations and major markets in tourist attraction. 
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Figure 4.3  Communication Model for Promoting Tourism on Thai Lanna  

                   Handicraft 

 
1)  S: Sender 

Senders in Thai Lanna Architecture encompass products owners, 

producers, various institutes or museums, institutes or museums, foundations, the 

Tourism Authority of Thailand, local administrative organization at sub-district, 

district and provincial levels, communities, tourism companies in provinces of Lanna 

cultural conservation. 

2)  M: Message  

Messages in Thai Lanna Handicraft encompass the transfer of 

information about a variety of woven materials produced in the upper northern region 

1, in particular the Yok Dok of Lamphun, the favorite among tourists. As a result, 

there have been requests of visits to the production site, necessitating the 

dissemination of the history and the weaving process of Yok Dok as a conservation of 

the local heritage conservation.  

3)  C: Channel  

Channels could be formal and encompass inter-personal communication, 

such as telephone calls to request information from government offices such as 

various government offices at regional and central levels: the Tourism Authority of 

Thailand at the central and regional levels, administrative organization at sub-district, 

district and provincial levels, in the upper Northern provinces, region 1. On the other 
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hand, informal communication could be in the form of talks among friends or 

relatives who visited those attractions, and, finally, the non-personal communication 

would encompass the mass media which could be categorized as the broadcast media 

such as radio and television stations, printed media such as newspapers, magazines, 

billboards or electronics media such as computers, as well as specialty media such as 

catalogues, pamphlets, etc. Such means of communication would entail operation 

expenses which were borne by tourism business owners and government sectors. The 

publicity would take place on special occasions or annual events where pamphlets 

were distributed to various sites, government offices, transport depots, tourist 

attractions, and markets focusing on Lanna culture. 

4)  R: Receiver  

Receivers are tourists who receive messages from sources such as 

restaurants, product owners, product producers, temples, institutes or museums, 

foundations and major markets in tourist attraction. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4.4  Communication Model for Promoting Tourism on Thai Lanna  

                   Ceremony (Rite) 

 

1)  S: Sender 

Senders encompass temples, products owners, the Tourism Authority of 

Thailand, local administrative organization at sub-district, district and provincial 

levels, communities, tourism companies in provinces of Lanna cultural conservation. 
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2)  M: Message  

Tourism on the cultural conservation of Lanna ceremony is represented 

by Salakphat Rite, one of a ceremony of Lanna significance, a favorite of a great 

number of tourists. Essential information should, then, cover the origin of the 

Salakphat or Salakyom by the Lamphun natives, ceremony program, significance of 

the rite, as well as the objectives of the event, one of the local annual ceremonies of 

Lanna. 

3)  C: Channel 

The media or channel through which messages are transferred to 

receivers or tourists could be formal and encompass inter-personal communication, 

such as telephone calls to request information from government offices such as 

various government offices at regional and central levels: the Tourism Authority of 

Thailand at the central and regional levels, administrative organization organization at 

sub-district, district and provincial levels, in the upper Northern provinces, region 1. 

On the other hand, informal communication could be in the form of talks among 

friends or relatives who visited those attractions, and, finally, the non-personal 

communication would encompass the mass media which could be categorized as the 

broadcast media such as radio and television stations, printed media such as 

newspapers, magazines, billboards or electronics media such as computers, as well as 

specialty media such as catalogues, pamphlets, etc. Such means of communication 

would entail operation expenses which were borne by tourism business owners and 

government sectors. The publicity would take place on special occasions or annual 

events where pamphlets were distributed to various sites, government offices, 

transport depots, tourist attractions, and markets focusing on Lanna culture. 

4)  R: Receiver  

Receivers are tourists who receive messages from sources such as 

restaurants, product owners, product producers, temples, institutes or museums, 

foundations and major markets in tourist attraction. 
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Figure 4.5  Communication Model for Promoting Tourism on Thai Lanna Foods 

 

1)  S: Sender 

Senders encompass restaurants, products owners, food producers in 

major markets, for example Warorot Market, the Tourism Authority of Thailand, local 

administrative organization at sub-district, district and provincial levels, communities, 

tourism companies in provinces of Lanna cultural conservation. 

2)  M: Message 

Local Lanna foods are available almost everywhere and can be easily 

obtained; therefore they have become one of the tourists’ favorites. The information 

should, thus, include the significance of the foods, the serving and method of eating in 

special or festive occasions, major distributing locations and origins.  

3)  C: Channel 

The media or channel through which messages are transferred to 

receivers or tourists could be formal and encompass inter-personal communication, 

such as telephone calls to request information from government offices such as 

various government offices at regional and central levels: the Tourism Authority of 

Thailand at the central and regional levels, administrative organization at sub-district, 

district and provincial levels, in the upper Northern provinces, region 1. On the other 

hand, informal communication could be in the form of talks among friends or 

relatives who visited those attractions, and, finally, the non-personal communication 

would encompass the mass media which could be categorized as the broadcast media 

such as radio and television stations, printed media such as newspapers, magazines, 
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billboards or electronics media such as computers, as well as specialty media such as 

catalogues, pamphlets, etc. Such means of communication would entail operation 

expenses which were borne by tourism business owners and government sectors. The 

publicity would take place on special occasions or annual events where pamphlets 

were distributed to various sites, government offices, transport depots, tourist 

attractions, and markets focusing on Lanna culture. 

4)  R: Receiver  

Receivers are tourists who receive messages from sources such as 

restaurants, product owners, product producers, temples, institutes or museums, 

foundations and major markets in tourist attraction. 

 

 

4.3  The Assessment of the Communication Model for Promoting Tourism 

on Thai Lanna Cultural Conservation in the Upper Northern 

Provinces, Region 1, in Accordance with the Act of National Tourism 

2008 and the National Tourism Management Plan 2012-2016. 

 

The assessment of the Communication Model for Promoting Tourism on Thai 

Lanna Cultural Conservation was undertaken by a selected panel of 9 key informants 

from the Tourism Authority of Thailand, tourist industry, media, entrepreneurs and 

Thai tourists (selected by the Tourism Authority of Thailand), as follows. 

 

1. Khun Chanthip Pitchayadejachotikul Tourism Authority of Thailand Chaing mai 

Officer  

2. Khun Jakrapong Sittilor Tourism and Sports Chiang mai Officer 

3. Khun Somrid Haikam Tourist Guide President of Chiang mai 

4. Khun Wilat Panyawong Night Barza Entrepreneur’s President  

5. Khun Jintana Kitmee Matichon’s reporter  

6. Khun Sutthida Suwankantha Prachachat Turakit’s reporter  

7. Khun Rattakon Daengsai Thai Tourist  

8. Khun Nattaya Thep-udom Thai Tourist 

9. Khun Warumporn Letfongsamut Thai Tourist 
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The assessment was conducted through a focus group approach on Friday 22 

August 2014 in the meeting room of the Tourism Authority of Thailand, Chiang Mai 

Office. Significantly, each member expressed an unanimous agreement that the 

proposed model was suitable for application as follows. 

1)  S: Sender embraces the Tourism Authority of Thailand, restaurants, 

products owners, producers, temples, various institutes or museums, major markets in 

tourist attractions, such as Warorot Market, local administrative organization at sub-

district, district and provincial levels, municipalities, communities, tourism companies 

in Lanna cultural conservation provinces 

The focus group members, as extra recommendation, stated that there 

should be contributions from the Ministry of Culture on the conservation of Lanna 

rites and handicrafts, from the Fine Arts Department on the conservation of Lanna 

architecture, The Ministry of Public health on the conservation of Lanna foods, and 

the Department of Community Development on the conservation of Lanna handicrafts 

and foods.  

2)  M: Message. The conservation of Lanna Cultural conservation 

encompasses the origins of tourism products, i.e., Lanna architectural attractions, 

Lanna handicrafts, Lanna rites and Lanna foods. Essential information should 

incorporate the following. Regarding woven products, the information should be 

about different types of woven materials produced in the Upper Northern region 1, in 

particular the Yok Dok silk, the production and origin.     

Messages in Thai Lanna Handicraft encompass the transfer of 

information about a variety of woven materials produced in the upper northern region 

1, in particular the Yok Dok of Lamphun, the favorite among tourists. As a result, 

there have been requests of visits to the production site, necessitating the 

dissemination of the history and the weaving process of Yok Dok as a conservation of 

the local heritage conservation. For Salakphat or Salakyom in Lamphun and Lanna 

foods, the information should include this local ceremony, its origin, significance and 

purpose; the Lanna foods, presentation styles and characteristics of food consumption 

in various occasions, as well as sales venues. All of these are essential information for 

the communication and promotion of Lanna cultural conservation tourism. 

On the other hand, the focus group participants agreed on the suitability 

of the proposed model. They further stated that the information on four aspects should 
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be incorporated, not treated separately, and that there should be a central resource 

office where information of Lanna architecture, handicraft, rites and food can be 

conveniently accessed.  

3)  C: Channel could be formal and encompass inter-personal 

communication, such as telephone calls to request information from government 

offices such as various government offices at regional and central levels: the Tourism 

Authority of Thailand at the central and regional levels, administrative organization at 

sub-district, district and provincial levels, in the upper Northern provinces, region 1. 

On the other hand, informal communication could be in the form of talks among 

friends or relatives who visited those attractions, and, finally, the non-personal 

communication would encompass the mass media which could be categorized as the 

broadcast media such as radio and television stations, printed media such as 

newspapers, magazines, billboards or electronics media such as computers, as well as 

specialty media such as catalogues, pamphlets, etc.  

Similarly, the focus group participants agreed on the suitability of the 

proposed model.  

4)  R: Receiver, Regarding message receivers, the focus group 

participants agreed on the suitability of the proposed model. However, they further 

stated that the senders should be included in the receiver category because there could 

be a possibility that the message obtained by both parties would ensure better success 

of information dissemination.  

To sum up, the researcher has deployed the recommendations of the 

focus group members and finalized the model as follows. 
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Figure 4.6  Communication Model for Promoting Tourism on Thai Lanna Cultural   

                    Conservation 

 

1) S: Sender embraces the Tourism Authority of Thailand, restaurants, 

products owners, producers, temples, various institutes or museums, major markets in 

tourist attractions, such as Warorot Market, local administrative organization at sub-

district, district and provincial levels, municipalities, communities, tourism companies 

in Lanna cultural conservation provinces, Ministry of Culture, Department of Fine 

Arts, Department of Community Development and Ministry of Public Health. 

2) M: Message in Lanna cultural conservation tourism encompassed 

the history of the attractions and details of tourism products, i.e., 1) Lanna 

architectural attractions, such as the history, knowledge about Lanna architecture, 2)  

Lanna handicrafts such as  different types of woven materials produced in the upper 

northern region 1, in particular, the famous Yok Dok silk, the woven process and its 
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origin, 3) Salakphat or Salakyom in Lamphun, which is the annual local ceremony, its 

origin, significance and purpose; the Lanna foods, presentation styles, the 

significance, origin, characteristics of food consumption in various occasions, as well 

as important sales venues.   

3) C: Channel, The media or channel through which messages are 

transferred to receivers or tourists could be formal and encompass inter-personal 

communication, such as telephone calls to request information from government 

offices such as various government offices at regional and central levels: the Tourism 

Authority of Thailand at the central and regional levels, administrative organization at 

sub-district, district and provincial levels, in the upper Northern provinces, region 1. 

On the other hand, informal communication could be in the form of talks among 

friends or relatives who visited those attractions, and, finally, the non-personal 

communication would encompass the mass media which could be categorized as the 

broadcast media such as radio and television stations, printed media such as 

newspapers, magazines, billboards or electronics media such as computers, as well as 

specialty media such as catalogues, pamphlets, etc. Such means of communication 

would entail operation expenses which were borne by tourism business owners and 

government sectors. The publicity would take place on special occasions or annual 

events where pamphlets were distributed to various sites, government offices, 

transport depots, tourist attractions, and markets focusing on Lanna culture. 

4)  R: Receivers encompass tourists, government offices concerned 

with Lanna cultural conservation tourism to obtain feedbacks of communication and 

to respond accurately and properly to the needs of various tourist groups. 

 

  

 



 

CHAPTER 5 

 

SUMMARY, DISCUSSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

 

Communication Model for Promoting Tourism on Thai Lanna Cultural 

Conservation is a mixed method of quantitative research, with a set of questionnaire 

responded by tourists to provinces in the upper part in the North of Thailand, region 1, 

as well as the qualitative research, where an in-depth interview was used with relevant 

key informants and a documentary analysis through a content analysis of literature for 

promoting tourism on Thai Lanna cultural conservation practices. The aims of the 

research were to: 1) study the conditions and the problems of communication for 

promoting tourism on Thai Lanna cultural conservation in the area of the four 

provinces in the upper northern provinces, region 1 in accordance with The Act of 

National Tourism 2008 and The National Tourism Management Plan 2012-2016; 2) 

design Communication Model for Promoting Tourism on Thai Lanna Cultural 

Conservation in the  area of four provinces in the upper northern provinces, region 1 

in accordance with The act of National Tourism 2008 and The National Tourism 

Management Plan 2012-2016; and 3) evaluate Communication Model for Promoting 

Tourism on Thai Lanna Cultural Conservation in the area of the four provinces in the 

upper northern provinces, region 1 in accordance with The Act of National Tourism 

2008 and The National Tourism Management Plan 2012-2016. 

Both quantitative and qualitative data was, thus, analyzed employing a 

Content Analysis of the secondary source and enumeration of “thoughts” from the 

primary source were analyzed with data interpretive, and finally, presented in a 

descriptive fashion. The construction of the model was completed with the analysis of 

questionnaire and interviews of tourists and key informants, along with the synthesis 

of relevant documents and research. The resulting research framework was the 

conditions and problems for promoting tourism on Thai Lanna cultural conservation 

in the upper Northern provinces, region1, in accordance with the act of National 

Tourism 2008 and the National Tourism Management Plan 2012-2016. 
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The proposed model was presented and finalized by the focus group approach 

with members of a selected panel of 9 key informants from the Tourism Authority of 

Thailand, tourist industry, media, entrepreneurs and Thai tourists (selected by the 

Tourism Authority of Thailand), as follows. 

 

5.1  Research Summary  

 

5.1.1 The conditions and problems concerning communication for promoting 

tourism on Thai Lanna cultural conservation in the upper northern provinces, region1 

were in accordance with the Act of National Tourism 2008 and the National Tourism 

Management Plan 2012-2016. 

5.1.1.1  Senders of each aspect for promoting tourism on Thai Lanna 

cultural conservation encompassed government sectors, i.e., temples, schools, local 

administrative organizations, municipality, the Tourism Authority of Thailand, as well 

as private sectors, i.e., travel agencies, restaurants, product owners and producers. 

Some of these senders have information on Lanna cultural conservation available for 

transferring such as the Tourism Authority of Thailand. On the other hand, some were 

not ready as sender, such as local food entrepreneurs, who did not have experience in 

the communication process. Thus, this becomes the target that needs development.  

The government sectors have been well supported and promoted by the 

Act of National Tourism 2008 and the National Tourism Management Plan 2012-

2016 and become efficient in putting the plans into action. The collaboration of all 

parties in all aspects of the cultural conservation-- architecture, handicrafts and foods 

-- has been a success, with the exception of the cultural conservation of Lanna 

ceremony that still needs to develop the correct means of communication from the 

sender to the receivers. 

5.1.1.2  Messages can be categorized into 5 aspects: 1) Information 

about The Act of National Tourism 2008 and The National Tourism Management 

Plan 2012-2016 2) Information about cultural conservation of Lanna architecture 3) 

Information about cultural conservation of Lanna handicrafts 4) Information about 

cultural conservation of Lanna ceremonies 5) Information about cultural conservation 

of Lanna Foods.  
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1)  Information about the Act of National Tourism 2008 and 

the National Tourism Management Plan 2012-2016. Tourists moderately agreed in 

their perception of the information due to the fact the majority of information 

concerned about rules and regulations. This would require improvement of 

information and building of knowledge to facilitate understanding of the complex 

message to ensure better dissemination. 

2)  Information about cultural conservation of Lanna architecture. 

Tourists moderately agreed in their perception of the information due to the fact that 

the tourist attractions in the upper Northern provinces, region 1, are already well 

known and a number of tourists have paid a visit to these attractions such as Wat Phra 

That Doi Suthep and others. 

3)  Information about cultural conservation of Lanna handicrafts. 

Tourists expressed similar agreement of interests in handicraft and architecture.   As 

for handicrafts, there have been applications of woven products into clothing and 

other merchandise. However, problematic communication concerned the fact that 

both the producers and distributers lacked knowledge and experience in recounting 

the history of the design and the hard work, devotion, expertise and time spent in 

weaving one piece of art. Therefore, what is needed is to provide correct information 

for message receivers to ensure accurate understanding of handicraft culture, as well 

as to promote the conservation of traditional culture. 

4)  Information about cultural conservation of Lanna ceremony 

(rite). Tourists expressed considerable interests in ritual conservation but at a lower 

level than architectural conservation. The main reason is because this is an event 

organized only one time annually. Therefore, the timing does not fall within the 

tourist’s plans.  Fortunately, this Lanna rite, known as Salakphat or Salakyom, has 

received a great deal of advertising from a variety of concerned parties. As a result, 

tourists participating in this event have expressed their appreciation of the process 

involved in and the activities of the event.  

5) Information about cultural conservation of Lanna Foods. 

Tourists expressed interests in foods conservation but at a lower level than 

architectural conservation because these local foods can easily be consumed almost 

everywhere. In addition, tourists do not require information about Lanna foods 
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conservation. Instead, there should be promotion information and communication 

model for tourists about the significance and history of Lanna foods conservation. 

5.1.1.3  Channel for promoting on Thai Lanna cultural tourism 

conservation, at present, should incorporate participatory workshops, training 

programs, as well as the dissemination of information on activities such as Salakphat 

or Salakyom by promoting through electronic media such as radio and the Internet and 

printed media such as newspapers, magazines, books, and brochures. The promotion 

should be sponsored by government offices, the Tourism Authority of Thailand, at 

both central and regional levels, local administrative level and all parties. Until now, 

these channels have been successful, to a certain extent, in sending messages to 

particular groups of tourists.  Consequently, in particular, media like television is one 

of the best channels of widely spread communication; however, the cost can be 

considerably high.  

5.1.1.4  Receiver or tourists. The outcomes of the questionnaire revealed 

the majority of respondents were female, aged between 21-30 years, bachelor degree 

holders or higher, employees of private sectors, with income of over 15,000 Baht and 

non-local inhabitants. Regarding the correlation between respondents and the 

information on cultural conservation of Lanna in the upper Northern provinces, region 1, 

there was considerable evidence of correlation among the demographic backgrounds. 

However, in some pairing, there was no correlation in the following findings. The 

educational variable displayed no correlation with the Act of National Tourism 2008 

and the National Tourism Management Plan 2012-2016, no correlation between age 

and information about cultural conservation of Lanna architecture; no correlation 

between gender and information about cultural conservation of Lanna handicraft; no 

correlation between gender, age and average income and information about cultural 

conservation of Lanna ceremony; no correlation between gender, education and 

residence and information about cultural conservation of Lanna foods. Thus, some 

demographic background variables may affect the perception of information on Lanna 

cultural conservation, necessitating a consideration of demographics to ensure correct 

information dissemination to the needs of specific tourist targets.  
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5.1.2  The construction of a communication model for promoting tourism on 

Thai Lanna cultural conservation in the upper Northern provinces, region1, in 

accordance with the Act of National Tourism 2008 and the National Tourism 

Management Plan 2012-2016. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Figure 5.1  A Communication Model for Promoting Tourism on Thai Lanna Cultural  

                    Conservation 

  

5.1.2.1  S: Senders in Tourism on Thai Lanna Cultural Conservation are 

defined as initiators of the messages from owners, caretakers or supporters of Thai 

Lanna Cultural Conservation in the Upper Northern Region 1 as follows: the Tourism 

Authority of Thailand, restaurants, products owners, producers, temples, various 

institutes or museums, sizable markets in tourist attractions, such as Warorot Market, 

local administrative organization at sub-district, district and provincial levels, 

municipalities, communities, tourism companies in Lanna cultural conservation 
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provinces, Ministry of Culture, Department of Fine Arts, Department of Community 

Development and Ministry of Public Health. These senders could be defined as 

formal, informal, while formal sources could be profit makers or non-profit makers. 

This will be discussed in the following aspects. 

Architecture: Relevant senders are temples, institutes or museums, the 

Tourism Authority of Thailand, local administrative organization at sub-district, 

district and provincial levels, municipalities, communities, and travel agencies. 

Handicrafts: Relevant senders are product owners, entrepreneur, 

institutes or museums, the Tourism Authority of Thailand, local administrative 

organization at sub-district, district and provincial levels, municipalities, communities, 

and travel agencies. 

Ceremonies/rites: Relevant senders are temples, product owners/ 

entrepreneurs, the Tourism Authority of Thailand, local administrative organization at 

sub-district, district and provincial levels, municipalities, communities, and travel 

agencies. 

Foods: Relevant senders are restaurants, products owners, food producers 

in major markets, for example Warorot Market, the Tourism Authority of Thailand, 

local administrative organization at sub-district, district and provincial levels, 

communities, tourism companies in provinces of Lanna cultural conservation. 

5.1.2.2  Messages are defined as contents or accounts that are 

transferred by senders to receivers, covering history of tourist attractions and the 

Lanna cultural conservation. Messages in Thai Lanna Architecture focus on major 

ancient attractions, in this study on Wat Pra That Doi Suthep. Messages in Thai Lanna 

Handicraft encompass the transfer of information about a variety of woven materials 

produced in the upper northern region 1, in particular the Yok Dok of Lamphun, the 

favorite among tourists. As a result, there have been requests of visits to the 

production site, necessitating the dissemination of the history and the weaving process 

of Yok Dok as a conservation of the local heritage conservation. Tourism on the 

cultural conservation of Lanna ceremony is represented by Salakphat Rite, one of a 

ceremony of Lanna significance, a favorite of a great number of tourists. Essential 

information should, then, cover the origin of the Salakphat or Salakyom by the 

Lamphun natives, ceremony program, significance of the rite, as well as the 
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objectives of the event, one of the local annual ceremonies of Lanna. Local Lanna 

foods are available almost everywhere and can be easily obtained; therefore they have 

become one of the tourists’ favorites. The information should, thus, include the 

significance of the foods, the serving and method of eating in special or festive 

occasions, major distributing locations and origins.  

5.1.2.3  Channels are defined as media or means where messages are 

transferred to receivers, i.e. tourists. The channels can be formal, informal, and non-

personal communication. Channels could be formal and encompass inter-personal 

communication, such as telephone calls to request information from government 

offices such as various government offices at regional and central levels: the Tourism 

Authority of Thailand at the central and regional levels, administrative organization at 

sub-district, district and provincial levels, in the upper Northern provinces, region 1. 

On the other hand, informal communication could be in the form of talks among 

friends or relatives who visited those attractions, and, finally, the non-personal 

communication would encompass the mass media which could be categorized as the 

broadcast media such as radio and television stations, printed media such as 

newspapers, magazines, billboards or electronics media such as computers, as well as 

specialty media such as catalogues, pamphlets, etc. Such means of communication 

would entail operation expenses which were borne by tourism business owners and 

government sectors. The publicity would take place on special occasions or annual 

events where pamphlets were distributed to various sites, government offices, 

transport depots, tourist attractions, and markets focusing on Lanna culture. 

5.1.2.4  Receivers are defined as tourists who receive messages from 

sources such as restaurants, product owners, product producers, temples, institutes or 

museums, foundations and major markets in tourist attractions like Warorot market, 

administrative organization at sub-district, district and provincial levels, 

municipalities, communities, travel agencies. All are one of the major components in 

communication process. 

5.1.3  Evaluation of the communication model for promoting tourism on Thai 

Lanna cultural conservation in the upper Northern provinces, region1, in accordance 

with the Act of National Tourism 2008 and the National Tourism Management Plan 

2012-2016. 
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The assessment of the Communication Model for Promoting Tourism on Thai 

Lanna Cultural Conservation was undertaken by a selected panel of 9 key informants 

from the Tourism Authority of Thailand, tourist industry, media, entrepreneurs and 

Thai tourists (selected by the Tourism Authority of Thailand). The assessment was 

conducted through a focus group approach on Friday 22 August 2014 in the meeting 

room of the Tourism Authority of Thailand, Chiangmai Office.  

Significantly, each member expressed a unanimous agreement that the 

proposed model was suitable for application as follows. 

5.1.3.1 S: Sender embraces the Tourism Authority of Thailand, 

restaurants, products owners, producers, temples, various institutes or museums, 

major markets in tourist attractions, such as Warorot Market, local administrative 

organization at sub-district, district and provincial levels, municipalities, 

communities, travel agencies in Lanna cultural conservation provinces, Ministry of 

Culture, Department of Fine Arts, Department of Community Development and 

Ministry of Public Health. 

The focus group members, as extra recommendation, stated that there 

should be contributions from the Ministry of Culture on the conservation of Lanna 

rites and handicrafts, from the Fine Arts Department on the conservation of Lanna 

architecture, The Ministry of Public health on the conservation of Lanna foods, and 

the Department of Community Development on the conservation of Lanna handicrafts 

and foods.  

5.1.3.2  Messages in Thai Lanna Handicraft encompass the transfer of 

information about a variety of woven materials produced in the upper northern region 

1, in particular the Yok Dok of Lamphun, the favorite among tourists. As a result, 

there have been requests of visits to the production site, necessitating the 

dissemination of the history and the weaving process of Yok Dok as a conservation of 

the local heritage conservation. For Salakphat or Salakyom in Lamphun and Lanna 

foods, the information should include this local celebration, its origin, significance 

and purpose; the Lanna foods, presentation styles and characteristics of food 

consumption in various occasions, as well as sales venues. All of these are essential 

information for the communication and promotion of Lanna cultural conservation 

tourism. 
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5.1.3.3  The media or channel through which messages are transferred 

to receivers or tourists could be formal and encompass inter-personal communication, 

such as telephone calls to request information from government offices such as 

various government offices at regional and central levels: the Tourism Authority of 

Thailand at the central and regional levels, administrative organization at sub-district, 

district and provincial levels, in the upper Northern provinces, region 1. On the other 

hand, informal communication could be in the form of talks among friends or 

relatives who visited those attractions, and, finally, the non-personal communication 

would encompass the mass media which could be categorized as the broadcast media 

such as radio and television stations, printed media such as newspapers, magazines, 

billboards or electronics media such as computers, as well as specialty media such as 

catalogues, pamphlets, etc. Such means of communication would entail operation 

expenses which were borne by tourism business owners and government sectors. The 

publicity would take place on special occasions or annual events where pamphlets can 

be distributed to various sites, government offices, transport depots, tourist attractions, 

and markets focusing on Lanna culture. 

5.1.3.4  Receivers encompass tourists, government offices concerned 

with Lanna cultural conservation tourism to obtain feedbacks of communication and 

to respond accurately and properly to the needs of various tourist groups. 

 

5.2  Discussion 

 

The communication model for promoting tourism on Thai Lanna cultural 

conservation in the upper Northern provinces, region 1 was in accordance with the 

Act of National Tourism 2008 and the National Tourism Management Plan 2012-

2016 as follows.  

5.2.1  Sender: The government sectors have supported, with earnest impetus, 

the Thai by initiating knowledge process and participation from all concerned parties 

through the Act of National Tourism 2008 and the National Tourism Management 

Plan 2012-2016. The collaboration of all parties in all aspects of the cultural 

conservation has been a success, with the exception of the cultural conservation of 

Lanna ceremony that still needs to develop the correct means of communication 
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through the sender. This is in line with the study conducted by Nattawee Judjang 

(2006:12), “The Promotion and Development of Local Tourism: A Case study of Pa 

Tueng Commune Administration Organization, Mae Chan District, Chiangrai 

Province”. The study revealed that the people approved of the roles of the local 

administration in promoting and developing local tourism; however, the people had 

some reservations about their performance. The people were willing to participate in 

the promotion and development of the local tourism, but they had not been given the 

opportunity. Moreover, the local administrations were inexperienced and short-staffed 

of qualified personnel in tourism management.  

5.2.2  Messages about the Act of National Tourism 2008, the National 

Tourism Management Plan 2012-2016 and tourism on Thai Lanna cultural 

conservation were disseminated through meetings, seminars, as well as training 

programs organized by government offices like the Tourism Authority of Thailand at 

the central and regional levels, in accordance with the Fourth Strategy. This strategy 

focuses on promoting tourists’ perception of the country good image, as well as 

confidence in visiting Thailand through proactive marketing strategies to ensure 

success in winning rights as organizers for world/regional events, resulting in bringing 

a larger volume of foreign tourists. The fifth strategy focuses on collaborations among 

government and private sectors, local administration organizations in the management 

of tourist resources through more concrete networking among public and private 

alliances. As a result, there should be means of reducing redundant work process, as 

well as fundraising and budgeting on the promotion of foreign tourism programs, 

product exhibitions and services. This is in line with a research titled, “The 

development of tourism local culture in community” (George,2005), with the aims of 

discovering the relationship and links among local cultures, the process of 

commoditization of culture or turning cultural aspects into saleable goods, 

communities and tourism in rural communities, with the emphasis on  cultural 

commoditization. This study provides a new viewpoint in assessing the real 

community needs in the process of development of sustainable tourism for the rural 

communities. 
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5.2.3  The channel through media encompasses printed media such as 

newspapers, magazines, books, and brochures; and electronic media like radio, 

television, movies and the Internet, which is the most popular means of communication. 

This is non-personal, formal and informal communication.   

5.2.4  Receiver: To raise awareness of tourists in tourism for Lanna cultural 

conservation is rather challenging, whereas interests in Lanna handicraft conservation 

are considerably high. On the other hand, the notable Lanna ceremony conservation, 

Salakphat, would benefit more from the presentation of   needs and significance of the 

event. Lanna foods, already a favorite with tourists, would not require additional 

awareness raising campaigns. This is in line with the tourism systems (Mill, & 

Morrison, 1985, p. 18) which advocates tourism cycles beginning with: 1) tourists’ 

market needs, internal and external influences, behavior, process of buying and 

purchasing decisions, 2) tourists’ after-purchase trips, analysis of major markets, 

tourists’ continuous movement and logistics patterns, 3) a study of  the demands of 

tourism, tourist attractions, tourism activity patterns and services which require 

systemic planning and development of universal standard, and, 4) tourism markets 

entail assessing business market factors, both manageable and unmanageable, to 

ensure strength in goods acquisition, efficient services to boost motivation and 

tourists’ needs. This is echoed in Navaphan Nakkaban’s research, “Strategic plan for 

community-based tourism development of Koh Yao Noi Community, Phang-nga 

Province”. The essence of the research accounts for the application of the study as a 

tool to develop sustainable community and require certain important factors: efficient 

organizational management, resulting from community trust in their leaders, family-

bond relationships, long and mutual struggle for development, fair and equal share of 

benefits, as well as expanding learning and collaborative networks. This model is one 

means toward strengthening potentials, expanding opportunities and solving problems 

in an integrated manner to maintain their ability to keep up with the current 

development trends in the surrounding contexts. 

5.2.5  The promotion of Lanna architecture requires participatory activities 

among all parties, being in line with Tanya Nuala-or (2004, p. 3) “Development 

guidelines on art and cultural tourism, Pathumthani Province”. The outcomes 

illustrate high demands tourist target groups and tour agencies, with the study areas of 
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tourist interests divided into 4 groups. The highest in demand was the temple and 

river-side community group, with tourists’ interest in river cruises. This is followed 

by their interests in archeological attractions of Sam-Koke District for the people’s 

lifestyles and Mon culture and Pathumthani city group, and, lastly, the Pathumthani 

municipality for ancient architectural remains. The major outcome lies in the 

participatory community, local administrative organizations and all parties concerned. 

Regarding Lanna handicraft conservation, the proposed activities would be the 

dissemination of its history and the weaving process of Yok Dok as a conservation of 

the local heritage conservation. Essential information should, then, cover the origin of 

the Salakphat or Salakyom by the Lamphun natives, ceremony program, significance 

of the rite, as well as the objectives of the event, one of the local annual ceremonies of 

Lanna. However, this is an event organized only one time annually. Therefore, the 

timing does not fall within the tourists’ plans and there should be a well-planned 

advertizing campaign by all parties concerned. Regarding Lanna foods conservation, 

there should be food competitions, as well as promotion of information about the 

significance and history of Lanna foods conservation, at intervals all year round for 

tourists. In conclusion, all activities above should be in according with the Fifth Thai 

Strategic Development Plan.  

The communication model for promoting tourism on Thai Lanna cultural 

conservation in the upper Northern provinces, region 1 was in accordance with the 

Act of National Tourism 2008 and the National Tourism Management Plan 2012-

2016 as follows.  

In the Thai Lanna cultural conservation tourism, Sender embraces the Tourism 

Authority of Thailand, restaurants, products owners, producers, temples, various 

institutes or museums, major markets in tourist attractions, such as Warorot Market, 

local administrative organization at sub-district, district and provincial levels, 

municipalities, communities, travel agencies in Lanna cultural conservation provinces, 

Ministry of Culture, Department of Fine Arts, Department of Community Development 

and Ministry of Public Health and all were in accordance with the communication 

process. The sender, communicator or source could be defined as initiator of the 

communication act, transferring messages from a source that could be either formal or 

informal, from profit or non-profit organizations, producers, distributors, retailers, 
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sales assistants, business units or even senders, etc. Message in Lanna cultural 

conservation tourism encompassed the history of the attractions, varieties of woven 

cloth produced in the upper northern provinces, region 1, the well-known Yok Dok 

silk, which should include its origin and weaving process; Salakphat or Salakyom in 

Lamphun, which is the annual local ceremony, its origin, significance and purpose; 

the Lanna foods, presentation styles, the significance, origin, characteristics of food 

consumption in various occasions, as well as important sales venues. All types of 

messages above were considered significant and essential for the communication and 

promotion of Lanna cultural conservation tourism as reflected in Parnprae 

Chaoprayoon (2012). On the other hand, the study titled “Communication of Cultural 

Heritage through Community Tourism in Non Salao Village” by Dolrutai 

Kowattanakul (2009) explored the significance of cultural heritage, in particular, the 

Pha Kid weaving heritage of Non Salao Village, a higher valued heritage of the 

community. The researcher attempted to explore the identity of the woven design and 

analyze the meaning of the heritage in the study through the application community 

tourism as the research tool. It was found that there were variations in woven designs 

to reflect the meaning of identity; thus, this became the outcome with the highest 

quantity of data, followed by the One-Tambon-One-Product concept, and, finally, 

with the least data quantity, weaving folk wisdom piracy. This is in line with the study 

conducted by Nattawee Judjang (2006, p. 12), “The Promotion and Development of 

Local Tourism: A Case study of Pa Tueng Commune Administration Organization, 

Mae Chan District, Chiangrai Province”. The study revealed the opinions of the 

people and the local administrative officials were as follows: 1) The people  approved 

the roles of the local administration in promoting and developing local tourism; 

however, the people had some reservations about their performance; 2) The people 

were willing to participate in the promotion and development of the local tourism, but 

they had not been given the opportunity; 3) the local administration were 

inexperienced and short-staffed of qualified personnel in tourism management. 

Therefore, their recommendations included proficiency development for personnel 

and tourism management and planning of collaboration with related offices. Channel 

could be formal and encompass inter-personal communication, such as telephone calls 

to request information from government offices such as various government offices at 
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regional and central levels: the Tourism Authority of Thailand at the central and 

regional levels, administrative organizations at sub-district, district and provincial 

levels, in the upper Northern provinces, region 1. On the other hand, informal 

communication could be in the form of talks among friends or relatives who visited 

those attractions, and, finally, the non-personal communication would encompass the 

mass media which could be categorized as the broadcast media such as radio and 

television stations, printed media such as newspapers, magazines, billboards or 

electronics media such as computers, as well as specialty media such as catalogues, 

pamphlets, etc. Such means of communication would entail operation expenses which 

were borne by tourism business owners and government sectors. The publicity would 

take place on special occasions or annual events where pamphlets were distributed to 

various sites, government offices, transport depots, tourist attractions, and markets 

focusing on Lanna culture. Message entailed contents, signs or messages from senders 

to receivers. Senders or sources of news in business which included goods producers, 

product owners would limit the scope or content of the news. Sometimes, messages 

were written by other organizations, such as advertizing or public relation companies 

and goods producers or sales units took part in the basic planning of advertizing and 

were responsible for the facts. Therefore, trademark characteristics of the products, 

words, illustrating pictures, symbols, such as product logos were decided upon by the 

sender or goods producers. The disseminated information included facts about Wat 

Phra That Doi Suthep, Yok Dok silk, Salakphat and Lanna foods, all of which are the 

uniqueness of Lanna culture, unbrokenly passed from one generation to the next and 

become one of tourists’ interests, as evident in words, illustrating pictures, symbols. 

Receivers encompassed tourists, government offices concerned with Lanna cultural 

conservation tourism to obtain feedbacks of communication and to respond accurately 

and properly to the needs of various tourist groups which reflected in the study 

conducted by Kittikun Prapin (2007), titled “The Components and Characteristics of 

Communication to Conserve Poysanglong Festival in Chiangmai Province”. The 

study on the communication components and characteristics of participation in the 

festival revealed 4 components as follows: 1) senders of the festival included monks, 

novices, and temple wardens of Wat Pa Pao, Wat Pa Pao community and government 

sectors; 2) the messages included the origin, format and values of Poi Sang Long 
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Festival; 3) the channels included meetings and publicity, and, 4) receivers were Wat 

Pa Pao community, Chao Thaiyai or Shan people and the local Chiangmai people. In 

addition, the participation of the local people started from the preparation, actual 

events, as well as the evaluation and application of the results to the improvement of 

future festival organization. The concepts of meaning-making messages for the 

receivers means that the receivers or the expected or targeted receivers are one of the 

most significant components in communication for results because receivers are an 

index of the effectiveness of each communication. Therefore, the consideration of the 

receiver’s perception process of the message and the selection of the message in line 

with the receiver’s understanding should be considered in the communication process.  

 

5.3  Recommendations 

 

5.3.1  Recommendations for Policy Makers 

5.3.1.1  The management of the Lanna cultural conservation tourism, in 

particular, the architectural aspects should entail the promotion of more tourist 

knowledge of attractions, better image of the attractions to guarantee tourist’s return, 

as well as activities to attract more tourists. Moreover, considerations should include 

adequate venues, cleanliness and continued renovations. However, the changes of 

Lanna culture as a result of too much market or Western influence may result in the 

loss of Lanna identity which is the selling point of the upper northern tourism.   

5.3.1.2  The cultural conservation tourism in the handicraft aspect, on 

the other hand, should include the promotion of learning within the community. 

Without promotion or activities, it is possible that the handicraft cultural heritage 

could be lost from the upper northern region 1, as it is evident that, at present, cultural 

losses have increased without preservation by new generations.   

5.3.1.3  Concerning the cultural conservation of Lanna ceremonies/rites, 

more significance should be focused through the teaching of northern traditions in 

schools, as well as the participation of the young generation in activities to promote 

their awareness of the heritage and their ability to conserve their traditions.   

5.3.1.4  The cultural conservation tourism in the local food aspect has 

already been one of the tourists’ favorites; therefore, there should be monitoring 
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mechanism to prevent food vendors from taking advantage of tourists, measures to 

punish offenders, as well as to provide security to tourists.  

5.3.1.5  There should be development programs for personnel in local 

and non-local units. Personnel in local administrative organizations, closely in touch 

with the culture, should be well-versed in the knowledge and the ability to provide 

tourists with cultural insights. Non-local units, like the Tourism Authority of 

Thailand, should be responsible for supplying accurate information, as well as 

necessary materials to facilitate efficient performance of local personnel. In addition, 

tourist-related industries should realize their roles in the promotion of standardized 

tourism and a sense of the nation’s stability for tourists.  

5.3.1.6  The government sectors should have a clear policy in the 

promotion of Lanna cultural tourist attractions to maintain Lanna culture as one of the 

important attractions as evident in the high number of foreign and Thai tourists 

choosing Lanna as annual their destinations.  

5.3.1.7  The government sectors should have an effective system in 

collecting and disseminating tourist information on Lanna tourist attractions, since it 

is considered important messages with accurate information on activities, dates, time 

and venues of events which could take place anywhere and anytime. Therefore, a 

guidebook should be appropriate. 

5.3.1.8  The channel of communication could include, besides the mass 

media, the broadcast media such as radio and television stations; printed media such 

as newspapers, magazines, billboards or electronics media such as computers, as well 

as specialty media such as catalogues, pamphlets, etc. However, other media should 

be considered, such as outdoors media in the form of large advertizing boards during 

the festivals, or mobile publicity. The time of publicity should be done in advance so 

that tourists would have adequate time to plan for the trip. The publicity should be 

done periodically to remind tourists of the cultural, architectural ritual and food 

events.    
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5.3.2  Recommendations for Future Research 

5.3.2.1  Future study could be conducted to explore eco-tourism and 

compare communicative format to promote cultural conservation and eco-tourism.  

5.3.2.2  There could be comparative studies with other regions to gain 

knowledge of communicative format, techniques, procedures and participation 

process. 

5.3.2.3  There could be a research focusing on appropriate communication 

tools for the cultural conservation tourism to ensure considerable success and 

convenient access by tourists.  
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QUESTIONAIRE 

Communication Model for Promoting Tourism on Thai Lanna Cultural 
Conservation 

This questionnaire is a part of Dissertation for Doctorate Degree, Faculty of Tourism 
Management, Integrated Tourism Management Program, National Institute of Development 
Administration. The objectives are 1) To study the conditions and the problems of 
communication for promoting tourism on Thai Lanna cultural conservation in the area of 
the four provinces in the upper part in the north of Thailand in accordance with The Act of 
National Tourism 2008 and The National Tourism management Plan 2012-2016. 2) To 
design the communication model for promoting Tourism on Thai Lanna cultural 
conservation in the  area of four provinces in the upper part in the North of Thailand in 
accordance with The act of National Tourism 2008 and The National Tourism Management 
Plan 2012-2016. 3) To evaluate the communication model for promoting Tourism on Thai 
Lanna cultural conservation in the area of the four provinces in the upper part in the North 
of Thailand in accordance with The Act of National Tourism 2008 and The National 
Tourism Management Plan 2012-2016 

The results of the study are only for the sake of education and will be kept 
confidential which will be presented as an overview in general 

There are two parts in the questionnaire: Part 1- Personal information of the 
respondents, Part 2- Opinions of a model of communication for tourism promoting on Thai 
Lanna cultural conservation. 

      Taksina  Seanyen 
      Student working for Doctorate Degree 
      Integrated Tourism Management Program 
      National Institute of Development   
      Administration 
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Part 1:  Personal information 

Direction:  Please write  in  

1. Gender 

1.1   Male     1.2    Female 

2. Age 

2.1  Under 20 years  2.2  Between 21-30 years 
2.3  31-40 years   2.4  41-50 years 
2.5  51-60 years   2.6  More than 60 years 

3. Highest qualification 

3.1  Elementary school level  
3.2 Secondary school level 
3.3 Associated degree or equivalent  
3.4 Bachelor’s degree or higher 

4. Occupation 

4.1  Government official/employee  
4.2  Owner of a private business 
4.3  Wage-earner  
4.4  Employee of a private sector 

5. Average salary / wages per month 

5.1  Less than 8,000 Baht  5.2  8,001-10,000 Baht 
5.3  10,001 – 15,000 Baht  5.4  More than 15,000 Baht 

6. Residence 
6.1  Local inhabitant   6.2  Non-local inhabitant 

 

 

1. sex 

2. age 

3. edu 

4. occ 

5. inc 

6. hom 
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Part 2:  Information for a communication model for promoting tourism on Thai   
            Lanna cultural conservation 
Direction:  Please tick under the appropriate that indicates your level of opinions for    
                the following items. Score  

5 for things that you strongly agree  
4 for things that you agree 
3 for things that you moderate agree 
2 for things that you less agree 
1 for things that  you least agree 

 

Items 
Your opinions 

5 4 3 2 1 

 
1 

Information about The Act of National Tourism 2008 and The National  
Tourism Management Plan 2012-2-16 
1.1 To what extent have you learned about The Act of National of 
Tourism  
      2008 and The National Tourism Management Plan 2012-2016? 

     

1.2To what extent do you think government really supports in putting 
The Act of National Tourism 2008 and The National Tourism 
Management Plan 2012-2016 into practice? 

     

1.3 To what extent do you think the tourists are interested in the way 
of communication for tourism promoting of culture to printed media 
like newspapers, magazines, books, and pictures? 

     

1.4To what extent do you think the tourists are interested in the way 
of communication for tourism promoting of culture through electric 
media like radios, televisions, movies, and internet? 

     

1.5 To what extent do you understand about the cultural 
conservation? 
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Items 
Your opinions 

5 4 3 2 1 
 

2 
Information about cultural conservation of Lanna architecture 
2.1 To what extent do you think the tourists are interested in tourism 
promoting of Thai Lanna cultural conservation of Lanna architecture? 

     

2.2To what extent do you think the government sectors work together 
with the private ones in tourism promoting of Thai Lanna cultural 
conservation of Lanna architecture? 

     

2.3 To what extent do you think the ASEAN countries work together 
in tourism promoting of Thai Lanna cultural conservation of Lanna 
architecture? 

     

2.4To what extent do you think the government sectors have held the 
training and workshops in collaboration with the private ones for 
tourism promoting of Thai Lanna cultural conservation in accordance 
with the objectives of The Act of National Tourism 2008 and The 
National Tourism Management Plan 2012-2016 of Lanna 
architecture? 

     

 
3 

Information about cultural conservation of Lanna handicrafts 
2.1 To what extent do you think the tourists are interested in tourism 
promoting of Thai Lanna cultural conservation of Lanna handicrafts? 

     

2.2To what extent do you think the government sectors work together 
with the private ones in tourism promoting of Thai Lanna cultural 
conservation of Lanna handicrafts? 

     

2.3 To what extent do you think the ASEAN countries work together 
in tourism promoting of Thai Lanna cultural conservation of Lanna 
handicrafts? 

     

2.4To what extent do you think the government sectors have held the 
training and workshops in collaboration with the private ones for 
tourism promoting of Thai Lanna cultural conservation in accordance 
with the objectives of The Act of National Tourism 2008 and The 
National Tourism Management Plan 2012-2016 of Lanna 
handicrafts? 
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Items 
Your opinions 

5 4 3 2 1 
 

4 
Information about cultural conservation of Lanna ceremonies 
2.1 To what extent do you think the tourists are interested in tourism 
promoting of Thai Lanna cultural conservation of Lanna ceremonies? 

     

2.2To what extent do you think the government sectors work together 
with the private ones in tourism promoting of Thai Lanna cultural 
conservation of Lanna ceremonies? 

     

2.3 To what extent do you think the ASEAN countries work together 
in tourism promoting of Thai Lanna cultural conservation of Lanna 
ceremonies? 

     

2.4To what extent do you think the government sectors have held the 
training and workshops in collaboration with the private ones for 
tourism promoting of Thai Lanna cultural conservation in accordance 
with the objectives of The Act of National Tourism 2008 and The 
National Tourism Management Plan 2012-2016 of Lanna 
ceremonies? 

     

 
5 

Information about cultural conservation of Lanna Foods 
2.1 To what extent do you think the tourists are interested in tourism 
promoting of Thai Lanna cultural conservation of Lanna Foods? 

     

2.2To what extent do you think the government sectors work together 
with the private ones in tourism promoting of Thai Lanna cultural 
conservation of Lanna Foods? 

     

2.3 To what extent do you think the ASEAN countries work together 
in tourism promoting of Thai Lanna cultural conservation of Lanna 
Foods? 

     

2.4To what extent do you think the government sectors have held the 
training and workshops in collaboration with the private ones for 
tourism promoting of Thai Lanna cultural conservation in accordance 
with the objectives of The Act of National Tourism 2008 and The 
National Tourism Management Plan 2012-2016 of Lanna Foods? 

     

 
 
Suggestions............................................................................................................................................ 

...............................................................................................................................................................

........ 
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Interview 

Communication Model for Promoting Tourism on Thai Lanna Cultural 
Conservation 

This questionnaire is a part of Dissertation for Doctorate Degree, Faculty of Tourism 
Management, Integrated Tourism Management Program, National Institute of Development 
Administration. The objectives are 1) To study the conditions and the problems of 
communication for promoting tourism on Thai Lanna cultural conservation in the area of 
the four provinces in the upper part in the north of Thailand in accordance with The Act of 
National Tourism 2008 and The National Tourism management Plan 2012-2016. 2) To 
design the communication model for promoting Tourism on Thai Lanna cultural 
conservation in the  area of four provinces in the upper part in the North of Thailand in 
accordance with The act of National Tourism 2008 and The National Tourism Management 
Plan 2012-2016. 3) To evaluate the communication model for promoting Tourism on Thai 
Lanna cultural conservation in the area of the four provinces in the upper part in the North 
of Thailand in accordance with The Act of National Tourism 2008 and The National 
Tourism Management Plan 2012-2016 

The results of the study are only for the sake of education and will be kept 
confidential which will be presented as an overview in general 

There are 7 part; Part 1 is General Information, Part 2 is Information about The 
Act of National Tourism 2008 and The National Tourism Management Plan 2012-2-16, 
Part 3 is Information about cultural conservation of Lanna architecture, Part 4 is 
Information about cultural conservation of Lanna Handicraft, Part 5 is Information 
about cultural conservation of Lanna ceremony, Part 6 is Information about cultural 
conservation of Lanna Foods and Part 7 is Sugesstions.    

 

       Taksina  Seanyen 

 

      Student working for Doctorate Degree 
      Integrated Tourism Management Program 
      National Institute of Development   
      Administration 
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Interview 

Communication Model for Promoting Tourism on Thai Lanna Cultural Conservation 

 

Part 1 General Information   

1.1 Name ...............................................................................................................................  
1.2 Gender............................1.3 Age...................years  1.4 Occupations ..........................................  
1.5 Position ..........................................................................................................................................  
1.6 Working experiences 

1.2 ...........................................................................................................................................................................................................
...........................................................................................................................................................................................................

............................................................................ ............................................ ...................................................................  

Part 2 Information about The Act of National Tourism 2008 and The National 
Tourism Management Plan 2012-2-16 

2.1  Do the Business owner have perception on information about the Act of 
National Tourism 2008 and The National Tourism Management Plan 2012-2016? And 
How? 

.............................................................................................................................................................

.............................................................................................................................................................

.............................................................................................................................................................

.............................................................................................................................................................

.............................................................................................................................................................

.............................................................................................................................................................

.............................................................................................................................................................

............................................................................................................................................................. 

............................................................................................................................................................. 
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2.2  Does the government sector has aggressively promoted the Act of National 
Tourism 2008 and The National Tourism Management Plan 2012-2016? 

.............................................................................................................................................................

.............................................................................................................................................................

.............................................................................................................................................................

.............................................................................................................................................................

.............................................................................................................................................................

.............................................................................................................................................................

.............................................................................................................................................................  

2.3 What kind of media that use to communicate in promoting cultural tourism and 
which one is the most popular? 

.............................................................................................................................................................

.............................................................................................................................................................

.............................................................................................................................................................

.............................................................................................................................................................

.............................................................................................................................................................

.............................................................................................................................................................

............................................................................................................................................................. 

2.4 What kind of communication were success and why? 

.............................................................................................................................................................

.............................................................................................................................................................

.............................................................................................................................................................

.............................................................................................................................................................

.............................................................................................................................................................

............................................................................................................................................................. 
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2.5 Does the tourist know about the cultural conservation and which cultural 
conservation is the most interesting for tourist?  

.............................................................................................................................................................

.............................................................................................................................................................

.............................................................................................................................................................

.............................................................................................................................................................

.............................................................................................................................................................

.............................................................................................................................................................

.............................................................................................................................................................

............................................................................................................................................................. 

............................................................................................................................................................. 

Part 3 Information about cultural conservation of Lanna architecture 

3.1 How to raising awareness in business owner and tourist to be interested in 
cultural conservation of Lanna architecture? 

.............................................................................................................................................................

.............................................................................................................................................................

.............................................................................................................................................................

.............................................................................................................................................................

.............................................................................................................................................................

............................................................................................................................................................. 

............................................................................................................................................................. 
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3.2 How to create the promoting model to attract the tourist to cultural conservation 
of Lanna architecture? 

.............................................................................................................................................................

.............................................................................................................................................................

.............................................................................................................................................................

.............................................................................................................................................................

.............................................................................................................................................................

.............................................................................................................................................................

.............................................................................................................................................................

............................................................................................................................................................. 

............................................................................................................................................................. 

3.3 How is the collaboration (all sector) model to promoting cultural conservation of 
Lanna architecture to be success? 

.............................................................................................................................................................

.............................................................................................................................................................

.............................................................................................................................................................

.............................................................................................................................................................

.............................................................................................................................................................

.............................................................................................................................................................

.............................................................................................................................................................

............................................................................................................................................................. 

............................................................................................................................................................. 
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3.4 Should cooperate within ASEAN to promoting cultural conservation of Lanna 
architecture? How?  

.............................................................................................................................................................

.............................................................................................................................................................

.............................................................................................................................................................

.............................................................................................................................................................

.............................................................................................................................................................

.............................................................................................................................................................

.............................................................................................................................................................

............................................................................................................................................................. 

............................................................................................................................................................. 

3.5 Which government unit supposed to organize seminar, training and workshop 
about promoting cultural conservation of Lanna architecture according to the Act of 
National Tourism 2008 and The National Tourism Management Plan 2012-2016? 

.............................................................................................................................................................

.............................................................................................................................................................

.............................................................................................................................................................

.............................................................................................................................................................

.............................................................................................................................................................

.............................................................................................................................................................

.............................................................................................................................................................

............................................................................................................................................................. 

............................................................................................................................................................. 
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Part 4 Information about cultural conservation of Lanna Handicraft 

4.1 How to raising awareness in business owner and tourist to be interested in 
cultural conservation of Lanna Handicraft? 

.............................................................................................................................................................

.............................................................................................................................................................

.............................................................................................................................................................

.............................................................................................................................................................

.............................................................................................................................................................

.............................................................................................................................................................

.............................................................................................................................................................

.............................................................................................................................................................  

4.2 How to create the promoting model to attract the tourist to cultural conservation 
of Lanna Handicraft? 

.............................................................................................................................................................

.............................................................................................................................................................

.............................................................................................................................................................

.............................................................................................................................................................

.............................................................................................................................................................

.............................................................................................................................................................

.............................................................................................................................................................

............................................................................................................................................................. 
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4.3 How is the collaboration (all sector) model to promoting cultural conservation of 
Lanna Handicraft to be success? 

.............................................................................................................................................................

.............................................................................................................................................................

.............................................................................................................................................................

.............................................................................................................................................................

.............................................................................................................................................................

.............................................................................................................................................................

.............................................................................................................................................................

............................................................................................................................................................. 

............................................................................................................................................................. 

4.4 Should cooperate within ASEAN to promoting cultural conservation of Lanna 
Handicraft? How? 

..............................................................................................................................................................................

..............................................................................................................................................................................

..............................................................................................................................................................................

..............................................................................................................................................................................

..............................................................................................................................................................................

..............................................................................................................................................................................

.............................................................................................................................................................................. 

............................................................................................................................................................. 
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4.5 Which government unit supposed to organize seminar, training and workshop 
about promoting cultural conservation of Lanna Handicraft according to the Act of 
National Tourism 2008 and The National Tourism Management Plan 2012-2016? 

..............................................................................................................................................................................

..............................................................................................................................................................................

..............................................................................................................................................................................

..............................................................................................................................................................................

..............................................................................................................................................................................

..............................................................................................................................................................................

.............................................................................................................................................................................. 

.............................................................................................................................................................................. 

 

Part 5 Information about cultural conservation of Lanna ceremony 

5.1 How to raising awareness in business owner and tourist to be interested in 
cultural conservation of Lanna ceremony? 

.............................................................................................................................................................

.............................................................................................................................................................

.............................................................................................................................................................

.............................................................................................................................................................

.............................................................................................................................................................

.............................................................................................................................................................

.............................................................................................................................................................

............................................................................................................................................................. 

............................................................................................................................................................. 
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5.2 How to create the promoting model to attract the tourist to cultural conservation 
of Lanna ceremony? 

.............................................................................................................................................................

.............................................................................................................................................................

.............................................................................................................................................................

.............................................................................................................................................................

.............................................................................................................................................................

.............................................................................................................................................................

.............................................................................................................................................................

............................................................................................................................................................. 

............................................................................................................................................................. 

5.3 How is the collaboration (all sector) model to promoting cultural conservation of 
Lanna ceremony to be success? 

.............................................................................................................................................................

.............................................................................................................................................................

.............................................................................................................................................................

.............................................................................................................................................................

.............................................................................................................................................................

.............................................................................................................................................................

.............................................................................................................................................................

............................................................................................................................................................. 

............................................................................................................................................................. 
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5.4 Should cooperate within ASEAN to promoting cultural conservation of Lanna 
ceremony? How? 

.............................................................................................................................................................

.............................................................................................................................................................

.............................................................................................................................................................

.............................................................................................................................................................

.............................................................................................................................................................

............................................................................................................................................................. 

............................................................................................................................................................. 

5.5 Which government unit supposed to organize seminar, training and workshop 
about promoting cultural conservation of Lanna ceremony according to the Act of 
National Tourism 2008 and The National Tourism Management Plan 2012-2016? 

.............................................................................................................................................................

.............................................................................................................................................................

.............................................................................................................................................................

.............................................................................................................................................................

.............................................................................................................................................................

.............................................................................................................................................................

.............................................................................................................................................................

............................................................................................................................................................. 

............................................................................................................................................................. 
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Part 6 Information about cultural conservation of Lanna foods 

6.1 How to raising awareness in business owner and tourist to be interested in 
cultural conservation of Lanna foods? 

.............................................................................................................................................................

.............................................................................................................................................................

.............................................................................................................................................................

.............................................................................................................................................................

.............................................................................................................................................................

.............................................................................................................................................................

.............................................................................................................................................................

............................................................................................................................................................. 

............................................................................................................................................................. 

6.2 How to create the promoting model to attract the tourist to cultural conservation 
of Lanna foods? 

.............................................................................................................................................................

.............................................................................................................................................................

.............................................................................................................................................................

.............................................................................................................................................................

.............................................................................................................................................................

.............................................................................................................................................................

.............................................................................................................................................................

............................................................................................................................................................. 

............................................................................................................................................................. 
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6.3 How is the collaboration (all sector) model to promoting cultural conservation of 
Lanna foods to be success? 

.............................................................................................................................................................

.............................................................................................................................................................

.............................................................................................................................................................

.............................................................................................................................................................

.............................................................................................................................................................

.............................................................................................................................................................

.............................................................................................................................................................

............................................................................................................................................................. 

............................................................................................................................................................. 

6.4 Should cooperate within ASEAN to promoting cultural conservation of Lanna 
foods? How? 

.............................................................................................................................................................

.............................................................................................................................................................

.............................................................................................................................................................

.............................................................................................................................................................

.............................................................................................................................................................

.............................................................................................................................................................

.............................................................................................................................................................

............................................................................................................................................................. 

............................................................................................................................................................. 
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6.5 Which government unit supposed to organize seminar, training and workshop 
about promoting cultural conservation of Lanna foods according to the Act of 
National Tourism 2008 and The National Tourism Management Plan 2012-2016? 

.............................................................................................................................................................

.............................................................................................................................................................

.............................................................................................................................................................

.............................................................................................................................................................

.............................................................................................................................................................

.............................................................................................................................................................

.............................................................................................................................................................

............................................................................................................................................................. 

............................................................................................................................................................. 

Part 7 Suggestion 
 
7.1 Do you have any suggestion about the communication on Thai Lanna cultural 
conservation? 

.............................................................................................................................................................

.............................................................................................................................................................

.............................................................................................................................................................

.............................................................................................................................................................

.............................................................................................................................................................

.............................................................................................................................................................

............................................................................................................................................................. 

............................................................................................................................................................. 
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The analysis evaluated by expert interviews to determine the validity of content 

(Content Validity) of the questionnaire. 

 

Question 
Score of expert’s opinion 

R  IOC 
Expert1 Expert2 Expert3 Expert4 Expert5 Expert6 Expert7 

1 +1 +1 +1 +1 +1 +1 -1 5 0.71 

2 +1 +1 +1 +1 +1 +1 -1 5 0.71 

3 +1 +1 0 +1 0 +1 +1 5 0.71 

4 +1 +1 +1 +1 +1 0 +1 6 0.85 

5 +1 +1 +1 +1 +1 +1 +1 7 1 

6 +1 +1 +1 +1 +1 0 +1 6 0.85 

7 0 0 +1 +1 +1 +1 +1 5 0.71 

8 +1 +1 +1 +1 +1 +1 +1 7 1 

9 +1 +1 +1 +1 +1 +1 +1 7 1 

10 +1 0 +1 +1 +1 +1 0 5 0.71 

11 +1 +1 0 +1 0 +1 +1 5 0.71 

12 0 +1 0 +1 0 +1 +1 4 0.57 

13 +1 +1 +1 +1 +1 +1 +1 7 1 

14 0 +1 +1 +1 +1 +1 +1 6 0.85 

15 +1 0 +1 +1 +1 +1 +1 6 0.85 

16 +1 +1 0 +1 +1 +1 0 5 0.71 

17 +1 +1 +1 +1 +1 +1 +1 7 1 

18 +1 +1 +1 +1 +1 +1 +1 7 1 

19 +1 +1 +1 +1 +1 +1 +1 7 1 

20 +1 0 +1 +1 +1 +1 +1 6 0.85 

21 0 +1 0 +1 0 +1 +1 4 0.57 

22 +1 +1 0 +1 0 +1 +1 5 0.71 

23 +1 +1 +1 +1 +1 +1 0 6 0.85 

24 +1 +1 +1 +1 +1 +1 +1 7 1 

25 0 +1 +1 +1 +1 +1 +1 6 0.85 

26 +1 +1 +1 +1 +1 +1 +1 7 1 

27 +1 +1 0 +1 0 +1 +1 6 0.85 

28 +1 0 +1 +1 0 +1 +1 5 0.71 

29 +1 +1 +1 +1 +1 +1 +1 6 0.85 

30 +1 +1 +1 +1 +1 +1 +1 7 1 

Total Score             25.18  d  

IOC Score               0.84  d  
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The improved questionnaire was sent to the 7 experts to be considered for the 

accuracy. 

The 7 experts consist of: 

1)  Mr. Phirapat  Iamkam, Assistant Director, Tourism Authority of 

Thailand  

2)  Mr. Kajorn  Weerajai, Deputy Permanent Secretary, Ministry of  

Tourism and Sports 

3)  Mr. Somchai Siratanaprepas, Managing Director, Marvin Tour  

Company 

4)  Prof. Dr. Kesinee  Payanun 

5)  Assoc. Prof. Dr. Titipat  Iamnirun 

6)  Assoc. Prof. Dr.Kamolrat Intaratat 

7)  Dr. Supot  Thaisuriya 
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Reliability 
 

 
Scale: ALL VARIABLES 

 

 

Case Processing Summary 

 N % 

Cases Valid 30 100.0 

Excluded
a
 0 .0 

Total 30 100.0 

a. Listwise deletion based on all variables in the 

procedure. 

 

Reliability Statistics 

Cronbach's Alpha 

Cronbach's Alpha 

Based on 

Standardized Items N of Items 

.938 .936 21 

 

Item Statistics 

 Mean Std. Deviation N 

Q1 2.63 .999 30 

Q2 3.13 .730 30 

Q3 3.43 .935 30 

Q4 3.80 .961 30 

Q5 3.60 .621 30 

Q6 3.90 .712 30 

Q7 3.50 .682 30 

Q8 3.47 .629 30 

Q9 3.20 .714 30 

Q10 3.77 .858 30 

Q11 3.53 1.008 30 

Q12 3.40 .932 30 

Q13 3.17 .986 30 

Q14 3.23 .971 30 

Q15 3.07 .868 30 

Q16 3.03 1.033 30 

Q17 3.20 .925 30 
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Q18 3.80 .997 30 

Q19 3.50 .861 30 

Q20 3.37 .964 30 

Q21 3.33 .844 30 

 

 

Scale Statistics 

Mean Variance Std. Deviation N of Items 

71.07 151.237 12.298 21 

 

ANOVA 

 Sum of Squares df Mean Square F Sig 

Between People 208.851 29 7.202   

Within People Between 

Items 
55.641 20 2.782 6.193 .000 

Residual 260.549 580 .449   

Total 316.190 600 .527   

Total 525.041 629 .835   

Grand Mean = 3.38 

 

 

Hotelling's T-Squared Test 

Hotelling's T-

Squared F df1 df2 Sig 

157.101 2.709 20 10 .054 

Summary Item Statistics 

 
Mean 

Minimu

m 
Maximum Range 

Maximum 

/ Minimum 
Variance N of Items 

Item Means 3.384 2.633 3.900 1.267 1.481 .093 21 

Item 

Variances 
.771 .386 1.068 .682 2.765 .049 21 

Inter-Item 

Covariance

s 

.322 -.107 .756 .863 -7.075 .029 21 
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 Inter-Item Correlation Matrix 

 
  

 Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 Q5 Q6 Q7 Q8 Q9 Q10 Q11 Q12 Q13 Q14 Q15 Q16 Q17 Q18 Q19 Q20 Q21 

Q1 1.000 .636 .250 .280 .311 -.150 .076 .446 .493 .178 .406 .237 .344 .375 .426 .413 .530 .235 .301 .359 .436 

Q2 .636 1.000 .569 .481 .501 .159 .277 .310 .344 .161 .509 .375 .495 .441 .584 .542 .623 .370 .384 .467 .653 

Q3 .250 .569 1.000 .713 .486 .274 .243 .172 .485 .431 .624 .585 .555 .264 .600 .520 .534 .392 .407 .391 .641 

Q4 .280 .481 .713 1.000 .439 .020 .105 .274 .412 .276 .612 .477 .182 .236 .471 .493 .396 .209 .292 .342 .467 

Q5 .311 .501 .486 .439 1.000 -.016 .325 -.035 .109 .078 .407 .107 .338 .274 .371 .183 .324 .367 .322 .138 .394 

Q6 -.150 .159 .274 .020 -.016 1.000 .319 -.046 -.027 .299 .125 .322 .221 .135 .123 .239 .084 .360 .309 .156 .287 

Q7 .076 .277 .243 .105 .325 .319 1.000 .161 .354 .265 .451 .271 .436 .286 .233 .122 .437 .406 .382 .236 .359 

Q8 .446 .310 .172 .274 -.035 -.046 .161 1.000 .629 .145 .301 .494 .482 .324 .383 .559 .486 .264 .191 .447 .346 

Q9 .493 .344 .485 .412 .109 -.027 .354 .629 1.000 .416 .661 .549 .588 .328 .478 .364 .616 .349 .392 .390 .457 

Q10 .178 .161 .431 .276 .078 .299 .265 .145 .416 1.000 .707 .509 .455 .440 .577 .476 .235 .306 .397 .357 .444 

Q11 .406 .509 .624 .612 .407 .125 .451 .301 .661 .707 1.000 .609 .567 .467 .628 .512 .510 .384 .556 .466 .675 

Q12 .237 .375 .585 .477 .107 .322 .271 .494 .549 .509 .609 1.000 .638 .388 .562 .666 .544 .312 .344 .407 .526 

Q13 .344 .495 .555 .182 .338 .221 .436 .482 .588 .455 .567 .638 1.000 .390 .631 .536 .605 .527 .467 .514 .594 

Q14 .375 .441 .264 .236 .274 .135 .286 .324 .328 .440 .467 .388 .390 1.000 .758 .748 .599 .370 .309 .531 .322 

Q15 .426 .584 .600 .471 .371 .123 .233 .383 .478 .577 .628 .562 .631 .758 1.000 .843 .670 .414 .461 .629 .533 

Q16 .413 .542 .520 .493 .183 .239 .122 .559 .364 .476 .512 .666 .536 .748 .843 1.000 .642 .409 .446 .714 .580 

Q17 .530 .623 .534 .396 .324 .084 .437 .486 .616 .235 .510 .544 .605 .599 .670 .642 1.000 .569 .520 .688 .618 

Q18 .235 .370 .392 .209 .367 .360 .406 .264 .349 .306 .384 .312 .527 .370 .414 .409 .569 1.000 .764 .725 .697 

Q19 .301 .384 .407 .292 .322 .309 .382 .191 .392 .397 .556 .344 .467 .309 .461 .446 .520 .764 1.000 .768 .759 

Q20 .359 .467 .391 .342 .138 .156 .236 .447 .390 .357 .466 .407 .514 .531 .629 .714 .688 .725 .768 1.000 .734 

Q21 .436 .653 .641 .467 .394 .287 .359 .346 .457 .444 .675 .526 .594 .322 .533 .580 .618 .697 .759 .734 1.000 

2
0
9
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Inter-Item Covariance Matrix 

 

 Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 Q5 Q6 Q7 Q8 Q9 Q10 Q11 Q12 Q13 Q14 Q15 Q16 Q17 Q18 Q19 Q20 Q21 

Q1 .999 .464 .233 .269 .193 -.107 .052 .280 .352 .153 .409 .221 .339 .364 .370 .426 .490 .234 .259 .346 .368 

Q2 .464 .533 .389 .338 .228 .083 .138 .143 .179 .101 .375 .255 .356 .313 .370 .409 .421 .269 .241 .329 .402 

Q3 .233 .389 .875 .641 .283 .183 .155 .101 .324 .346 .589 .510 .511 .240 .487 .502 .462 .366 .328 .353 .506 

Q4 .269 .338 .641 .924 .262 .014 .069 .166 .283 .228 .593 .428 .172 .221 .393 .490 .352 .200 .241 .317 .379 

Q5 .193 .228 .283 .262 .386 -.007 .138 -.014 .048 .041 .255 .062 .207 .166 .200 .117 .186 .228 .172 .083 .207 

Q6 -.107 .083 .183 .014 -.007 .507 .155 -.021 -.014 .183 .090 .214 .155 .093 .076 .176 .055 .255 .190 .107 .172 

Q7 .052 .138 .155 .069 .138 .155 .466 .069 .172 .155 .310 .172 .293 .190 .138 .086 .276 .276 .224 .155 .207 

Q8 .280 .143 .101 .166 -.014 -.021 .069 .395 .283 .078 .191 .290 .299 .198 .209 .363 .283 .166 .103 .271 .184 

Q9 .352 .179 .324 .283 .048 -.014 .172 .283 .510 .255 .476 .366 .414 .228 .297 .269 .407 .248 .241 .269 .276 

Q10 .153 .101 .346 .228 .041 .183 .155 .078 .255 .737 .611 .407 .385 .367 .430 .422 .186 .262 .293 .295 .322 

Q11 .409 .375 .589 .593 .255 .090 .310 .191 .476 .611 1.016 .572 .563 .457 .549 .533 .476 .386 .483 .453 .575 

Q12 .221 .255 .510 .428 .062 .214 .172 .290 .366 .407 .572 .869 .586 .352 .455 .641 .469 .290 .276 .366 .414 

Q13 .339 .356 .511 .172 .207 .155 .293 .299 .414 .385 .563 .586 .971 .374 .540 .546 .552 .517 .397 .489 .494 

Q14 .364 .313 .240 .221 .166 .093 .190 .198 .228 .367 .457 .352 .374 .944 .639 .751 .538 .359 .259 .498 .264 

Q15 .370 .370 .487 .393 .200 .076 .138 .209 .297 .430 .549 .455 .540 .639 .754 .756 .538 .359 .345 .526 .391 

Q16 .426 .409 .502 .490 .117 .176 .086 .363 .269 .422 .533 .641 .546 .751 .756 1.068 .614 .421 .397 .711 .506 

Q17 .490 .421 .462 .352 .186 .055 .276 .283 .407 .186 .476 .469 .552 .538 .538 .614 .855 .524 .414 .614 .483 

Q18 .234 .269 .366 .200 .228 .255 .276 .166 .248 .262 .386 .290 .517 .359 .359 .421 .524 .993 .655 .697 .586 

Q19 .259 .241 .328 .241 .172 .190 .224 .103 .241 .293 .483 .276 .397 .259 .345 .397 .414 .655 .741 .638 .552 

Q20 .346 .329 .353 .317 .083 .107 .155 .271 .269 .295 .453 .366 .489 .498 .526 .711 .614 .697 .638 .930 .598 

Q21 .368 .402 .506 .379 .207 .172 .207 .184 .276 .322 .575 .414 .494 .264 .391 .506 .483 .586 .552 .598 .713 
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9 key informants from the Tourism Authority of Thailand, tourist industry, 

media, entrepreneurs and Thai tourists (selected by the Tourism Authority of 

Thailand), as follows. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

1.Khun Chanthip Pitchayadejachotikul Tourism Authority of Thailand 

Chaing mai Officer  

2. Khun Jakrapong Sittilor Tourism and Sports Chiang mai 

Officer 

3. Khun Somrid Haikam Tourist Guide President of 

Chiang mai 

4. Khun Wilat Panyawong Entrepreneur Night Barza’s 

President  

5. Khun Jintana Kitmee Matichon’s reporter  

6. Khun Sutthida Suwankantha Prachachat Turakit’s reporter  

7. Khun Rattakon Daengsai Thai Tourist  

8. Khun Nattaya Thep-udom Thai Tourist 

9. Khun Warumporn Letfongsamut Thai Tourist 
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Focus Group 
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Participant Observation 

 
Participant Observation 
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Participant Observation 
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In-depth Interview 

 
In-depth Interview 
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In-depth Interview 
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In-depth Interview 

 
In-depth Interview 
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